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Abstract
Computer networks are becoming increasingly large and complex; more so with the recent
penetration of the internet into all walks of life. It is essential to be able to monitor and
to analyse networks in a timely and efficient manner; to extract important metrics and
measurements and to do so in a way which does not unduly disturb or affect the performance
of the network under test. Network tomography is one possible method to accomplish these
aims. Drawing upon the principles of statistical inference, it is often possible to determine
the statistical properties of either the links or the paths of the network, whichever is desired,
by measuring at the most convenient points thus reducing theeffort required. In particular,
bottleneck-link detection methods in which estimates of the delay distributions on network
links are inferred from measurements made at end-points on network paths, are examined as a
means to determine which links of the network are experiencing the highest delay.
Initially two published methods, one based upon a single Gaussi n distribution and the other
based upon the method-of-moments, are examined by comparing their performance using three
metrics: robustness to scaling, bottleneck detection accur y and computational complexity.
Whilst there are many published algorithms, there is littleli rature in which said algorithms
are objectively compared. In this thesis, two network topolgies are considered, each with
three configurations in order to determine performance in six scenarios. Two new estimation
methods are then introduced, both based on Gaussian mixturemod ls which are believed to
offer an advantage over existing methods in certain scenarios. Computationally, a mixture
model algorithm is much more complex than a simple parametric algorithm but the flexibility
in modelling an arbitrary distribution is vastly increased. Better model accuracy potentially
leads to more accurate estimation and detection of the bottleneck.
The concept of increasing flexibility is again considered byusing a Pearson type-1 distribution
as an alternative to the single Gaussian distribution. Thisincreases the flexibility but with
a reduced complexity when compared with mixture model approaches which necessitate the
use of iterative approximation methods. A hybrid approach is also considered where the
method-of-moments is combined with the Pearson type-1 method in order to circumvent
problems with the output stage of the former. This algorithmas a higher variance than
the method-of-moments but the output stage is more convenient for manipulation. Also
considered is a new approach to detection algorithms which is not dependant on any a-priori
parameter selection and makes use of the Kullback-Leibler div gence. The results show that it
accomplishes its aim but is not robust enough to replace the curr nt algorithms.
Delay estimation is then cast in a different role, as an integral part of an algorithm to correlate
input and output streams in an anonymising network such as the onion router (TOR). TOR
is used by users in an attempt to conceal network traffic from observation. Breaking the
encryption protocols used is not possible without significant effort but by correlating the
un-encrypted input and output streams from the TOR network,it is possible to provide a degree
of certainty about the ownership of traffic streams. The delay model is essential as the network
is treated as providing a pseudo-random delay to each packet; having an accurate model allows
the algorithm to better correlate the streams.
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This thesis is concerned with the application of signal processing algorithms to the problem
of estimating delay in computer networks. Network tomography [1] describes the process
of inferring some characteristics [2] of the internal linksof a packet-switched network using
measurements of the path level characteristics and knowledge of the topology and the routing of
the network. Algorithms and techniques are in demand becausthey offer a means to monitor
large networks without the necessity of measuring every link; thus, they can offer a saving
of time and resources. There are many published algorithms [3] [4] [5] [6] whose authors
claim good performance but as yet no comparisons between algorithms using identical data
and scenarios have been made; thus an objective choice of algorithm based on performance is
hard.
Methods of network tomography can be broken down into two parts: an estimation stage and
a detection stage. In general, research effort is focused onthe estimation stage because this
offers greater scope for the application of signal processing algorithms. In addition, multiple
detection algorithms can be coupled with the output from a single estimator stage to focus
on detecting different anomalies; hence accurate estimation is highly important. Algorithms
for both detection and estimation are examined in this thesis and a common detection method
suitable for all estimation algorithms is sought.
The difference between parametric methods and non-parametric methods can be described
thus: parametric methods are generally less computationally complex but are less accurate,
non-parametric methods are potentially more accurate but are also more computationally
complex. In this thesis both classes are examined, initially using the method of moments
(MOM) [3] as an example of non-parametric methods and a single Gaussian distribution
(GA) as an example of parametric methods in a direct comparison of performance using the
same simulated data. Both classes of algorithm are developed by extending the parametric
distributions to include Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) and the Pearson type-1 distribution
(PRS) as well as a hybrid method, the Pearson method-of-moments (P-MOM). That is the core
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aim of this work - to compare estimation and detection algorithms in a controlled environment
where their performance can be objectively assessed.
One problem encountered when assessing such performance isin determining which metrics
to use to compare the methods under examination. Sadly, the literature offers no common
approach - this leads to the development of the metrics used in this thesis. Based on the
knowledge that algorithms are designed to operate in real-world scenarios of ana-priori
unknown scale, bottleneck link detection accuracy, computational complexity and robustness
to scaling are considered best suited to evaluating performance.
Whilst offering a test-ground for the algorithms, network tomography is not the only application
area for delay estimation. Algorithms can be applied to real-world data from a variety of sources
and used to estimate functions which can form part of a largeralgorithms. Tracking algorithms
for anonymising networks is one example where having an estimate of the transfer function of
the network is immensely valuable and forms a part of the larger algorithm.
1.1 Problem description
The problem of network tomography is related to the size and scope of networks used. It is
often impossible for reasons of cost, access or ownership tomeasure each link on a network
such as the Internet. Whilst it may be possible to do so on a privately owned network it
may be impracticable to do so if access to the endpoints of anylinks is difficult. Network
tomography therefore provides a solution to both these problems, measurements can be made
where possible and the desired information, i.e. the information about the link or links in
question, can be inferred from the available data. The cost associated with this is a necessity to
know the topology of the network under test. For a fixed, wiredn twork, it is not unreasonable
to assume this is known or can be discovered.
In this thesis, work centres on inferring the delay distribution on network links using
measurements made on network paths. The scenarios used are small such that the mathematics
is tractable and algorithms examinable but it is possible toforesee how the results would apply
to large networks or the Internet. Figure 1.1 shows an example network topology with four
links and five paths and where the desire is to estimate the delay distribution for each of the
links where measurements can only be made at the end points ofthe paths. In this thesis, a
path is assumed to be a connected set of links. The relationship between the links and the
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paths is shown in the routing table, Table 1.1 where a 1 or a 0 ineach position indicates
whether or not a link (column) is part of a path (row). This table must be transformed using
the pseudo-inverse in order to perform the inference of linkdelay distributions from path delay
distributions.
Figure 1.1: The topology of the 5 node network with 4 links (shown in red) and 5 probe paths
(shown in blue). This is based on the topology used in [1] [3].
Link
1 2 3 4
Path
1 1 1 0 0
2 1 0 1 1
3 1 0 1 0
4 0 0 1 1
5 0 1 0 0
Table 1.1: Routing table for the network topology shown in Figure 1.1. The columns depict the
link and the rows depict the paths. A 1 or a 0 indicates the inclusion or non-inclusion
of a link in a path.
1.2 Contributions
Four contributions are made in this thesis. First, a comparison between two published methods,
the GA and the MOM is given. Whilst the performance of methodsis given in the the papers
introducing them, no direct comparisons between these two particular methods have been
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published. Second, alternative methods for modelling pathand link delay distributions are
proposed and examined, this includes using GMMs and the PRS.Third, a new detection method
which seeks to remove the dependence of the parametric algorithms on the delay threshold
value is intoduced. Whilst the mathematics of the method is not novel, such a method has not
been demonstrated in network tomogrpahy literature. The method is tested using both synthetic
data and data from network simulation to assess its viability. Finally, an implementation of an
algorithm [7] for tracking users in the onion router (Tor) [8] 9] network is shown along with
results gained by applying this algorithm to real network data; something which had not been
performed when the algorithm was introduced.
1.3 Thesis layout
The remainder of this chapter describes the structure of theremainder of this thesis which is
split into a further seven chapters.
Chapter 2 begins with a discussion about the different typesof modern large-scale networks
that are used to transmit information. The protocols that are necessary to enable efficient use of
the network are considered along with the open systems interconnection reference model (OSI)
[10] of packet-switched networks which makes it possible toabstract away from any hardware
specific details and allow discussion of networks in general. There is a review of some concepts
and ideas such as sampling and routing in networks, the key least squares (LS) algorithm and
its application in the context of network tomography and methods of manipulating distribution
functions. Also included is brief taxonomy of some of the published methods used in network
tomography.
Chapter 3 shows, through example, how the data used in the simulat ons in later chapters is
generated, processed and analysed. The process is comprised of three stages: simulation, data
processing and signal processing. Each stage requires a different tool, ns2, AWK and MATLAB
respectively. How data is converted between various formats is also examined.
Chapter 4 provides the first technical material, a direct comparison between the performance of
the MOM and a GA in six different scenarios. Both algorithms are examined and a subjective
analysis of their performance is conducted using the three mtrics introduced here. Details of
the simulation parameters chosen are discussed in order to dfine a fair test of both algorithms
and to ensure any experimental bias is minimised.
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Chapter 5 develops the GA estimation algorithm, expanding it to use a GMM to increase
flexibility in the estimation stage. Using mixture models inthis context is not novel but the
use of GMMs is. The impact that the use of a mixture model has onall metrics is considered,
and by comparison to GA, whether or not the cost of the extra computational complexity is
outweighed by an increase in performance.
Chapter 6 examines methods of improving network tomographyalgorithms. Consideration is
given to the PRS as a flexible alternative to the Gaussian distribution. Two uses of the PRS
are examined: using it as a replacement for the Gaussian in analgorithm similar to GA, and
as an output stage which is coupled with a MOM front-end. It isconcluded that the latter,
hybrid approach offers a good compromise between the computationally intensive MOM and
the flexible Pearson. Secondly, the possibility of using theKullback-Leibler divergence (KLD)
[11] [12] as a detection stage is discussed. Using the KLD canalleviate the necessity ofa-priori
definition of the delay threshold,δ.
Chapter 7 departs from the previous work involving network tomography to consider delay
estimation as part of an algorithm for tracking users through anonymising networks such as
Tor. The algorithm proposed by Danezis [7] is examined and its implementation tested on a
real-world network to probe its working and the assumptionsmade about it (and indeed about
how to implement it) and to generate some results. The algorithm s then adapted to prove the
concept of a tree-based search to identify the route taken bypackets across the whole network.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with some final observations,highlighting the main contributions





The desire to measure and analyse the performance of networks has existed for as long as
network technology itself and many people have proposed efficient and robust methods and
systems to do so. There are a number of problems which are still to be addressed in this area
including the collation of data, timely analysis and efficient measurement strategies. It is this
last point which is the motivation for much of the work in thisthesis.
This chapter is divided into four section. The first section (2.1) provides a brief introduction to
the technology and types of network that are currently prevalent, how they have arisen and some
of the terminology associated with them. The next section (2.2) gives an overview of internet
protocol (IP) layer measurement including the importantWhat, Where and Whenquestions. The
third section (2.3) provides a short taxonomy of inference methodology with an examination of
current schemes. Ultimately, in section four (2.4) there isa review of some general concepts
which are of relevance throughout the thesis and are well known but require setting in the
context of this work.
2.1 A description of data networks
There are currently two types of data network that are likelyto be deployed. The older
type, circuit-switched networks, have largely been replaced by networks of the newer,
packet-switched, type. This section first describes a modelwhich describes networks and




2.1.1 The OSI model of networks
As a result of the complexity of data networks, their connexions and inter-connexions and
because the information flowing in the network has to containd ta suitable for interacting with
different processes and devices at different times, it is necessary to have a model which defines
communications between various entities (routers for example). One model is the open systems
interconnection reference model (OSI) [10] which is an abstract model for network design
which separates functions into one of seven layers (physical, data-link, network, transport,
session, presentation and application) to encourage modular esign and interoperability. In this
model, all network communication between devices takes place between equal layers. So, a
network layer at one device can be considered to communicatedirectly with the network layer
at another device. In practice, the network layer sends its data to the next layer down (data-link)
which adds some information before sending it down a furtherlayer (physical). At the physical
layer the packet of binary digits is transmitted via the physical hardware and received by the
hardware at the next device where the reverse occurs (each layer reads the data its counterpart
added and decides what to do with the packet) until the packetreaches the target layer at the
destination device. Figure 2.1 shows this graphically.
Figure 2.1: The OSI model showing the physical path data takes between thapplication layer
on the left and the application layer on the right (shown in red) and the abstract
view offered by the model of direct communication between thlayers (shown in
blue).
2.1.2 Circuit-switched networks
A circuit-switching scheme is perhaps the simplest method tshare a link between a
number of users subject to the constraint that not all users wish to use it at once. Within a
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circuit-switching scheme, a route is established between end users (or callers, if using the
telephone nomenclature) using a number of intermediate hops with the distinction that the
route established is used for the sole purpose of communication between said users, regardless
of how much information they exchange.
The plain old telephone service (POTS) is one example of this, a user connects to their most
local exchange (hub) which directs the call to another exchange which may be either: the
exchange closest to the call recipient or, an exchange whichcan forward the call to the exchange
closest to the recipient. Even if the line is idle, i.e. the callers are not speaking, the circuit
formed is still reserved for their use and no part of the bandwidth can be reused between the
initiation (call setup) and cessation (call teardown). There are two necessities for the system to
work: one, the network must be organised in such as way as to allow n exchange to be able
to route a call towards another exchange it is not directly connected to, i.e. using a routing
protocol (RP) and two, there must be enough capacity, i.e. lines, to be able to handle the
peak number of calls which must be decided upon in advance (orlater added at presumably a
higher cost). The advantage is that the quality-of-serviceis guaranteed, a pseudo-physical1 link
between callers with all of the bandwidth available to them for the call duration and the delay
is very likely to be constant. Since this work concentrates on data communication, these points
are particularly noteworthy.
Aside from POTS, circuit-switching is used in networks suchas integrated services digital
network (ISDN) [13] [14] which provides both voice and data services over a single line with
a fixed bandwidth and high speed circuit switched data (HSCSD) [15], an upgrade to the data
transmission mechanism for GSM mobile services.
2.1.3 Packet-switched networks
The major problem with circuit switched networks is that they pre-allocate bandwidth and
that bandwidth cannot be shared or re-used for the duration of the transmission (call). This is
useful for voice and situations where a fixed bandwidth must be guaranteed; however, since
most data transmission is bursty in nature, it is estimated that up to 90% of the bandwidth
is wasted on a circuit [16]. The main concept behind packet-switching is that information
1A modern circuit is unlikely to be mechanically connected anwill almost certainly include buffers, line-drivers
and other associated circuitry. The term pseudo-physical is used to indicate that the circuit functions as if it were
physically connected; only in very old systems would the connexion be such.
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flowing on a network is divided into small packets of data which can be routed depending on
their destination. This offers two advantages: one, the network is distributed in nature and
does not require central co-ordination and two, the bandwidth can be dynamically allocated, ie
shared, on a link making it between three and one hundred times ore efficient in reducing
wasted bandwidth than circuit-switching, depending on thetype of data being sent. The
distributed nature of the network makes for efficient scaling and resiliency to any part of
the network being out of service - this was a critical consideration as the earliest networks
were for defence departments who were concerned that loss ofany hub could seriously affect
communications using a circuit-switched network. The efficien y aspect was also important,
laying of new lines was costly so any technique which reducedor eliminated the need for
new lines was preferable. Because of market economics, it becam more efficient around
1969 to employ packet-switching dynamic allocation techniques to increase capacity rather
than circuit-switching fixed bandwidth techniques.
The protocols to control a packet-switched network are numerous, each layer requires a specific
protocol and some are tied to the transmission medium used. To retain a degree of abstraction
from hardware, this thesis concentrates on layer 3 and above. Th most commonly used layer
three protocol in a modern packet-switched network is the int rnet protocol (IP) [17] (updated
[18]). IP is a connectionless protocol in that it does not require a source to resolve the route to
a destination with which it has not previously communicatedb fore beginning transmission. It
relies on the addressing scheme to allow it to determine the relevant node to forward packets to.
IP is unreliable which means that it does not guarantee packets will arrive in order, error-free,
non-duplicated or even at all. Each node uses a best effort app o ch to deal with the packets it
receives leaving resolution of these issues to other layers. Because it does not strictly adhere to
the OSI model, IP cannot be used with an arbitrary choice of underlying protocols and can only
be paired with the transmission control protocol (TCP) [19][20] [21].
2.1.3.1 Virtual circuits and the transmission control protocol
There is one disadvantage to the packet-switched networks described above which is that
they do not provide a direct link between end points, something inherent in circuit-switched
networks. One method to replicate this functionality over packet-switched networks is via
the use of a technique called the virtual circuit (VC). Therea many specific protocols to
accomplish a VC using an unreliable packet-switched network such as one based upon IP,
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X.25 [22] or asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [23]. These techniques are referred to as
unreliable because they do not guarantee the delivery of packet data. Most VC protocols
provide reliable communication between end points by ensuri g that packets arrive error-free
and in the correct order using techniques such as automatic re-transmission of erroneous packets
(ARQ [24]). VCs add to the communication overhead by requiring signalling between end
points (to implement ARQ) and to set-up the path (if the protoc l uses constant paths - X.25
and ATM) however the advantage they can offer is a guaranteedquality of service (QOS) -
X.25.
The TCP is a protocol designed to operate at the transport layer (using the OSI model) to
provide a service between two end points (i.e. a server and a client) which ensures packet
delivery is both reliable and ordered. Retaining consistency with the discussion above, TCP
can be said to provide a VC to applications therefore making it suitable for use where reliable
transmission is necessary such as file transfer, email and web browsing (although the latter two
are a specific case of the first).
The TCP establishes a VC but unlike the X.25 and ATM protocolsd es not require that the
path remain constant, this adds resiliencey at the cost of increasing the likelihood of having
to deal with any out-of-sequence packets or any packet loss.TCP assigns a sequence number
to each byte of data so that it may re-order data which have been put out of order because
of fragmentation or re-transmission due to error or loss. Any application or protocol using
TCP will always receive data in the correct order. The use of checksums allows detection of
erroneous packets and TCP can then request re-transmissionalth ugh this could be considered
redundant in some cases as layer two protocols generally usemor robust methods to ensure
error free transmission between nodes; the TCP checksum is only for end to end error checking.
The TCP also includes mechanisms for flow control and congestion control. Flow control is
the process of adjusting data rates such that a receiver doesnot become swamped with more
data than it can process; it ensures that the sender will scale back the sending rate to allow
the receiver to operate close to but not exceeding its limit.In a similar vein to flow control,
congestion control seeks to control the rate of messages such that the network itself does not
become congested and suffer collapse or performance degradation. By measuring the network
between end points using the presence or lack of acknowledgement packets (packets which
indicate the successful receipt of data packets at the receiver - ACK) some basic characteristics
can be inferred. The rates of transmission can be adjusted byintroducing delays. Congestion
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control in TCP [25] (updated [26]) is a substantial topic in itself and there are a number of
algorithms such as Vegas [27] [28] and NewReno [29] available.
As mentioned in the previous section, TCP, is perhaps the most commonly used layer four
protocol in large networks and in the Internet. TCP cannot bepartnered with any layer three
protocols other than with the IP as they do not fully conform to the OSI model.
2.1.3.2 User Datagram Protocol
Because of the overhead that TCP can add to a packet stream andthe delay it can introduce (if
packets arrived badly out-of-order) it is not suitable for every type of application. The merits of
reliable delivery have been discussed, but sometimes unreliabl delivery can be justified. The
user datagram protocol (UDP) [30] is a common counterpart toTCP when reliable delivery is
not necessary. It is simpler than TCP and does not include algorithms to handle out-of-order
packets or perform complex error checking or correction. UDP can perform a checksum on
the header of its packets if requested, however, it is more nomal to have these handled by a
different layer. One disadvantage of UDP is the lack of flow and congestion control - because
no acknowledgement of delivery is received by the sender, itcannot adjust its rate to match
that of the receiver. It is possible that a UDP source could, inadvertently or otherwise, flood a
network. Routers with packet-dropping queues can mitigatethis to some extent.
Due to its simplicity UDP is useful in situations where the message size is small compared
to the TCP overhead, where a limited latency/jitter is more important than ensuring no packet
loss, such as in voice over internet protocol (VOIP), streaming transmission or online games, or
where a large number of requests for a small volume of information exists, such as in domain
name system (DNS) [31] [32] or dynamic host control protocol(DHCP) [33] requests. The
ratio of UDP to TCP packets in an Internet backbone link has been observed to be between
0.11 and 0.2 [34]. However, this may be lower in a smaller network as the number of DNS or
DHCP packets are likely to be higher.
2.1.4 Routing
The use of RPs was previously mentioned along with some background as to how they arose
in circuit-switched networks as a manner in which to ensure connection between end users.
In a packet-switched network, the same principle is appliedalbeit at an individual packet as
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opposed to stream (call) level. The RP is concerned with finding a path through the network to
establish an efficient and robust path between end users. It is generally assumed that in a wired
network scenario the topology does not change rapidly, if atall, and that routing is somewhat
simpler than in a wireless scenario where the network topology can be in a state of constant
flux. The stability of wired routes makes routing a limited overhead (in terms of traffic) and
as such most RPs are concerned with finding the best route throug the network. The best
route may be the shortest route although other constraints may be imposed, such as maximum
delay, jitter and minimum bandwidth, with some protocols electing to choose the route with
highest bandwidth. The study of RPs is a substantial topic initself. However, some of the most
prevalent for large networks are open shortest path first (OSPF) [35], intermediate system to
intermediate system (IS-IS) [36], and border gateway protocol (BGP) [37], which is considered
the core routing protocol for the Internet.
2.2 Overview of network measurement
The network statistic to measure, the location where it can best e measured, the scope and
the mode of measurement are four defining characteristics ofa measurement scheme for data
networks. The first choice, what to measure, is determined bythe user and generally chosen
from the following:
Latency.Latency (or delay) is the elapsed time between a packet departing the relevant layer at
the source node and its arrival at the corresponding layer ofthe destination node. Measurement
can either be one-way or round-trip and if asymmetrical paths are assumed (i.e. the path
between source and destination is not the reverse of the pathbetween destination and source)
then the round-trip time (RTT) is not necessarily twice the on -way delay. Standards for the
reporting of these quantities and exacting requirements over their measurement are defined [38]
in order that measurements can be made in non-homogeneous hardware environments.
Jitter. Jitter is the second order component of latency, i.e. jitters the variance of the latency.
It is useful as a metric of stability in a path, if jitter is higthen the path latency may be
unpredictable and not favourable to RPs which specify a desired level of latency.
Loss-rate. Loss-rate [39] is the ratio (although absolute values may bereported) of packets
failing to successfully arrive at the destination divided by the number of packets sent by the
source. A high loss-rate may be caused by packets exceeding their time to live (TTL) which
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is used to restrict the forwarding of packets which have stayed too long in the network. The
TTL is measured in seconds, and, in IP version 4 is decreased by ach node which re-transmits
the packet. In practise, each node must decrease the TTL by one unit. In IP version 6 it was
renamed the hop limit to reflect current operation. Once the TTL of a packet reaches 0 it is
discarded. This may be the case where a packet is undeliverable in a network. For example, the
destination may no longer be part of the network or there may be a routing loop. Were there no
TTL mechanism, undeliverable packets could swamp a networkover time. A moderate loss-rate
may be acceptable in situations such as VOIP where a packet arriving late will cause noticeable
disruption to the quality of the call, but a lost packet may goun-noticed due to interpolation by
the application.
Available bandwidth. The available bandwidth (ABW) is the minimum bandwidth thatis
available on a path (i.e. from source to destination). The ABW is used as a service level
for QOS systems where limits are placed on most metrics. Applications such as VOIP or
video-conferencing will often specify a minimum ABW necessary for acceptable operation to
the end user. A decreasing ABW may indicate a link is becomingmore full and as such it
can be used as a load estimator. The measurement of ABW is morecomplex than might be
imagined (and certainly more complex than latency measurement) and there are some varying
approaches to the problem [40] [41] [42] [43].
The second choice, where to measure, is most often defined by the physical arrangement of
the network infrastructure. In a large network or in the Inter et, it may be the case that the
devices or links are owned by different companies who are unwilli g to share data about the
performance of their networks. In this situation, statistical inference can be used to estimate
from the available data (often data at end user nodes) some ofthe characteristics of the
unavailable devices or links provided that some information about the topology and routing
in the network is known.
The third choice, the scope of measurement, is also user define ; observation of a single path
or link may be desired or a whole network may be under investigation. The volume of data
to be collected and how it is to be collated from a distributedmeasurement scheme must be
considered. Too high a volume of measurement traffic may distort the measurement results in
an active measurement scheme.
Finally, the fourth choice, whether to use an active measurement scheme [44] which may send
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test packets through the network to observe performance or apassive measurement scheme
which observes data as it passes through the network and relies on the assumption that there
will be enough traffic to form a robust estimate is a user choice as both are viable solutions in
different situations.
Given the range of choices available, there exist a number ofestablished tools which are
designed to measure specific characteristics of the networkin different situations [45] [46]
[47] [48]. Note that any such list is almost certainly incomplete and that a fuller list can be
found hosted by CAIDA [49] at http://www.caida.org/tools/taxonomy/performance.xml .
2.3 Inference methods for network measurement
Given the number of measurement choices available, what to measure, the scope, the mode and
the location of measurement, it is understandable that there are many algorithms which have
been published. This section presents an overview of some ofthe best known and characterised
algorithms. This thesis concentrates on the use of inferencmethods for network measurement
and in particular those of thenetwork tomographytype, a term used in [50] by Vardi although
methods of projecting from one measurement of network data to nother were published by
Kruithof in 1937 [2] (a review, in English, is given by Krupp [51]). This short taxonomy
concentrates on the characteristics measured, the scope and mode of measurement and the
estimation/detection algorithms employed. The nomenclature used in describing each of the
papers below is either that used in the paper itself or a variation of that used in the paper. The
variation comes from a reduction in variables, for example,removing extraneous subscripts
that may be un-necessary. The reason for retaining the nomenclature from the paper is for ease
of comparison by the reader with the paper itself. Converting he mathematics to a common
notation would add little value here.
Traffic intensity estimation. Vardi [50] estimates path traffic intensities (he uses the term
source-destination (SD) traffic intensities) from link measurements using a maximum
likelihood (ML) approach which is based on the method of moments (MOM) and utilises
the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [52] [53]. Vardi models a network as a fully
connected set of nodes where there exists a direct path between any pair of nodes. The
connections are knowna-priori and are fixed. The number of pairs in the network (ofn nodes)
is therefore given byc = n(n − 1)/2. It is assumed that the number of transmitted messages
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(packets) between the elements of pairj n measurement periodk is X(k)j ∼ Poisson(λj)
for j = 1 . . . c, k = 1 . . . K. The vectorXk denotes the number of packet transmissions in
measurement periodk. A is defined to be a routing matrix (RM) (see the example in Section
2.4.1 for a description of routing matrices and Table 1.1 forthe routing matrix for the above
example). The network is measured on all links for time periodsk = 1 . . . K giving rise to the
vectorYk = (Y k1 , . . . , Y
k
r ) wherer is the number of links in the network. The objective is
therefore to determine the rates of the Poisson processes onach link given (2.1).
Yk = A · Xk (2.1)
Vardi then proceeds to solve this problem and thus determinethe ratesλj for two scenarios.
The first assumes a fixed routing over the period of interest and the second assumes a random
routing. The routing in the latter scenario is not truly random; packets transmitted between
node pairs take a path determined by a fixed and knowna-priori Markov chain specific to that
pair.
In the fixed routing scenario, Vardi uses the ML method and compares this to a solution of the
likelihood equations. Both give a unique but different answer. Further analysis of the solutions
and their derivation shows that the maximum likelihood estima e (MLE) is, as expected, the
more likely solution (in the statistical sense). Vardi thenexpands the approach to use the EM
algorithm to search for a solution however he concludes thatthis is inefficient with respect to
the computational effort required. He then proceeds to discus approximatingY with a single
Gaussian distribution (GA) for largeK based upon the central limit theorem. This allows
a reduction in computational effort asY can be completely specified by its mean (Aλ) and
covariance matrix (A ∧ A′) and leads to a solvable system of linear equations (inλ).
In the Markovian routing scenario Vardi uses similar methods but with increased complexity
to allow for the effect of the non-fixed routing. This is particularly interesting as Vardi states
that a fixed network is a special case of Markovian routing; most later papers (and this thesis)
assume that the routing stays fixed, at least over the period of interest.
Link delay estimation. Similar to the work of Vardi, Caoet al, in [54] present an
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origin-destination (OD)2 network tomography algorithm. They seek to infer from link
measurements (packet counts at routers), the packet countsbetween OD pairs. The authors
make a similar assumption in that the distribution of a largenumber of packets can be
approximated by a single Gaussian distribution reducing the complexity involved in finding
and computing a solution. Specifically, they note in their equation (2) (reproduced here
as (2.2)) that the link byte countsyt, observed for example at the entry to a router can be
modelled as a routing matrixA multiplied by a representation of the OD byte countsxt. The
mean is represented byλ which should not be confused with the rate of the Poisson process
used by Vardi.
yt = A · xt ∼ N (Aλ,AΣA′) (2.2)
One note Caoet almake is of identifiability of estimates and give a condition that there is some
relationship between the mean and the variance of the packetcoun s (which excludes them from
being Gaussian). They define this condition in their equation (4) which is reproduced here as
(2.3) wherec is a constant.
σ2(λ) = λc (2.3)
Caoet al also comment on the suitability of using a continuous distribu ion such as the single
Gaussian distribution to model a discrete quantity such as byte counts. Their assumption is that
the range of the byte counts will be sufficiently high given the volume of traffic on the network
that a continuous distribution will give a good enough approximation such that discreteness can
be ignored.
One novel contribution of the paper is a moving time or local model for byte count estimation.
The motivation is that this type of data is bursty with long periods of a low volume of data
interleaved with short bursts of high activity. Thus (2.2) can be re-written as (2.4) for estimation
at timet where the window size isw = 2h + 1 andh is the half-width. Caoet al note that as
the windows are overlapping some smoothing of the data is implicit in this approach.




yt−h, . . . ,yt+h ∼ N (Aλt,AΣtA′) (2.4)
Caoet al test their algorithms using real data (something not done byVardi) and show they
provide good accuracy. However, the simplistic local windowing scheme suffers from a loss
of accuracy with choice of window size; larger windows provide too great a smoothing effect
whilst smaller windows decrease the reliability of estimates.
Link delay inference. Coates & Nowak in [3] introduce the concept of measuring network
link characteristics such as path delay distribution usinge d-to-end, path-based measurements.
They suggest that an approach based on the MOM as one way to accomplish this. The system
is modelled similarly to the above papers with a path defined as a connected set of links; the
connection details being represented by the routing matrix. In a network withj = 1 . . . L links
andi = 1 . . . P paths such that the routing matrixA is of sizeP ×L then the delay of a packet





The authors seek to estimate the cumulant generating function (CGF) of the packet delay
distribution on each link,KXj . They begin by estimating the moment generating function







Using the least squares (LS) algorithm (which is covered in more detail in Section 2.4.1)
the estimated path moment generating function can be converted into an estimated link CGF;




hij · log(M̂Yi) (2.7)
Coates & Nowak proceed to consider the effects of bias on their estimators and offer a
bias-correction scheme in an attempt to improve performance. The application suggested is
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in finding the link with the highest delay in a network, i.e. bottleneck link detection. The
method and application presented here is used throughout this hesis and is covered in more
detail in Chapter 4. The work is extended by the authors in [1]which is a survey of tomography
methods. In this, they postulate that tomography may be usedto stimate characteristics other
than delay distributions (such as loss rate) on network links from path-based measurements.
They consider OD tomography which they describe ases entially the antithesis of link-level
network tomography. The previously discussed papers provide a contrast with ths work by
tackling the problem of estimating one ofY or X in the same framework with almost identical
system models.
Passive loss-rate inference. Tsang, Coates and Nowak in [55] demonstrate a method of using
passive monitoring to infer link loss-rates from end-to-end measurement. This is of interest
because of the use ofpassivemonitoring - previous papers have used only active probing
strategies. The authors assume that pairs of unicast packets transmitted with a short, fixed
and known delay between each transmission will capture similar network statistics. They
hypothesise that if the packets originate at the same node but have different destinations which
have a mostly common route then, if one packet arrives but oneis dropped (or lost) then it can
be inferred that the packet was lost on part of the route that is not common to both. They do not
comment on a strategy for choosing the packets but implicitly assume that a suitable volume
of traffic will exist on each path in the network that pairs canbe selected. They also do not
comment on the spacing between packets other than tossume that the timing between pairs of
packets is considerably larger than the timing between two packets in each pair.
They begin by definingαi as the probability a packet is transmitted from nodep(i) to nodei
wherep(i) is the parent node of nodei, i.e. the node upstream from nodei which will transmit
packets to nodei. This is given in (2.8) and it can be then deduced that the probability of a
packet being dropped on the link betweenp(i) andi is 1 − αi.
αi = Pr{a packet is transmitted successfully from p(i) to i} (2.8)
The conditional probability that both packets in a packet pair successfully arrive at nodei can




γi = Pr{1st packet p(i) to i | 2nd packet p(i) to i} (2.9)
Tsanget al begin by considering the scenario of single packets flowing from a sourceS to a
nodei. They assume thatni packets are sent andmi received such thatni − mi are dropped.






pmii (1 − pi)ni−mi (2.10)
pi is defined as the joint probability of the successful transmis ion of a packet on the path






The algorithm relies on sending packets from a source nodeS to two receiver nodes,i and
j, which share a path with mostly common links which diverge atnodeki,j . S sends a large
number of packet pairs where the first packet is destined for nodei and the second for nodej.
ni,j denotes the number of packet pairs for which the second packet is successfully received
at nodej andmi,j denotes the number of packet pairs where both packets are succ ssfully
received at nodei. P (S, i) denotes the path between the sourceS and nodei, P (S, j) denotes
the path between the source and nodei andP (S, ki,j) the path between the sourceS and the last
common node on the path such that it defines the common subpathof i andj. The likelihood














This sets the conditions for solving this problem using EM which the Tsanget al do. Using a
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selection of simulation scenarios they find that the difference between the estimated and true
loss rates is around 2%. The approach is very similar to the covariance based approaches in [5]
and [56] although here the authors do not impose the conditioof a strict binary tree which
implies that it could be adapted to many network topologies.
Non-stationary delay inference; bottleneck link detection. Coates and Nowak’s [57] approach to
the inference of link delays using a sequential monte-carlo(SMC) method [58] is of particular
interest as they demonstrate the ability to perform estimation in a non-stationary network. Many
papers make the assumption that the network characteristics are stationary over the period of
interest in order to perform bottleneck link detection. Forthe stationary case, the distribution
of the queueing delay of packets on an individual network linare estimated empirically.M
active probe packet pairs are sent through the network from surce to receiver and indexed
m = 1 . . . M wherey1(m) andy2(m) are the delays of the individual packets. The ordering of
packet 1 and packet 2 is arbitrary. Coates and Nowak make the assumption that the delays are
quantised such that each delay falls into a bin in the range0, 1, . . . ,K time units. A probability
mass function (PMF) for each link can be estimated. Definepi = {pi,0, . . . , pi,K} which
denotes the probabilities of a delay on linki having a delay of0, 1, . . . ,K time units. Defining
y = {y1(m), y2(m)} Coates and Nowak are interested in finding the MLE ofp = {pi} the
collection of all delay PMFs. The difficulty arises in findingthe joint likelihoodl(y|p) which
is equal to the product of the individual likelihoods and cannot be determined analytically. As
with other methods, the EM algorithm is used to find a numerical solution.
Coates and Nowak then proceed to consider a time-varying model. They define the
time-varying distribution of measurementm with a window of sizeR as given in (2.14) where
zi(l) is the unobserved delay experienced at queuei by measurement packetsl and1{zi(l)=j}
is the indicator function for the event{zi(l) = j}. pi,R = {pi,j(R,m)} which denotes the







The use of a time window to track a time varying change in delayw s seen in [54]. The authors
then proceed to develop the method to use a SMC approach to estimating the delay which will
track more accurately the time-varying aspect. They also introduce a method which uses a
particle filter to perform a similar task.
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The assumption of stationarity in the data when consideringa entrenched backbone wired
network or fixed-link wireless network where the load is likey to remain constant over the
period of interest is fair. However, this assumption does not hold when considering a network
with rapidly changing conditions such as a network with a highly dynamic load caused for
example by an aggregation of a small number of dynamic sources. In such scenarios, stationary
methods would show reduced accuracy. Therefore the approaches presented are of interest as
they attempt to address this more general and realistic problem.
Mixture models; multicast [59] covariance. Xia and Tse suggest in [5] that there are
identifiability problems in using a single Gaussian distribution as an estimator for packet delay
distributions. The authors definey as a vector of route (path) delays,x as a vector of link
delays andR as the routing matrix such that the system is described asRx = y. They consider
modelling each link as a Gaussian random variable so that link i is modelled asXi with mean
µi and varianceσ2i . If each link delay is assumed to be independent then the collction ofL
links can be considered multivariate Gaussian with mean vector µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µL) and
covariance matrixΣ = diag(σ21 , σ
2
2 , . . . , σ
2
L). If Y = RX thenY = (Y1, Y2, . . . , YM ) is the
vector representing the route attributes onM routes.Y is therefore multivariate Gaussian with
meanRµ and covarianceΣY = RΣR′.
To discount the Gaussian as a suitable estimator, the authors use the following proof. Denote
Pθ as a multivariate Gaussian for the random vectorY with parameterθ whereθǫΘ. Θ is the
parameter space forθ and in the scenario aboveθ = (Rµ,ΣY ). Their definition 3.1 states
that for a parametric model to be identifiableθ1 6= θ2 implies Pθ1 6= Pθ1 for all θ1, θ2. If
K = rank R andK < L then it is possible to selectK routes such that any route vector is a
linear combination of the selectedK routes. It is then assumed thatR is of sizeK × L with
full row rank. Assuming thatΣY is invertible then the distribution is completely defined byits
mean and covariance matrix and depends onµ throughµR. Sincekernel(R) 6= {0} there are
vectorsµ1 6= µ2 such thatRµ1 = Rµ2. Thus, it may be impossible to separate the estimates
for the two links.
Xia and Tse proceed to develop a similar case but modelling each link with a single exponential
distribution. They consider the case of the moment generating function for a route comprised
of exponentials and state that it will be different if one of the links is different and none of the
parameters are identical. For example, consider two routeswhich diverge only at the last hop
or two routes where the first is one hop longer than the second.It is then possible to eliminate
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(i.e. determine) one parameter at a time in a binary tree network. They develop this method to
form a density estimator for the route attribute (i.e. the path delay), finding an equation for the
likelihood function and solving using EM. This is interesting because of the assumption of the
binary tree topology which may not be valid in a real network.Xia and Tse present an approach
to solving this problem using a moment estimating approach similar to MOM, but which has a
strict requirement on the binary tree.
It should be noted that an approach to the problem using delaycovariances was first shown in
[56] by Duffield and Presti who, in the same paper, present some methods of topology inference.
As mentioned in [5], the disadvantage of this method is that te probe packets used to measure
the network must be multicast such that for each probe packetsent from the top (or root) node,
each node at the end of the lowest branches receives2n−1 probe packets, one for each route,
wheren is the depth of the tree.
Finally Xia and Tse expand their estimation from a single exponential distribution to an
exponential mixture model using similar techniques showing some excellent fits to link
distribution data.
Mixture models; link delay inference. Mixture models are also suggested by Shih and Hero [60]
when they consider the inference of link delay distributions. They consider only lightly-loaded
networks and are in agreement with Xia and Tse in that there may be problems identifying the
means of individual elements within a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) from a joint probability
density function (PDF). They proceed to develop ahybrid discrete/continuous finite mixture
modelby adding point-masses to the continuous components of the link delay PDF model.
This is a break from the assumption of Cao [54] that a continuous distribution is sufficient to
model the distribution and seems cumbersome - a particle filter method could replace the hybrid
solution if a continuous solution was undesirable. They estimate the parameters of their models
using a ML-EM algorithm which they extend to include penaltyweighting in an attempt to
improve accuracy.
Data windowing; link delay inference. Sun [6] presents work using the EM algorithm to solve
a set of derived ML estimators in order to infer link delay distributions. This approach is
similar to [60] in the use of ML-EM but here the authors suggest using a data windowing
scheme to reduce the computational complexity by not havingto decompose data multiple
times (accomplished by building a database of results) and by not having to decompose data
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which is not relevant at that point in time.
Fourier domain; link delay inference. Chen, Cao and Bu [61] take a different approach to
manipulating distribution functions in their work where they infer link level delay distributions
by manipulating characteristic functions instead of deriving ML equations. By working in
the Fourier domain, the authors find it simpler to manipulatethe characteristic functions and
consider each link distribution to be best modelled by a finite mixture model. The model
parameters are estimated using an iterative quadratic programming method which is similar
to the EM algorithm.
The system is modelled mathematically in the normal mannerY = X · A whereY is a I
dimensional vector of measurements,X is aJ dimensional vector of network parameters and
A anI × J routing matrix. SinceY can be considered the sum of independent components of
X then it is possible to define the characteristic function ofY as given in (2.15) whereAj is
thejth column ofA.
φY(t) = E[e





The problem is that it is in general difficult to evaluate the distribution of Y because it is the
result of a high order convolution. Consider next that each link distributionXj is described by a
probability density functionfXj(xj ; θj) with the parameterθj unknown.θ = {θj ; j = 1 . . . J}
for J links. The joint characteristic function ofY can then be written as given in (2.16).
φY(t; θ) = φX(A







UsingN sampled measurements, the empirical estimate of the joint chara teristic function can
be given by (2.17). It is necessary to minimise theL2 distance between the model characteristic




θ̂ = arg min
∫
|ǫN (t; θ)|2dµ(t) (2.18)
ǫN (t; θ) =
√
N(φ̂Y(t) − φY(t; θ)) (2.19)
Chen et al proceed to solve this using a quadratic programming method and a weighted
Monte-Carlo based approach. What is interesting is that they can change from a univariate
model to a mixture model without much more difficulty, such isthe flexibility of their method.
Compressed sensing; link delay inference. A method addressing a slightly different problem in
the field of network tomography comes in a work by Coates, Pointurier and Rabbat [4]. In their
paper, the authors apply the technique of compressed sensing (CS) to the problem of efficiently
estimating the mean end-to-end delay on all paths in a network by monitoring only a subset of
the paths. This differs from the approaches above which sought to estimate the delay (or other
metric) on network links from measurements on network pathsor vice versa.
The authors begin with the usual system model as given in (2.20). The network containsnp
paths andnl links. x(k) ∈ Rnl is the vector of link-level performance metrics andy(k) ∈ Rnp
is the vector of path-level performance metrics at time insta t k. The routing matrixG(k)
describes the interaction between links and paths withG(k)i,j = 1 if link j is part of pathi.
y(k) = G(j) · x(k) (2.20)
The authors then define that only a subset of all paths are observed.ns is the number of metrics
ys observed on the subsets of all paths wherens = |s|. Therefore the authors seek to infer the
metrics on the remainingnp − ns paths. The observations are not made by chance but based
upon a selection matrixA(k) ∈ {0, 1}ns×np The presence of a 1 in thepth column ofA(k)
indicates that the performance metric is observed on path. It is then possible to define (2.21)
the observed samplesy(k)s ∈ Rns .
y(k)s = A
(k) · y(k) (2.21)
It is assumed that the routing matrix is fixed throughout the measurement process, although the
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algorithm is adaptable to allow the routing matrix to changeduring the measurement period.
Coateset al use diffusion wavelets to model the path level characteristics because they assume
there is a high correlation between many of the paths, given that they can be constructed from
similar links, i.e. the subpaths of some paths may be identical with paths differing by only
one link. Clearly the choice of the selection matrixA(k) is critical and the authors provide an
algorithm for accomplishing this based upon the decomposition of the routing matrix.
Their results are impressive and they state they can recoverthe mean network path delay using
only 4% of the network paths (5 measurements per timestep in the r example) with an error of
less than 5%. Coateset aldo however note that there is temporal correlation in the data and that
the method could be improved to take account of this. The paper is interesting as most previous
papers have not devoted much effort to the efficiency of measur ment in the network.
2.4 General Concepts
Most inference based network tomography methods operate using the same principles and
therefore there are concepts, theories and a nomenclature that are common to many of the
methods examined in this thesis. The key algorithm is the LS algorithm and in the example
below it is used in the conversion between path and link estimates. The problems in sampling
traffic are discussed and some insight is given into how this may be performed. Also provided is
a revision section on distribution functions which discusses ome key facts and equations while
the section on cumulant generating functions discusses some general methods of manipulation.
2.4.1 Least Squares
Coates and Nowak [3] introduced the concept of converting betwe n path measurements
and link estimates, i.e. inferring link characteristics from path measurements, using the
pseudo-inverse of the network routing matrix to weight contribu ions from each path
measurement to each link estimate.
The first step in this approach is the generation of the RM3. This is a matrix which describes
how the links in the network are interconnected to form a set of paths. If an element in the
3The routing matrix is commonly called the routing table in physical devices. In this thesis the nomenclature
routing matrix is preferred to emphasise how it can be manipulated using matrix theory.
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matrix is one, this indicates that the link (the column) is part of the path (the row) that the
element intersects; if the element is zero, the link is not part of the path. It is assumed that the
routing matrix is of full rank or higher so that each link is sufficiently covered by paths as to
draw an estimate from the combined measurements of more thanone path. The nomenclature
adopted for this thesis is to refer to the RM asH4.
The next step is to invert the RM so that each element will indicate not whether a link is
part of a path, but how much of the weight of a sample from a path, can be attributed to a
link. This is based on the assumption that the delays on linksare independant of delays on
other links. The inversion type used is the L2 pseudo-inverse, more commonly called the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [62] [63]. The inverse of theRM may not always exist as the
RM may not be square or invertible hence the use of the pseudo-inverse, which is a more
generalized version of the inverse. The pseudo-inverse will exist and be real for any RM since
a RM cannot have non-real components. In this work, all RMs are of full, or higher, rank, and,
in-keeping with other nomenclature, the pseudo-inverse isd noted asH−1, with the element at
row i and columnj denoted ashi,j .
The algorithm may be better understood by means of an example:
Observe in Figure 2.2 howH can describe the layout of the network; the row corresponding to
path four (i.e., row four) has a 1 in the columns corresponding to links three and four (columns
three and four). From study of the topology shown alongside,it can be seen that path four
utilises only links three and four.
Equation (2.22) shows the L2 pseudo-inverse of the routing matrix in Figure 2.2 where, for
example,h3,4 is 0.5. Thus, an estimate of link oneL1 would be constructed as shown in
equation (2.23), wherePx is the measurement on pathx. Because of the transform, entries in




0.5 0.5 0 −0.5 −0.5
0.25 −0.25 0 0.25 0.75
−0.5 −0.5 1 0.5 0.5




4cf The usual depiction for a channel modelling matrix in wireless communications.
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Figure 2.2: An example illustrating howH describes the layout of the network. The row for
path four has a1 in the columns corresponding to links three and four indicating
that path four uses only links three and four; this can be seenin the topology shown
on the left-hand side.
L1 = h1,1 × P1 + h1,2 × P2 + h1,3 × P3 + h1,4 × P4 + h1,5 × P5
L1 = 0.5 × P1 + 0.5 × P2 + 0 × P3 − 0.5 × P4 − 0.5 × P5
(2.23)
There is one problem not mentioned by Coates & Nowak when using this approach - there
are contributions towards link estimates that come from paths which the link is not part of.
This is quite unusual as it implies an erroneous measurementon one path may have an effect
on an unconnected link. This is unlikely to happen in realityas the distributed nature of a
packet-switched network and RPs stop problems in one part ofthe network negatively affecting
another part. One method to alleviate this problem and therefore increase the reliability of the
estimates is to use a different method of generatingH−1 from H. The L1 pseudo-inverse [64]
is a candidate for this task however it is not examined in thiswork. The use of the L2 algorithm
is retained as it allows a performance comparison between our methods and published methods.
2.4.2 Sampling
In the context of network measurement, sampling refers to the process of determining some
information from some metric of interest about the packets on the network. The methods by
which the sampling may be performed are examined here in the context of an active probing
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system, however, the concepts are similarly applicable to apassive monitoring system. The
inverse of sampling, recovering some information about theoriginal data from the sampled
data, is also an interesting problem which is given some attention in [65].
Perhaps the best known method takes advantage of a theory called Poisson Arrivals See Time
Average PASTA formalised in 1982 by Wolff [66]. Poisson arrivals see time average (PASTA)
is described in [67] asobservations made of a system at time instants obeying a Poisson process,
when averaged, converge to give the ’true’ value, that is to the average that an ideal observer
would make when monitoring the system continuously over tim.
In this context, one of measuring packet delays [68] in a network, a Poisson process can be
defined as one in which packets are sent into a network [69] with an inter-packet temporal
spacing which is drawn from an exponential distribution with rateλ. Consider that packets are
injected at some time,t and the delay they experience is caused by queueing at a device, i.e. a
router. The number of packets in said queue can be likened to the state of the network,N(t), at
time t; definePr(N(t)) = k as the probability of there beingk packets in the queue at timet.
The packets injected into the network will experience a delay based upon the number of packets
in the queue. Assume that the inter-packet spacing is independent of previous spacings. Also
assume that the packets injected affect the number of packets in the queue in some way, i.e.
by adding to it, but the manner of this affect is not defined. Now definePk as the steady state
probability that there arek packets in the queue as given in (2.24).
Pk = lim
t→∞
Pr{N(t) = k} (2.24)
DefineAk to be the probability that the Poisson process observesk packets in the queue at











Pr{N(t) = k, an arrival appears in (t, t + ∆t)}





Pr{N(t) = k}Pr{ an arrival appears in (t, t + ∆t) | N(t) = k}





Pr{N(t) = k}Pr{ an arrival appears in (t, t + ∆t)}










The implication of this theorem is that if the measurement ofpacket delay (or any other metric
of interest) in the network is done not on a periodic basis butat periods which are determined
by a Poisson process then this figure should be identical to the figure which would have been
gained had the system been measured for all time. As an example, consider that the Poisson
process records a delay of 5ms on 14% of packets. PASTA allowsextrapolation of this figure
to say that 5ms will be the delay of 14% of all packets in the network, not just those measured.
The most common measurement made using this theory is of packet delay on paths but with
care it could be used to justify the measurement of many charateristics. Tariq et al. [71]
argue that whilst PASTA is justifiable as a method to sample network traffic, the use of a
period process in generating the probe packets can yield results which are equally accurate
and valid [72] [73]. They take as an example the measurement of median RTTs using both
Poisson and periodic processes to generate probing traffic.Their conclusion is that periodic
probes can, in cases where the network traffic is similar to that of the Internet or a large, high
traffic network, i.e. aggregated from multiple sources, produce results equal to that of PASTA.
However, they do note that periodic probe traffic is unable tohighlight any behaviour which
occurs on a timescale smaller than the inter-probe time spacing, this is effectively aliasing.
In [74] synchronisation of periodic packets and probes is also considered. These issues are
important because many network phenomena are short lived and bursty in nature. Perhaps the
most interesting observation from Floyd and Jacobson is that if probe packets are dispatched
from the source with a Poisson generated spacing their arrival times at a particular destination
will be subject to some modification by the network and therefore the spacing may not conform
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to the Poisson distribution [73]: in essence they imply the PASTA property will not apply.
It would appear that probe traffic can be of either the periodic or Poisson type without loss of
information, subject to the constraint of ensuring the inter-packet spacing is of the same order
as the phenomena to be observed.
2.4.3 Burstiness of network traffic
As mentioned above, traffic and phenomena on a network can appear bursty in nature. The
study and explanations for the behaviour is a substantial study in itself so what follows is a brief
description. The behaviour originates with the underlyingdistributions driving network traffic
sources. These tend to be ON/OFF sources with the ON and OFF periods having a heavy-tailed
distribution. Aggregation of heavy-tailed sources forms time-series which are self-similar [75]
and the similarity can be observed in web traffic [76]. Network phenomena tend to appear in
clusters and the aggregation process tends to amplify this clustering process rather than reduce
it. The opposite, a smoothing of the time series, would be expcted with, for example, a Poisson
based underlying process. [73] notes that Poisson processes, which have traditionally been used
to model traffic, are poor models. In a self-similar process,the time-series data will appear
similar at different scales. Self-similar processes exhibit long range dependance. The degree
of self-similarity can be measured by the Hurst parameter and in [75] this is used as a metric
for the burstinessof the data. Long range dependance implies that, for example, the sizes of
packets transferred across a network are not strictly independant.
2.4.4 Distribution functions
In this thesis working with the the cumulative distributionfunction (CDF) of a distribution is
generally preferred. The CDF is gauranteed to exist at all points for any function and is bounded
by [0, 1]. The PDF does not exist in all cases. The relationship between the PDF and the CDF





This relationship is one of the reasons why the CDF is favoured over the PDF; it gives a means
to determine the weight of the PDFyet to comeat a value of the CDF parameter. More formally,
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the CDF is the probability that a random variable,X, takes a value less than or equal tox.
CDF(x) = P(X ≤ x) (2.27)
Related to this and sometimes more useful is the complimentary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF).
CDF(x) = P(X > x) = 1 − CDF(x) (2.28)
Comparisons of CDFs are extremely useful in determining thefi of an empirical CDF (such as
that gained from a measured data set) and an ideal distribution (such as might be considered as
a hypothesis about the nature of the distribution of the data). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test is designed to do exactly this: to give a numerical comparison of two continuous CDFs.
An analogous, and perhaps more flexible test, can be performed with the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) which gives a measure of the dis-similarity of two PDFs (or PMFs in the
discrete case). The KLD comes from a family of divergences, the f-divergence (FD) of which
the basic form is a cumulative sum of the convex function of the ratio of the two PDFs evaluated










2.4.5 Cumulant generating functions
It will also be seen later that the cumulant generating functio (CGF) is another method of
describing a data distribution. It is possible to convert between moments (which may be more
simple to estimate) and cumulants using a recurrence relation s shown in Equation 2.30 where














Describing data with a CGF is a similar approach to using a parmetric distribution but without
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a restriction on the number of parameters: given a large enough number of cumulants, it is
possible to describe any arbitrary distribution. The advantage of using a CGF is that it is not
necessary to make ana-priori decision about the characteristics of the data to be described. In
the conext of network tomography, this makes it possible to construct, when combined with
LS, an equation for a link distribution (the desired information) in terms of the inverse routing
matrix and the cumulants of the path data (the measured information). The problem with using
a CGF is in comparing it directly to a CDF or PDF: conversion from one form to the other is
complex and may not always be calculable.
One method of conversion is to make use of the Gram-Charlier Aseries (GCA) [77] in which
a Gaussian PDF is distorted by multiplication by the Hermitepolynomial series to give an
approximation to the desired distribution [78]. Unfortunately, GCA is not guaranteed to
converge but a similar and related series is: the Edgeworth se ies [79].
In Edgeworth and in the GCA, the weights attached to the termsin the Hermite series are related
to the cumulants of the data thus linking a PDF and measured cumulants. Cramér [80] gives
the formula for the Edgeworth series as shown in Equation 2.31 for the first four cumulants
(although the series is infinite) whereq(z)(x) is thez-th derivative ofq (which is assumed to be
Gaussian) with respect tox; µp is thep-th moment andσ is the standard deviation.











Unfortunately, in practice it is found that the distortion factor introduced by the Hermite
polynomial is not large enough to give a good approximation tthe empirical distribution,
even when using 20 terms. One workaround that is used in this thesis is to estimate the link
CGF (using a suitable estimator and LS) and then map a restrict d number of cumulants onto a
parametric distribution. This is not ideal because parametric distributions tend to be limited to
four or fewer moments making it impossible to exploit the higher order statistics of the data.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter an overview of large-scale data networks andnetwork tomography has been
presented. It was seen that a packet-switched network can, by the use of virtual circuit
techniques be made to resemble a circuit-switched network.The protocols in use on
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packet-switched networks for both reliable and unreliabletransmission were also discussed.
The OSI model of networks was introduced and it was seen that this allows abstraction away
from hardware-specific methods to enable discussion of generic tworks at a specific layer
without cnonsideration of the underlying systems.
Some common measurement techniques and algorithms were summarised in a short taxonomy
which focused on the estimation and inference mechanisms used. Each algorithm was observed
to have its advantages but they are designed for specific tasks and generalisation is not always
possible. Finally, there was a review of some general concepts and nomenclature which are
relevant to work later in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Simulation of computer networks
Introduction
Two commonly used methods exist for research into the operation of computer networks:
the first is to physically construct the network one wishes toobserve and perform direct
measurements on any parts of interest, the second is to simulate the network and perform virtual
measurements on any parts of interest. The former offers an absolute answer, the observations
will be real but the cost of implementing and running an experim nt may be high. The latter
offers a lower cost per experiment but the correctness of anyobservations is dependant on the
quality of the simulation tool used. There is a third method,emulation, which comes partway
between the two; however its use is limited and it is not discus ed further.
As was previously hinted, simulation is used for the work in this thesis; specifically the network
simulator version 2 (ns2) [81] which is a commonly used, opensource network simulator. Other
free simulators such as Scalable Self-Organizing Simulation (S3) and GloMoSim are available
and offer much of the same functionality as ns2; a commercialoffering, OpNET is possibly the
closest to ns2 in terms of interoperability.
3.1 Simulation methodology
The simulations used in this thesis are composed of three broad steps: simulation of the network
(ns2), extraction of data from the ns2 output (AWK) and processing and plotting of the data
(MATLAB). Each step may be composed of more than one sub-step; this is especially true for
the AWK data extraction step which may require multiple itera ions or staged processing of
data.
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3.2 Capabilities and limitations of ns2
ns2 is an event-driven simulator which means that the simulator operates using a long sequence
of events. Initially, the sequence lists every event that isscheduled in the network and the
time at which it is going to happen; these events are usually defined by the user. ns2 executes
events starting at time 0 and proceeding through the sequence, xecuting each event as it finds
it. An event may schedule future events. For example, at time3, a packet source may begin
generating packets, there will be a delay and then the packets will be transmitted, received,
decoded, processed etc. Events are added to the event sequenc at the relevant time, i.e., if a
packet was transmitted at time 7 and the delay before it arrived at the receiver was 3 then the
event corresponding to the receipt would be scheduled for time 10. ns2 processes one event at
a time to keep complexity low as parallelisation could lead to conflicts.
The advantage of this method is that periods of time in which no events occur do not have
to be simulated; computational effort is only expended for events. Timings for events, i.e.
how long it takes for a packet to get from layer X to layer Y, arepr -defined (based on
real-world knowledge and measurements) and can be adjustedif n cessary1. One criticism
often incorrectly levelled at ns2 is the inability to deal with concurrent events however, this is
not the case. Two events can be scheduled to occur at the same time (since the time resolution
is of the order of microseconds), however one will be processed before the other (sticking to
the process one event at a time rule) - the order of processingonly becomes important if both
events seek to modify the same item (packet, node etc) at the sam time. If this does happen
then anomalous behaviour may be seen. This is due to bad implementation by the user and
mirrors what would happen in a real-world scenario. Consider two pieces of code which may
either power on or power off a device which may be initiated byan external interrupt. Both
could be triggered very close together (in time) such that the instant of switching the power
state will be the same. In this case the hardware would have tor solve the problem and in a
simulation the model would do likewise. It should be noted that e particular method in which
such cases are resolved will be different. The design choices made in the hardware scenario are
likely to be more constrained than those made in the simulation scenario.
ns2 fully implements many common networking protocols (such as TCP), medium access
control layer (MAC) protocols, physical layer (PHY) protocols and both wired and wireless
1None of these timings are modified from the default in this thesis.
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transmission media. It is mainly used for research at the lowr layers, for example, the transport
layer and below (following the OSI), and generally has more support for protocols operating at
those layers than at the higher layers.
3.3 Network simulation using ns2
The ns2 stage of the simulation has two inputs and one output.The inputs to the simulator are
a network description and a traffic description. The output is a trace file.
The network description gives the specification of the infrastructure of the network. It defines
the characteristics of entities such as nodes and links. A node description includes a model for
the link layer (LL), PHY, MAC, energy constraints, mobilitymodel and so forth. Links are
similarly defined giving details of the nodes they connect, the bandwidth, the delay, and the
queue type. Part of a typical network description can be seenb low.
1 $ns duplex-link $n0 $n1 1Mb 250ms DropTail # Link 1
2 $ns duplex-link $n1 $n2 1Mb 100ms DropTail # Link 2
3 $ns duplex-link $n1 $n3 1Mb 80ms DropTail # Link 3
4 $ns duplex-link $n3 $n4 1Mb 10ms DropTail # Link 4
This description indicates that there are four, bi-directional links (duplex-link ) connecting
5 nodes ($n0 through$n4 ) with a 1Mb bandwidth and a droptail queue. Each link has a dely
associated with it which is added to each packet traversing the link, for example link 1 has a
delay of 250ms. Since this is a wired simulation, there is no specification required of the nodes
themselves; the assumption is that they are of the default type and remain active over the whole
simulation.
The traffic description gives the specification of each traffic source and sink in the network. It
attaches sources and sinks2 to nodes as defined in the network description and allocates atype
to each, i.e. TCP, UDP or NULL (for sinks). Routes are defined btween a source and a sink
so that traffic has a path to follow - it should be noted that only the end-points are given, it is
up to the RP to determine how to transport the traffic between th nodes. Attached to a route
is an application such as CBR or Pareto - these are the algorithms which generate the packets
and include statistical measures which determine when packets are sent (which are generally
2Sources and sinks are gathered in one class, Agent, in the ns2nomenclature.
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specified by the user).
An example of a traffic description is given below:
1 set udp_(10) [new Agent/UDP]
2 $ns attach-agent $n0 $udp_(10)
3 set null_(10) [new Agent/Null]
4 $ns attach-agent $n1 $null_(10)
5 set par_(10) [new Application/Traffic/Pareto]
6 $par_(10) set packetSize_ 512
7 $par_(10) set burst_time_ 500ms
8 $par_(10) set idle_time_ 500ms
9 $par_(10) set rate_ 400k
10 $par_(10) set shape_ 1.5
11 $par_(10) attach-agent $udp_(10)
12 $ns connect $udp_(10) $null_(10)
13 $ns at 0.0 "$par_(10) start"
The first line creates a UDP agent, a packet source which uses UDP at the transport layer and
the second line attaches this agent to node 0. The third and fourth lines are similar, creating a
null agent (a packet sink) and attaching it to node 1. On line 5an application is created. This
is the function which will generate the packets to be transported and in this case the type is
Pareto implying that all packets generated will have a temporal distribution based on the Pareto
function. The next 5 lines give the details of the distribution (burst time equal to idle time,
shape factor), the size of the packets (512 bytes) and the rate (400kb/s). The 11th line attaches
this generator to the UDP agent and the 12th connects the packet source and sink forming a
virtual link between the nodes. In the final line, ns2 is instruc ed to start the Pareto generator
at time 0, i.e. when the simulation starts. No finish time is explicitly defined here as a global
finish instruction for all traffic is issued elsewhere.
A typical trace file can contain a large volume of data. By default ns2 logs every transaction that
occurs in the network which may be too much, especially for a wireless scenario which includes
moving nodes. It is possible to reduce the verbosity of the output by logging only transactions
which will be used in later analysis, for example, if the interest is only in events happening
at the agent layer then logging MAC and PHY layer transactions serves little purpose. Shown
below is a segment of a trace file for a wired network - these traces are generally much less
complex than those for wireless networks.
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1 + 0 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.5 4.3 0 4
2 - 0 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.5 4.3 0 4
3 + 0 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.6 4.4 0 5
4 + 0 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.7 4.5 0 6
5 - 0.00032 0 1 tcp 40 ------- 0 0.5 1.4 0 1
6 - 0.00032 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.6 4.4 0 5
7 - 0.00064 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.7 4.5 0 6
8 r 0.01032 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.5 4.3 0 4
The first column describes the event occurring from a selection of five possibilities: enqueue
a packet in the send buffer (+), dequeue a packet from the send buffer (- ), receive at packet
the agent layer (r ), drop a packet (d) or error (e). The second column is the timestamp of
this event relative to 0, the start of the simulation. The third and fourth columns are the source
and destination for this hop of the journey respectively (a packet may traverse many links en
route from source to destination). The fifth column is the traffic application type with the sixth
column representing the packet size in bytes. Column seven is reserved for any special flags, a
dash indicating nothing set whilst column eight is the flow identifier. Columns nine and ten are
the source and destination addresses, respectively, of thepacket for the whole route (as opposed
to columns three and four which are for the current hop only).The part preceding the period is
the node address and the part after is the port; the use of portnumbers allows multiple packet
streams between a pair of nodes. Finally, column eleven is the sequence number and column
twelve is the unique packet identifier.
Using packet 4 as an example: on line 1 it can be seen that it is travelling from node 3 to node
4, it is a TCP packet of 40 bytes with no flags set and it is placedon the send buffer at time 0.
The source and destination addresses for this hop are equal to th t for the route so the packet is
only travelling one hop. On line 2 it is dequeued, also at time0, and sent. The packet reaches
node 4 on line 8 at time 0.01032, total delay 0.01032s.
3.4 Data extraction and conversion
Once the trace file has been obtained it is likely to containexcessinformation, i.e. data that
could not be filtered out from ns2 and which is not necessary inthis scenario. An example
would be data about a node which, while essential to the simulation as part of the network
infrastructure, is not under examination. Thus, it is necessary to pre-process the trace file into
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a more terse version; an advantage of this stage is that reducing the size of the trace file also
reduces the length of time required to process any algorithms using it. There are a choice of
tools available - given that the trace file is text-based, comm n UNIX utilities such asgrep ,
awk, perl or sed may be used. awk appears to be the most commonly used and it is also the
tool of choice in this thesis. Weak typing makes it flexible enough to handle filtering on a range
of alphanumeric data such as node names, link numbers or time.
awk operates using rulesets, normally supplied in a file, andoperates on whole input files.
Rulesets are general filters and although they may contain mathe atical functions, all but the
most basic are avoided at this stage leaving the heavy mathemical processing for MATLAB.
A basic example of a filter-type ruleset is seen below.
$1=="+" || $1=="r" {print}
This filter tells awk to print out only lines where the first column ($1) contains+ or r . The
implication is that the output from awk will only contain those lines where a packet has been
generated by a node at the agent layer and enqueued for transmission (+) or received by a
node at the agent layer (r). Since there is interest only in these events, this filter is used as a
pre-processor. To use the earlier traffic segment as an example, below is the same segment after
pre-processing (blank lines are shown to retain line numbering for reference). It is possible
to add a further condition to the ruleset above, such as$5==‘‘cbr’’ which would consider
only packets of the type constant bit-rate (CBR). Later in ths esis, this filter is used to isolate
probe packets from other traffic on a link or path.
1 + 0 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.5 4.3 0 4
2
3 + 0 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.6 4.4 0 5




8 r 0.01032 3 4 tcp 40 ------- 0 3.5 4.3 0 4
The goal here is in calculating the delay of packets and awk again provides a method of doing
this. As the trace file now only contains the transmission andreception data, it is possible to
calculate delay at this point using a ruleset as shown below.
1 $1=="+" && $3==src && substr($9,1,1)==src && substr($10,1 ,1)==dst
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2 { x=$12; send[x]=$2; }
3
4 $1=="r" && $4==dst && substr($9,1,1)==src && substr($10,1 ,1)==dst
5 { y=$12; recv[y]=$2; }
The first condition (line 1) can be interpreted as searching for lines where column 1 is a+,
column 3 matches the variablesrc (passed in from the calling script), the first character of
column 9 also matches the variablesrc and the first character of column 10 matches the
variabledst (also passed in). The checking ofsrc anddst ensures that the filter is isolating
packets originating at the current node and which are intended for the desired destination; this
stops examination of packets which are at the current node but n routeto the destination as
only end-to-end delays are of interest. The second line of the s anza (contained with the curly
braces) tells awk what to do if the condition matches; in the case of the first stanza, it assigns
variablex the value of the 12th column (the unique packet id) then uses this as an index for the
arraysend which contains, at index the timestamp of the packet.
The second stanza (lines 4 and 5) performs a similar functionbut for the reception of packets.
What both imply is that two arrays (send and recv ) are formed which are indexed by the
packet identifier and contain timestamps of packets. The delay is computed by subtracting
values insend from the values at the same index inrecv .




The entries marked as blank (recv[5] and recv[6]) are a result of not initialising the arrays
to a known value, something not necessary in awk. Before computing the delay values, it is
necessary to test that send[x] and recv[x] are not undefined.This step is shown below.
1 for ( x in send ) {
2 if (recv[x] != 0 && send[x] != 0) {
3 printf "%.6f, ", recv[x] - send[x];
4 }
5 }
The testrecv[x]!=0 && send[x]!=0 checks to see that values exist. Awk implicitly
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assigns a value of 0 to the unassigned elements but does not use this value, i.e. if asked to print
out an unassigned value it will leave it blank as seen above, but it does allow it to be tested
against. The output is a fixed format value of delay with 6 figures after the decimal point as the
output from this process is designed to be fed as an input to MATLAB.
Windowing
Whilst the above describes the procedure for dealing with cases where the desire is to gather
all delays from a trace file, it is also possible to add a filtering mechanism to compute delay
across awindowedsubset of the trace file. It shall be seen later that is necessary for some types
of algorithm and so it is discussed here.
Firstly, it is necessary to isolate the time window of data ofinterest from the whole trace. Given
that a typical trace file for a 5000 second simulation (not at all uncommon) is around 1.1GB,
it is necessary to employ some useful awk tricks to reduce thetim necessary for parsing such
a trace. The time taken parsing large traces is due to awk’s necessity to search a trace line by
line from the first line, if the data is towards the end of the fil, or, if an algorithm requires
sequential parts of a file, this will be a slow process. Assuming that the original trace file
has been pre-processed to contain only enqueue and receipt ations on probe packets (or any
packets of interest), it is possible to use a filter based uponthe code shown below.
1 {getline NR < "a.prb"}
2 $2<=(t * resln) && $2>((t-1) * resln) {print}
3
4 # This clever little line stops us parsing the rest of the file
5 $2>(t * resln) {print NR > "a.prb"; exit}
The first line reads from a filea.prb the line number on which to begin the search. This
makes it possible to skip quickly to a part of the file if it is known that the earlier lines have
been searched (i.e. on a previous iteration). Since the tracfile is time ordered, this is valid.
Any lines where the timestamp is between(t-1) * resln andt * resln are then printed.t
is the variable containing the block number that is under examin tion andresln is the time
resolution. For example, if the desire is to have blocks of 20seconds of data and the wish is to
examine the data in the third block,resln would be set to be 20 andt to 3. The above code
would then output all packets with timestamps between 40s and 60s.
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Once the windowed dataset has been extracted, it can then be processed to extract any metrics
of interest such as delay as discussed above.
3.5 Signal processing and data representation
It would be entirely possible to perform the signal processing part of the chain in awk, however,
MATLAB is a pragmatic choice. Its vector based operation andlarge library of common
functions reduces the difficulty and possible errors in implementing complex algorithms. As an
example, the code used in Chapter 4 for computing the GA algorithm, as shown in Algorithm
1, is shown below.
1 function[w1 w2 w3 w4]=ga2(data1, data2, data3, data4, data 5, x, h)
2







10 % Convert params to array
11 param_a=[norm_p1(1) norm_p2(1) norm_p3(1) norm_p4(1) no rm_p5(1)];
12 param_b=[norm_p1(2)ˆ2 norm_p2(2)ˆ2 norm_p3(2)ˆ2 ...
13 norm_p4(2)ˆ2 norm_p5(2)ˆ2];
14
15 % Transform params
16 norm_p1_t(1)=h(1,:) * param_a’;
17 norm_p2_t(1)=h(2,:) * param_a’;
18 norm_p3_t(1)=h(3,:) * param_a’;
19 norm_p4_t(1)=h(4,:) * param_a’;
20
21 h2=h. * h;
22
23 norm_p1_t(2)=h2(1,:) * param_b’;
24 norm_p2_t(2)=h2(2,:) * param_b’;
25 norm_p3_t(2)=h2(3,:) * param_b’;
26 norm_p4_t(2)=h2(4,:) * param_b’;
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Line 1 is the function definition. There are seven inputs, thefiv data vectors which are
vectors of delay values obtained from the awk processing step, x which is a vector respresenting
the CDF over which the estimated delay distribution should be computed andh, the matrix
representing the inverse routing matrix. There are four outputs,w1 throughw4 which are the
estimated delay distributions. In-keeping with the nomenclature, the statistics of the five data
vectors are considered theY data and the estimated output statisticsX.
Lines 4 to 9 show the use of the inbuiltnormfit function which estimates the mean and
standard variation of the data passed to it. The results for each Y vector are stored in another
vector with the first element, i.e.norm p1(1) , containing the mean and the second element
i.e., norm p1(2) , containing the standard deviation. Lines 11 and 12 group these elements
into two larger vectors,param a for the means andparam b for the variances. In the case of
the latter, it is necessary to convert from standard deviation to variance.
Lines 16 to 19 deal with the conversion process, using the LS method, between Y and X data.
Lines 23 to 26 perform the same function but for the variances. Since variance is treated as a
noise process, it is necessary to squareh on line 21.
Finally, lines 29 to 32 use the inbuiltnormcdf function to generate a CDF based upon the X
data values over the range specified inx . Care is taken to convert from variance to standard
deviation inline to agree with the input to the function.
It should be obvious that some of the code is inefficient. For example, instead of using
norm p1 , norm p2 , etc. the outputs ofnormfit could be placed directly inparam a and
param b. However, verbosity is favoured for the sake of clarity overterseness for the sake of
speed. Were the code to be optimised then these types of changes would need to be applied.
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3.6 Confidence
It is important when carrying out work involving these simulations to be confident that any
dataset used comes from a simulation which is not, in some unforseen way, anomolous. To
provide some degree of condifence, 10 confirmation simulations were carried out, in addition
to the simulation which generated the data used in the rest ofthe thesis. Each run used the
5 node topology with a delay separation of 50ms and a fixed bottleneck at link 1. The delay
values for each probe path were collected and the mean and variance taken. The mean of the
10 runs for each probe path was also computed, along with an upper and lower 10% bound.
These values are plotted in Figure 3.1 below. The mean delay of each of the ten confirmation
simulations is plotted as a cyan dot, the mean delay of the simulation which generated the data
used in the thesis is plotted as a blue circle, the mean of the confirmation simulations means’
as a red cross and the upper and lower bounds as black plusses.
Figure 3.1: Confidence limits (black), the mean delays of the confirmation data (cyan), the
mean of the main data (blue) and the mean of the means of the confirmation data
(red) plotted for each probe path for the 5 node topology with50ms separation.
What can be observed is that the data used for the main work of this thesis lies within the
10% bounds of the confimation runs giving some assurance thatthe dataset is not particularly
anomolous and the results and conclusions drawn from using it are not misled.
Table 3.1 lists the data used to generate Figure 3.1.
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Dataset Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 3 Probe 4 Probe 5
Run 1 0.3246 0.4621 0.3176 0.2862 0.1489
Run 2 0.3192 0.4657 0.3190 0.2911 0.1448
Run 3 0.3208 0.4592 0.3142 0.2888 0.1503
Run 4 0.3211 0.4645 0.3194 0.2899 0.1463
Run 5 0.3277 0.4729 0.3216 0.2955 0.1506
Run 6 0.3215 0.4695 0.3203 0.2940 0.1456
Run 7 0.3225 0.4659 0.3193 0.2905 0.1477
Run 8 0.3231 0.4626 0.3179 0.2873 0.1482
Run 9 0.3093 0.4653 0.3190 0.2841 0.1277
Run 10 0.3233 0.4649 0.3208 0.2894 0.1480
Mean of means 0.3213 0.4653 0.3189 0.2897 0.1458
+10% bound 0.3535 0.5118 0.3508 0.3186 0.1604
-10% bound 0.2892 0.4187 0.2870 0.2607 0.1312
Thesis data 0.3327 0.4680 0.3214 0.2897 0.1549
Table 3.1: Mean values of packet delay for each confimation run on each probe path and other
data used to describe the confidence limits.
Given the nature of traffic and previous discussion (Section2.4.3) about modelling it, it is also
informative to consider the KLD between the data used for thelater work and the confirmation
runs for the packet delay on each probe path. This is shown in Table 3.2. Since the KLD
is empirical, no assumptions need to be made about the distributions of the data whereas the
above could be misleading if large outliers were present. The KLD is covered in more detail in
Section 6.3.1.
Dataset Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 3 Probe 4 Probe 5
Run 1 0.0130 0.0081 0.0044 0.0045 0.0125
Run 2 0.0352 0.0044 0.0038 0.0037 0.0406
Run 3 0.0306 0.0103 0.0122 0.0016 0.0123
Run 4 0.0288 0.0060 0.0049 0.0036 0.0319
Run 5 0.0096 0.0070 0.0033 0.0094 0.0113
Run 6 0.0277 0.0036 0.0033 0.0047 0.0332
Run 7 0.0268 0.0062 0.0052 0.0038 0.0331
Run 8 0.0205 0.0060 0.0040 0.0034 0.0158
Run 9 0.1090 0.0042 0.0045 0.0095 0.3379
Run 10 0.0201 0.0056 0.0035 0.0036 0.0205
Table 3.2: KLD between the data generated in the confirmation runs and the data used in the
rest of the thesis.
What the numbers in the Table 3.2 shows is that there is a low divergence between the empirical
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PDFs of the confirmations runs, and the data used used in the rest of the thesis. The adds to the
confidence, gained from the previous results, that the data used in the rest of the thesis does not
come from a particularly anomolous simulation.
3.7 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to demonstrate how a network simulation and the subsequent
data processing may be carried out when performing work on network tomography. The
process was considered to be composed of three steps: network simulation, data extraction and
conversion and signal processing. Each step uses a different language and tool and although
there are many options available it is believed that the tool-chain chosen is efficient yet flexible.
Through example code it was seen that it was necessary to keepfil sizes small by generating
and retaining only pertinent information at each step to mini ise data processing time and
storage requirements. Finally, results from a set of confirmation runs were presented. These
showed, using confidence bounds and the KLD, that the simulation data used in latter parts of
this thesis are not anomolous or outliers.
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Single Gaussian based estimator
Introduction
This chapter explores the use of a single Gaussian distribution (GA) to approximate the packet
delay distribution on both a link and a path in a network as part of a network tomography
algorithm used to detect bottleneck links. The use of a GA wassuggested in [3] but problems
with identifiability [82] were raised and no comparison withother models has been carried out.
Within the framework of bottleneck link detection [3], the GA is compared with the method
of moments (MOM), which was first introduced in [1], with the aims of, determining the
feasibility of using a GA in network tomography as a delay estima or, finding the limitations of
both estimators, and providing a comparison of their performance in a set of scenarios.
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section(4.1) reviews some of the statistical
properties of Gaussian distributions and examines sampleddata from a network which justifies
the later assumption that the GA is a suitable model for packet delays. In the second section
(4.2) two previously proposed estimation algorithms and their accompanying detection
algorithms are discussed. In the third section (4.3), thereis a discussion of some of the specific
details of the simulations, which follow the same method anduse the same tool-chain as
described in Chapter 3. Included are the key parameters and the reasons for their choice. The
fourth section (4.4) presents a comparison of the two methods using simulation results and
makes some observations based on the data gathered.
4.1 A review of some properties of the Gaussian distribution
The Gaussian or normal distribution is a well known and well characterised distribution,
and is fully described by its two parameters, the mean, respresented byµ, and the variance,
represented byσ2. The Gaussian distribution has one interesting property which is exploited
in this work. It is derived from the central limit theorem andit is that the Gaussian distribution
represents the limiting distribution for a sum of statistically independent random variables of
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any distribution, as the number of items being summed tends to infinity. This is useful because
it can be assumed that for a large data set, where multiple streams of data are being aggregated,
each with its own generating distribution, that the overalldistribution will tend to a single
Gaussian distribution. With any distribution used in this work, the cumulative distribution














4.1.1 Justification for the choice of a Gaussian distribution as an estimator of
delay
Consider the CDFs of packet delays on some links in a network such as the one shown in
Figure 4.1. In this example, the delay on each of the four links has been defined to have a
specific minimum value: 10ms, 80ms, 100ms and 150ms respectively. The distributions do not
appear to take the form of any standard parametric distributions such as Poisson, log-normal or
exponential; therefore using such a distribution as an estimator will always result in an error of
fit. Observe that the CDFs are not well separated with links 1,2, and 3 converging at around
F (x) = 0.72. A choice must be made as to which distribution will offer thebest fit (in terms
of least error) and be least difficult to estimate. A complex distribution may offer an excellent
fit but at the cost of high computational complexity.
Considering the properties outlined above, a single Gaussin distribution is chosen to
approximate the delay distribution. Figure 4.2 shows the packet delay on two paths plotted on
a QQ plot; this plots the given data against a normal distribution with quantiles equal to that
of the data. If the data is normally distributed then the datapoints will lie on the dashed line;
if it is not they will deviate from it. Probe 2 has a reasonablyclose fit to the Gaussian with a
small deviation at the upper and lower tails which is not unexpected as it was earlier predicted
that the CDF was not a standard parametric distribution. Probe 5 deviates significantly at both
tails. The lower tail tends to a horizontal line which indicates that there is an abrupt limit to
the distribution and that the CDF has a lower tail which is similar to that of Link 4 in Figure
4.1. This is because each path is formed from multiple links which each have have a minimum
delay; therefore each path has a minimum delay which appearsas a deviation at the lower tail.
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It should be noted that a single Gaussian distribution is a fat-tailed distribution which implies
that events at the end of the tails of the distribution are more likely than events at the end
of the tails of a long tailed distribution. The implication is that using the single Gaussian
distribution as a model for the delay distribution will result in over-estimation of the probability
of occurrence of events at the ends of the tails. Using a long tailed distribution would result in
theserare events having a lower probability of occurrence. Additionally, this implies that the
mean of the single Gaussian distribution should be treated with caution as it is skewed byrare
events.
Figure 4.1: CDFs of packet delay on each links in a 5 node network topology. The difference
between the minimum delay of the bottleneck link, link 1, andthe next worst link,
link 3, is 50ms.
4.2 Estimation and Detection Procedures
Network tomography algorithms for bottleneck link detection can be separated into two parts:
the estimation of the of the link data (the moments in MOM or the CDF in GA), and the
detection of the bottleneck link.
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Figure 4.2: The data from paths 2 and 5 (thick line) of a 5 node network topology plotted
against that of a normalised Gaussian (thin line). Path 5 diverges from the
Gaussian at the lower tail because of the minimum delay on that path.
4.2.1 The single Gaussian distribution
It is assumed that the distribution of packet delays on each link and on each path can be
modelled by a single Gaussian distribution. Using equation(4.2) for the mean and equation
(4.3) for the variance, it is possible to estimate the parameters of pathi from N measured












(Yik − µ̂Yi)2 (4.3)
Using the least squares (LS) algorithm, which was introducein Section 2.4.1, it is possible to
convert path estimates into link estimates; equation (4.4)shows how the delay on linkj can be
expressed using the estimates gained above in terms of a Gaussian distribution and the elements
of the inverse routing matrix wherehi,j represents the element in theith row andjth column of
H−1.
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2) = N (µ̂Xj , σ̂2Xj ) (4.4)
The CDF of the delay on linkj can be expressed as the standard Gaussian CDF using the














Algorithm 1 GA estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to P do
2: fit a single Gaussian distribution to delay values for pathi using equations (4.2) & (4.3)
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to L do
5: estimate CDF of linkj using path estimates and LS as in equation (4.4)
6: end for
4.2.2 The method of moments
If no assumptions are made about the distribution of packet delays on a link or a path, it is still
possible to estimate the statistics of the path data using the MOM.
Using equation (4.6), the moment generating function (MGF)of pathi can be estimated from
N measured packet delays. Only the first 20 moments (i.e.t = 20) are estimated here unlike [3]
as it is expected that the volume of data required to get a reasonable estimate of the higher order







Using the LS algorithm the estimated path MGF can be converted into an estimated link
cumulant generating function (CGF). Equation (4.7) shows how the CGF estimate for link
is j formed. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
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hij · log(M̂Yi) (4.7)
Algorithm 2 MOM estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to L do
2: estimate MGF of delay values for pathi using equation (4.6)
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to L do
5: estimate CGF of linkj using path estimates and LS as in equation (4.7)
6: end for
4.2.3 The Chernoff Bound
The MOM outputs a CGF estimate and therefore to detect the bottleneck link an algorithm
is required to compare link CGFs. This is unfortunate as comparison of CDFs is preferred1
however there is no method to easily convert a CGF to a CDF. Instead, it is possible to use
the Chernoff bound as in [1] and shown in equation (4.8). The Crnoff bound returnsPj , the
probability of link j exceeding delay thresholdδ.





The link with the highest value ofPj is selected as the bottleneck link, however, there is a
problem in that the value ofδ must be selected before computingPj . If the bound is sensitive
to the choice ofδ, then the performance of the estimator could be obscured by poor choice of
δ. It is expected that in a real scenario a range forδ would be empirically derived. It can be see
from 4.8 that the value of the CGF parametert also has a bearing on the detection algorithm.
It was found that it is possible to lowert to 1 without any change of performance however this
result may be limited to the datasets used and the range of thedelay values contained within
them.
1CDF comparison is preferred because visually, it is much easier to judge the separation of links and the shape of
the CDF curve can give an insight into the spread of the distribution. This comparison could be accomplished using
the probability density function (PDF) but the CDF is used asit simplifies the CDFmax algorithm and conversion
from PDF to CDF is simple.
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4.2.4 CDFmax
Parametric estimation methods such as GA output a CDF estimate and therefore to detect
the bottleneck link an algorithm is required to compare CDFs. Were the distributions always
Gaussian then the complementary error-function (erfc) could be used but a more general method
is sought.
δ is defined to be the delay threshold which is analogous to the delay threshold used in the
Chernoff bound. More specifically, it is the value at which all of the CDFs are evaluated. The
δ notation is retained because it serves the same purpose in CDFmax as in the Chernoff bound.
The CDF of each link is evaluated atδ and the bottleneck link is picked to be the link with
lowest value. The link with lowest value atδ has the highest probability of having delay values
above the delay threshold and therefore its values of delay are likely to be higher than that of
the other links. As with the Chernoff bound, if this algorithm is sensitive to the value ofδ then
the performance of the estimator may be degraded. This is caused by the detection algorithm
being unable to detect the bottleneck link from amongst closely paced CDFs. Equation (4.9)
shows the evaluation ofPj at δ using similar terms and in a similar manner to equation (4.8).
The bottleneck link will be detected as the link with the lowest value ofPj .
Pj = CDFj(δ), jǫ{1, 2, . . . , L} (4.9)
4.3 Simulation details
The simulations used to evaluate the GA and MOM methods were pformed using the
tool-chain as described in Chapter 3. Presented in Table 4.1are the key network and traffic
parameters which define the scope and form of the simulations; the e parameters are discussed
in further detail in subsequent sections.
Simulation time was chosen to be 5000 seconds to give a suitably long data set that could
be divided into blocks to perform averaging. In general, a block size of 20 seconds was used,
giving 250 blocks for each simulation which allowed the averging of detection accuracy results
to reduce the effect of any outliers. This is a reasonable appro ch to take given that the data
used has been seen to be consistent and with low variability (Section 3.6). The other option
would have been to use a shorter length simulation and repeateach experiment in aMonte
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Parameter 5-node Network 10-node Network
Added delay on bottleneck link 20ms, 50ms 50ms, 250ms
Added delay on normal links 10ms, 80ms, 100ms 100ms
Link bandwidth on each link 1 Mbps 1 Mbps
Simulation Time 5000 s 5000 s
Number of paths,P 5 12
Number of links,L 4 9
CGF Parameter,t 20 20
Number of probe packets,N 32000 32000
Probe packet rate 2 Kb/s 2 Kb/s
Probe packet size 40 Bytes 40 Bytes
Block size,B 20s 20s
Table 4.1: A summary of key simulation parameters used throughout thishesis.
Carlo manner. The former, the approach used here, is less computationally expensive.
4.3.1 Topologies used
In this thesis, two topologies are used: the first comprises 5nodes, 4 links and 5 paths and the
second comprises 10 nodes, 9 links and 12 paths. These are referred to throughout this thesis as
the 5 node and 10 node topologies respectively. The 5 node topology shown in Figure 4.3 was
chosen to match that in [1] in order to compare results directly. The 10 node topology shown in
Figure 4.4 is an extension based upon the 5 node topology and used to determine robustness in
a more complex scenario. The 10 node topology was designed tohave a routing matrix (RM)
that is of full rank, as the 5 node topology does.
4.3.2 Link specifications






Queue length 50 packets
Queue type Droptail
Table 4.2: Common, key link specifications used throughout this thesis.
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Figure 4.3: The topology of the 5 node network with 4 links (shown in red) and 5 probe paths
(shown in blue). This is based on the topology used in [1].
In order not to over-simplify traffic flow modelling, bi-directional (duplex) links are used.
Traffic can flow in both directions with the forward directiongenerally the direction of the
background and probe traffic, and the reverse direction being that of the acknowledgement and
routing traffic. A bandwidth of 1 Mbps is chosen as a feasible but arbitrary value; it could be
greater to be more realistic but this is simply a matter of scaling. The queue length is similarly
chosen to be sensible but arbitrary and the queue type is thatwhich most simply implements a
standard first-in first-out (FIFO) queue.
On each link, a delay was defined such that each packet passingthrough the link would
encounter this delay. These values were selected to give scenarios for the estimator and detector
algorithms of varying difficulty. This was necessary because self-congestion on the links due
to background traffic alone could not produce a wide enough variety of scenarios for testing.
4.3.3 Network traffic types
There are two types of traffic used in each simulation. The first type is referred to as the
background traffic, data packets which flow between two directly connected nodes and used
to ensure that links are operating at near capacity so that packets experience congestion and
queueing. The second type is referred to as the probe traffic,data packets which follow the paths
defined previously and are used to measure the statistical properties of the network. Details
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Figure 4.4: The topology of the 10 node network with 9 links (shown in red)an 12 probe paths
(shown in blue). This is an extension of the 5 node topology and designed such that
the routing matrix is of full rank.
about both types of traffic can be found below.
4.3.3.1 Background traffic
The background traffic on each link is chosen to be an aggregation of user datagram protocol
(UDP) and transmission control protocol (TCP) packets respresenting a mix similar to that of
measured network links (from sources such as [49]).
Parameter Value
Packet generating application Pareto
Shape 1.5
Burst time 500 ms
Idle time 500 ms
Packet size 512 Bytes
Table 4.3: UDP agent specifications for generating background traffic.
Parameter Value
Packet generating application FTP
Packet size 512 Bytes
Initial window size 1460 Bytes
Upper window size limit 46720 Bytes
Table 4.4: TCP agent specifications for generating background traffic.
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The fixed load part of the traffic mix is defined using a number ofUDP agents running a Pareto
application to generate a base load of approximately 80 to 90% of the link bandwidth in order
to ensure self congestion on each link. The number of agents on each link is in the range 1 to
5; the bandwidth of each link is 1 Mb and therefore the rate of the Pareto application is set to
between 200kb/s and 800kb/s. For these agents the parameters are as shown in Table 4.3.
The variable load part of the traffic mix is defined using a number of TCP agents running a
file transfer protocol (FTP) application, for which a rate cannot be set, in order to ensure that
each link will be heavily loaded since TCP will adjust its data rate to match that of the available
bandwidth. There are between 1 and 3 agents on each link. The FP application generates
packets with a size of 512 Bytes (inclusive of TCP/internet protocol (IP) headers) and has an
initial TCP window size of 1460 Bytes (1 packet). Both these values are adjusted by TCP as it
segments packets to ensure most efficient use of available bandwith and also adjusts both send
and receive window sizes for the same reason. The specifications for these agents are as shown
in Table 4.4.
4.3.3.2 Probe traffic
Probe traffic is generated using a UDP agent running a constant bit-rate (CBR) application
which outputs unicast, 40 Byte packets, at a rate of 2 Kb/s. Toreduce the correlation between
probe packets which may arise from each agent starting at thesame time, there is a 1 second
delay between agent start times. As all packet streams run for a fixed length of time, they
are therefore staggered with respect to each other in time. It is assumed that the network
statistics are stationary or close enough to stationary so that this does not affect our algorithm
performance.
The probe rate and packet size are comparable with those in [1]; they appear sensible choices
and are used here in order to directly compare results with those published by Coates, Nowak
et al.
4.4 A comparison of the performance of GA and MOM
A method is defined as the combination of an estimation algorithm and a suitable detection
algorithm. In this thesis the nomenclature adopted is that te method is referred to by the
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name or acronym of the estimation algorithm. The GA method isthe combination of the
GA estimation algorithm and the CDFmax detection algorithmand the MOM method is the
combination of the MOM estimation algorithm and the Chernoff b und detection algorithm.
The GA method and the MOM method are compared using the three metrics as given below. Six
different simulation scenarios are used to perform the comparison. The first scenario uses the 5
node topology (Figure 4.3), with 3 values of separation: 20ms, 50ms and 150ms. The second
scenario uses the larger, 10 node topology (Figure 4.4), with separations of 50ms, 100ms and
250ms.
The performance metrics are:
• bottleneck link detection accuracy - how often will the method correctly identify the
bottleneck link?
• computational complexity - how many operations are necessary to perform estimation
and detection?
• robustness - how does the detection accuracy change with changing network size and
separation value?
It was necessary to validate the operation of the MOM method as all subsequent methods are
compared against it, using the metrics noted above. The validation was performed by plotting
the cumulants in the range[1, 200] and comparing with Figure 6 of [1]. The closeness of fit
observed, by considering both shape and scale, establishedthat the implementation of the MOM
method used in this work was valid and suitable as a representatio of the method introduced
in the literature.
4.4.1 Bottleneck Link Detection Accuracy
In this section, the accuracy of bottleneck link detection is plotted against the value of the
delay thresholdδ. The range ofδ is chosen to span the range of values in which the CDFs are
expected to lie, [0.1s, 0.25s]. When describing the variousscenarios, the separation is defined
as the difference in delay between the bottleneck link and the next worst link. For example, if
the delay on the bottleneck link is 120ms and the delay on the next worst link is 100ms then the
separation will be quoted as 20ms.
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Figure 4.5: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA and MOM for the 5 node topology
with 20 ms separation.
Figure 4.5 shows the 5 node topology with a separation of 20ms. This shows the main
difference between MOM and GA: MOM has a near constant performance, here of
approximately 56% across all values ofδ, whilst GA is sensitive toδ. GA is more accurate
than MOM with a good choice ofδ with a peak accuracy approximately 8% higher than with
MOM. However, a poor choice ofδ results in very poor detection accuracy.
Figure 4.6 shows the 5 node topology with an increased separation of 50ms. Both methods
perform with increased accuracy due to the increase in separation. MOM now achieves 96%
accuracy and remains insensitive to the choice ofδ. GA also achieves 96% accuracy at its peak
and does so over a wider range compared to Figure 4.5. Whilst te accuracy for GA does not
drop below 50% over the plotted range ofδ, the trend suggests that this would roll off to zero.
To gain some insight into why GA is sensitive to the value ofδ consider Figure 4.7 where the
estimated link CDFs for the 5 node topology with 50ms separation are shown. The CDFs are
plotted only over the normal range ofδ to enable a clearer view. It is clear that the bottleneck
link, Link 1, has in general a lower value than the others which indicates that it is the bottleneck.
Note that the curves cross at various points and that at an arbitrary value ofδ the bottleneck
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Figure 4.6: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA and MOM for the 5 node topology
with 50 ms separation.
link may not always have the smallest value of CDF. The CDFs also tend to converge at the
upper and lower values of the threshold which gives a reason why GA appears to be sensitive
to choice of threshold at the endpoints of the range - there isnot enough separation to enable a
robust selection of the bottleneck link.
The final scenario for the 5 node topology is that with a large separation of 150ms. Both
methods achieve 100% accuracy which is expected with 150ms separation. The bottleneck link
CDF is well separated from that of the other links and is therefore easier to detect, even with
poor estimation.
From these three figures, it can be seen that GA is a suitable method for this scenario and
that it can achieve higher detection accuracy than MOM. Witha low separation between the
bottleneck and the next worst links it is sensitive toδ which is not the case with MOM. Although
it does show a small amount of variation, it is not of the same scale as that of GA, at worst, the
variation is roughly 2% over the range ofδ.
Figure 4.8 shows the larger, 10 node topology with a separation of 50ms which is the most
challenging scenario for any method. MOM accuracy is zero atall values ofδ which is
consistent with the previous results. This may indicate thepresence of a minimum separation
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Figure 4.7: Example link CDFs estimated using the GA estimation algorithm for the 5 node
topology with 50ms separation.
required for MOM to operate. GA achieves a peak accuracy of 17% but has a steep roll off on
either side. Given the reasonably high accuracy of both estimators in the 5 node topology with
the same separation, it was expected that the accuracy here would be similar but it appears that
moving to a larger topology has reduced the effectiveness ofboth methods.
Figure 4.9 shows the 10 node topology with 100ms separation and displays an unusual result
for both estimators: MOM accuracy is constant at just under 30% whilst GA achives a peak
accuracy of 100% with a large range, greater than that of Figure 4.6; the roll-off is comparable
to that seen in Figure 4.6 at the higher end of the range. The low accuracy of MOM may
provide more evidence that there is a minimum separation necessary for the method to perform
well.
The final scenario for the 10 node topology is one with 250ms separation and it is found that
the results are identical to those of the 5 node topology with150ms, namely, 100% accuracy
for both methods. This is interesting because it illustrates that 100% accuracy can be achieved
in the 10 node topology, but that it requires a larger separation than with the 5 node topology.
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Figure 4.8: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA and MOM for the 10 node
topology with 50 ms separation.
4.4.2 Computational complexity
Two methods are used to compare the computational complexity required by both methods.
The first is to derive a formula in terms of the key parameters fo the number of add (ADD)
and multiply (MULT) operations required to perform estimation and detection on one block of
N data. The second is to measure the mean time required. The complexity formulae for both
methods are derived from the code of the MATLAB implementations the algorithms and are
shown in Table 4.5.
Method MULT ADD
GA L(87 + 3P ) + P (N + 2) 30L + L(P − 1) + 3PN
MOM Pt(2N + 1) + L(5t + 2) PtN + LP + (L − 1)!
Table 4.5: Complexity formulae for the number of operations required for both methods in
terms of the number of samples (N ), the number of links (L), the number of paths
(P ) and the CGF parameter (t).
It can be seen that the complexity of both methods scales withthe number of data samples,N ,
and the size of the network,P andL. Additionally, MOM scales with the CGF parameter, the
number of cumulants estimated. The accuracy of the MOM estimation algorithm is therefore
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Figure 4.9: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA and MOM for the 10 node
topology with 100 ms separation.
dependant upon it. It was previously noted that empirical adjustment can be used to reduce the
complexity and in the scenarios used in this thesist = 1 will work. In order to retain flexibility,
to cope with variable data ranges which may require a larger value oft, the value is fixed at 20.
Table 4.6 shows the number of operations required by both metods for the 5-node network in
processing one 20 second block of data.N is calculated as(B × 2 Kb/s)/40 Bytes = 128





Table 4.6: The number of ADDs and MULTs required by both methods to perform estimation
and detection on one block ofN delay samples.
GA is approximately an order of magnitude less complex than MOM in both ADDs and
MULTs. It is probable that there is a connection between thisand the fact that GA estimates an
order of magnitude fewer parameters than MOM.
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4.4.3 Robustness
Another useful metric to know is how both methods behave as the volume of data available to
them decreases. To view this, consider the accuracy plottedagainst the probe packet rate as
shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for various estima or rates for both
MOM and GA using the 5 node topology, 50ms separation andδ = 0.16.
Using the 5 node topology, a separation of 50ms andδ = 0.16, the value at which the best
accuracy was shown in Figure 4.6, the results of reducing thenumber of probe packets in the
network from 2 Kb/s to 0.25 Kb/s can be observed. The result for 2 Kb/s is identical to that of
Figure 4.6, as expected, and it is seen that GA always has higher accuracy than MOM although
often only by a small margin. This could be due to MOM estimating higher order moments and
therefore requiring a larger number of delay samples and that the value ofδ was equal to that
where the peak accuracy occurred. It also appears that both met ods are more robust to this
reduction in data than they are to lowering separation.
Figures 4.6 and 4.5 show a degradation in MOM accuracy from just under 100% to just over
55% as the separation decreases. Figure 4.11 shows some additional results using the 5 node
topology, withδ = 0.15, which suggest that accuracy is not linearly related to separation. It
can be seen that to get 100% accuracy, a large separation is requ red (150ms) whilst to get close
to this (98%), only 60ms is required. This suggests that if anaccuracy of less than 100% were
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acceptable then MOM can be competitive with GA.
Figure 4.11: Bottleneck link detection accuracy for MOM for the 5 node topol gy with
separation values of 20, 40, 50, 60 and 150ms withδ = 0.15.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter two estimation and two detection algorithmswere introduced. Two methods
were formed from appropriate combinations of estimation and detection algorithms and their
performance in six scenarios was compared. Based upon bottleneck link detection accuracy
it could be concluded that MOM is preferable because it has anaccuracy which is robust
to changes in delay threshold so long as the separation is greater than a minimum value.
Based upon computational complexity and robustness, GA appears preferable because it is less
complex and still performs in the most challenging scenariowith careful choice of threshold.
By considering all metrics a more complete picture appears:if computational complexity is
the largest constraint then GA is preferable but it necessitates choosing the delay threshold
carefully; if an optimum choice of threshold is not available or impractical then MOM is





This chapter explores the idea of extending the GA algorithmo make use of a more flexible
distribution, namely a univariate Gaussian mixture model (GMM) distribution. The use of
mixture models is introduced in [60] where the authors use a hybrid discrete/continuous mixture
model and in [5] where the authors use an exponential mixturemodel. Three new estimation
algorithms are introduced: the raw transform (RT) which is used as a lower bound for bottleneck
link detection accuracy, the Sum-of-Gaussians B (SOGB), which is a GMM-based extension
of RT and the Sum-of-Gaussians A (SOGA) in which the single Gaussi n distribution in GA is
replaced with a GMM. Once paired with suitable detection algorithms, the performance of the
new methods is shown alongside that of GA and MOM using the same scenarios and metrics
introduced in the previous chapter.
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section(5.1) examines the key properties of
a GMM and comments on those which are most of use in this work. The second section (5.2)
introduces the new methods using the estimation algorithmsdescribed above and the existing
detection algorithms. The third section (5.3) provides thekey simulation parameters necessary
to recreate the results which are shown and discussed in the final section (5.4).
5.1 A review of key properties of univariate GMMs
A univariate GMM1 is a probability distribution which is formed from the addition of two or
more univariate Gaussian distributions, which are referred to from here onwards as elements.
Each element is fully described by its mean, variance and weight; the mean and variance are as
for any Gaussian, the weight indicates how significant this elem nt is to the GMM. An example
of a GMM PDF with three elements defined asN (−3, 1) weight=0.3,N (0, 1) weight=0.3 and
1A GMM is described as a sum-of-Gaussians distribution in some papers although they are identical concepts.
In this thesis, the mixture model nomenclature is used.
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N (2, 0.25) weight=0.4 is shown in Figure 5.1. The advantage of using a GMM is that with
a sufficient number of elements, a GMM is flexible enough to model an arbitrary distribution.
The choice of the number of elements to use must be madea-priori - too few elements will
result in underfitting where the approximation to the given distribution will be poor, too many
elements will result in overfitting where either elements with small weights or nearly identical
elements may occur. The fitting of the elements is done via theexp ctation maximization (EM)
algorithm [53], an iterative, successive approximation algorithm.
The disadvantage of using a GMM is that it is not possible to deermine which element should
be associated with which link when a GMM is fitted to path data;this is where LS must be
used. Given that the exponential mixture model algorithm for delay estimation was introduced
in [5] there is some justification for using mixture models. The choice of the GMM is based on
the desire to extend the GA method which had shown promising performance in the previous
chapter.
Figure 5.1: An example of a GMM PDF with three elements -N (−3, 1) weight=0.3,N (0, 1)
weight=0.3 andN (2, 0.25) weight=0.4. The GMM PDF is shown in blue, the




Unfortunately, the iterative nature of the EM algorithm canlead to large computation times
when attempting to fit a GMM to empirical data. To restrain themaximum computation time,
the EM algorithm is restricted using both a convergence limit and a maximum number of
iterations. The algorithm is stopped when either limit is reached. The iteration limit, the
maximum number of iterations the algorithm may perform, is specified in advance. When
the limit is reached, the values for that iteration are takenas the result. The second limit is
a convergence limit and is also specified in advance. Becausethe EM algorithm tries to fit
a mixture model to the data, it is possible that it will never find a mixture with aperfectfit.
The convergence limit is a value which is compared to the output of successive iterations. The
algorithm is stopped when the difference between successive iterations is lower than the limit.
With both limits, it is assumed that the algorithm will converg asymptotically to a solution.
The algorithm is not gauranteed to converge for an arbitraryd taset, or to converge to the global
optimal. It may diverge from the starting value, away from the global optimum. In this case the
results may not be usable.
In this thesis both limits were chosen empirically. This wasdone after observation of the
algorithm being applied to the datasets and each limit adjusted to allow the algorithm to
converge upon a usable set of parameters. The starting values were similarly chosen. The
means were the10th, 50th and90th percentiles of the data, the variances that of the data and
the weights1/3.
5.2 Estimation and detection procedures
In this section three new estimation algorithms are introduce : SOGA and SOGB are GMM
based extensions of other algorithms while RT provides a lower bound on performance. The
detection algorithms which were introduced in the previouschapter can be directly coupled to
the estimation algorithms introduced here.
Whilst the GMM nomenclature is used throughout this work, the naming of two of the
algorithms (SOGA & SOGB) is based upon the alternate sum-of-Gaussians nomenclature.
Since SOGA & SOGB were used in a published paper [83], that naming is retained here
for comparison. In addition, the SOGA algorithm was the firstto be worked on hence the A
designation. However, it is easier to illustrate the use of aGMM by comparison to an existing
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algorithm (RT) therefore SOGB is introduced before SOGA.
5.2.1 The raw transform
The RT is, conceptually, the simplest algorithm for estimatng the distribution of delays on
links and, as such, can be used as a benchmark against which tocompare other algorithms. The
operation of RT is illustrated in Figure 5.2, described formally in Algorithm 3 and operates as
follows.
First, the path delay samplesY1 . . . YP are constructed by taking the mean of the packet delays
on each path over the size of the block. In this work, a block size of 1 second is used. For a
block of sizeBt, the estimated mean of pathi in any block is given by (5.1) whereYik is the
kth delay on pathi. Secondly, the path samples are transformed, using LS, intoa set of link
estimates,X1 . . . XL. Using the nomenclature from the GA method (Section 4.2.1) in which
the element ofH−1 corresponding to pathi and linkj is hi,j, the estimate for linkj, Xj , can be
given by (5.2). Finally, a histogram is constructed for eachlink which approximates the PDF











The RT performs a low volume of manipulation on the data, in comparison to other methods.
There is no assumption of an underlying statistical distribu ion for the delays on any path, or
link, akin to the MOM. The manipulation performed is simple averaging - the construction
of the blocks - and the transformation from path to link estimates using the LS algorithm. If
the assumptions that the delays on each link are independantand hat the LS algorithm can
transform between path and link estimates without error aretru , then the RT should give
the most accurate representation of the link data possible and therefore the highest bottleneck
link detection accuracy, assuming a suitable detection algoirhtm is used. The performance
of RT therefore relies more heavily on the inverse routing matrix than other methods, and is
consequently more susceptible to errors in the inverse thanother methods. Possible problems
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of the RT algorithm. The path 1 estimate,Y1 is the mean of the
delay over one block. The block shown is 5 delay values in length thusBt is 5.
The link estimatesX1 . . . XL come from the transformation by LS of the set of path
estimatesY1 . . . YP .
with the LS algorithm, related to the use of the pseudo-inverse, were discussed in Section 2.4.1.
5.2.2 The Sum-of-Gaussians B
The histogram used in RT is at best a crude method to approximate the PDF of the link
packet delays and may require a large volume of data to generat a good estimate. In the
Sum-of-Gaussians B (SOGB), the first stage of the RT, the generation of the link samples is
used. Instead of the histogram estimation, a three element (i. . J = 3) GMM is is fitted to
the link estimates using the EM algorithm. The generation ofthe link estimatesXj from the
path delay samples is as given in (5.1) and (5.2).J = 3 is chosen to give some flexibility
to the GMM but also to keep computational complexity reasonably low. One disadvantage of
SOGB over RT is that fitting the GMM requires multiple blocks of data whereas RT could add a
histogram estimate after each block was processed; in this thesis both the histogram and GMM
are given the same number of blocks of data to allow like-for-like comparisons. A procedural
description of the SOGB algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.
5.2.3 The Sum-of-Gaussians A
In a similar manner to the way in which the RT was extended to form the SOGB, it is possible to
extend the GA method, in which it was assumed that the delay oneach path could be modelled
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Algorithm 3 RT estimation algorithm
1: for B = 1 to number of blocks do
2: for i = 1 to P do
3: compute the path delay sampleYi as the mean of the packet delays on linkin this
block using equation (5.1).
4: end for
5: end for
6: for B = 1 to number of blocks do
7: for j = 1 to L do
8: compute link estimateXj by converting path samplesY1 . . . YP for block B using LS
as in equation (5.2).
9: add link estimateXj to histogram for linkj.
10: end for
11: end for
12: use link histograms as approximations for link PDFs.
Algorithm 4 SOGB estimation algorithm
1: for B = 1 to number of blocks do
2: for i = 1 to P do
3: compute the path delay sampleYi as the mean of the packet delays on linkin this
block using equation (5.1).
4: end for
5: end for
6: for B = 1 to number of blocks do
7: for j = 1 to L do
8: compute link estimateXj by converting path samplesY1 . . . YP for block B using LS
as in equation (5.2).
9: end for
10: end for
11: fit a GMM of sizeJ to each link estimate to generate a CDF for each link.
by a single univariate Gaussian to form the Sum-of-GaussianA (SOGA), where the path delay
is modelled using a GMM.
If it is assumed each link is modelled by a single Gaussian distribution, then it can be assumed
that any path which is composed of≥ 2 connected links will have a distribution which is a
GMM. As the number of links which compose the path increases,the central limit theorem
predicts that the delay distribution will tend to that of a single Gaussian distribution. Here, it is
assumed that the number of links which comprise any path is low enough that the assumption
about modelling paths using a GMM holds. In this case, the link d stribution may be estimated
by fitting a GMM to the path data, computing the contribution from each combination of
elements, and transforming using the LS algorithm.
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This algorithm (shown using the normal algorithmic notation in Algorithm 5) can be best
described by the following steps:
1. Fit a GMM ofJ elements to each path using the EM algorithm.
2. Create a combination table which shows on each row, which of t e J elements will
represent each of theP paths and the joint weight of all the elements for this combination.
3. Rank the combinations (i.e. sort the rows of the table) in descending order of joint weight.
The number of rows in the table may be limited to theT heaviest if desired.2
4. Generate a GMM for each link which has a contribution from each combination (i.e. each
row) where the mean and variance have been transformed usingLS and the weight is that
of the joint weight of the combination.
5. If necessary normalise the link estimate to ensure a validCDF. This is necessary if the
number of combinations has been limited toT .
Algorithm 5 SOGA estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to P do
2: fit GMM of sizeJ to each path,i
3: end for
4: for Q = 1 to T do
5: compute table of combinations where each path is represented by one element
6: compute joint weight for each combination
7: end for
8: if constained such thatT < JP then
9: normalise weight metrics to sum to1
10: end if
11: for i = 1 to L do
12: for Q = 1 to T do
13: compute contribution toL from combinationQ using LS as in GA
14: end for
15: end for
As an example, assume that there is a network in which there artwo paths, each fitted with a
GMM of three elements which have parameters as shown in Table5.1. The combination table
would be as shown in Table 5.2 where the joint weight is the product of the weights of each
2One reason for limiting toT rows is to reduce the complexity in a large network where the possible number of
rows increases quickly with the number of links.
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choice of element in that combination. For example, combinatio 7 uses element 3 (weight
0.12) to represent path 1 and element 1 (weight 0.44) to repres nt path 2. Therefore the joint
weight for this combination is0.12 × 0.44 = 0.0528.
Path Element Mean Variance Weight
1 1 µ1,1 σ21,1 0.70
1 2 µ1,2 σ21,2 0.18
1 3 µ1,3 σ21,3 0.12
2 1 µ2,1 σ22,1 0.44
2 2 µ2,2 σ22,2 0.18
2 3 µ2,3 σ22,3 0.38
Table 5.1: The parameters used in the SOGA example in Table 5.2.
Combination Path 1 Element Path 2 Element Joint Weight
1 1 1 0.3080
2 1 2 0.1260
3 1 3 0.2660
4 2 1 0.0792
5 2 2 0.0324
6 2 3 0.0684
7 3 1 0.0528
8 3 2 0.0216
9 3 3 0.0456
Total 1.0000
Table 5.2: An example of a SOGA combination table showing the element choice and the joint
weight for each combination (row).
The link estimates in this example would haveJP = 32 = 9 contributions, one corresponding
to each row in Table 5.2, with the path parameters being transformed to link parameter estimates
with LS.
The combinatorial step, adding the contributions to each link estimate from each combination,
is necessary because the GMM estimatesJ elements (3 in this work), but does not indicate
which link each element should be associated with. Note thatLS can transform only one
element for each path at a time, and that it provides a method to assign a contribution to each
link from each path. It is assumed that the bottleneck link dominates any path which it is a
part of, and that the weight associated with the bottleneck elem nt will be high in comparison
to the other elements. This would lead to a heavier weight in the combination table, and a
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more prominent contribution to the link estimate. Therefor, the GMM implicitly clusters the
estimates from each contribution.
Were the process assumed to be ideal, i.e., the LS transform int oduced no error, and each
link was faithfully modelled by a single Gaussian distributon, then it could be expected that
SOGA would generate a number of identical Gaussian distributions for each link. In effect, the
algorithm would be clusteringidenticalestimates for each link into one estimate.
5.2.4 Detection algorithms
In Section 4.2 CDFmax and the Chernoff bound were introducedas detection algorithms
suitable for use with GA and MOM respectively. Like GA, SOGA,RT and SOGB have
an output which is compatible with CDFmax so it can be used in the form in which is
was introduced. It must be noted that whilst RT generates a histogram estimate of a PDF,
transforming a PDF into a CDF requires only basic manipulation.
5.3 Simulation details
The scenarios used in this chapter are identical to those used in the previous one: two network
topologies with three values of delay separation for each topology. This allows a comparison
of the methods introduced here with the results for GA and MOM. The methods are defined
here in the manner they were for GA and MOM: the RT, SOGB and SOGA methods are the
combinations of, respectively, the RT, SOGB and SOGA estimators with the CDFmax detector.
Key parameters which relate specifically to the methods introduced in this chapter are as shown
in Table 5.3, the key parameters given in Table 4.1 remain uncha ged. The values of the EM
convergence and iteration limits were deduced by empiricalobservations. The algorithms were
run with initial limits which were then altered to accommodate cases where convergence did
not take place.
5.4 Results
The results shown below use the bottleneck-link detection accur cy, computational complexity




SOGA Rows in combination table,T JP
SOGA, SOGB EM convergence limit 0.01
SOGA, SOGB EM iteration limit 1000 cycles
RT, SOGB Block size 1 second
RT Number of blocks per histogram 20
SOGB Number of blocks per GMM 20
SOGA, SOGB Number of elements per GMM (J) 3
Table 5.3: Algorithm specific parameters for RT, SOGB and SOGA used in this thesis. These
parameters were chosen based on empirical observations.
methods. When describing the various scenarios, the separation is defined as the difference
in delay between the bottleneck link and the next worst link.For example, if the delay on the
bottleneck link is 120ms and the delay on the next worst link is 100ms then the separation will
be quoted as 20ms.
5.4.1 Bottleneck link detection accuracy
Figure 5.3: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, RT, SOGA and SOGB for
the 5 node topology with 20 ms separation.
Figure 5.3 shows the 5 node topology with 20ms separation where t bottleneck link detection
accuracy of all five methods is plotted against the value of the delay thresholdδ. RT is the least
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accurate method; it’s simplistic and achieves a peak accuray of just under 40%. SOGB shows
an improvement of up to 10% over RT as is expected from the morec mplex modelling of the
link CDFs. Both GA and SOGA achieve approximately 63% accuracy at their peak with only a
small variation between them; this figure is greater than that for MOM (56%) although it occurs
within a narrow range ofδ. Given its greater complexity, SOGA may have been expected to
perform better.
Figure 5.4: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, RT, SOGA and SOGB for
the 5 node topology with 50 ms separation.
Figure 5.4 shows an increased separation, now 50ms, and an improvement in the accuracy of
all methods. GA and SOGA have near identical accuracy and canoutperform MOM’s near
constant accuracy of 97% although only by a slim margin at their p ak; the peak range has
increased to roughly twice that of Figure 5.3. RT remains theleast accurate method with a peak
accuracy of 65% whilst SOGB performs better with a peak of approximately 72%. The roll-off
rate of GA and SOGA has decreased in comparison to Figure 5.3 while that of RT and SOGB
has remained roughly constant; as before, MOM appears robust to the choice ofδ.
Figure 5.5 shows the largest separation, 150ms, used in the 5node topology. The best
performing methods from the previous two figures, GA, SOGA and MOM exhibit 100%
accuracy regardless ofδ. This is not unexpected given the separation is large when compared
to the delays of the non-bottleneck links. RT is the poorest prforming method but achieves
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Figure 5.5: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, RT, SOGA and SOGB for
the 5 node topology with 150 ms separation.
approximately 92% accuracy outside the lower tail, and approximately 95% at the upper tail.
SOGB exhibits a similar performance to RT at the upper tail but does not drop below 92% at
the lower tail.
These 5 node topology results exhibit the same trend as seen in the previous chapter.
As the separation between the bottleneck link and the next worst link increases, so does
the performance of the tomography methods. There appears tobe little difference in the
performance of GA and SOGA in these scenarios despite the incr ased complexity of SOGA.
Figure 5.6 shows results for the most challenging of the six scenarios used, the 10 node topology
with 50ms separation. GA and MOM exhibit poor accuracy, consistent with observation from
the previous chapter. RT and SOGB perform better with peak accur ies of 15% and 25%
respectively. RT also exhibits performance over a greater range ofδ than GA despite having
a similar peak accuracy but is itself outperformed by SOGB inboth peak accuracy, 25%, and
range. SOGA exhibits the most surprising result, a peak accur y of 95% which is in marked
contrast to GA; both performed similarly in the 5 node topology. That said, there is a high
sensitivity toδ with a steep roll-off.
The shape of the curves of the parametric methods in Figure 5.7 is similar to that in Figure 5.4
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Figure 5.6: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, RT, SOGA and SOGB for
the 10 node topology with 50 ms separation.
although here they have better accuracy at lower values ofδ and both GA and SOGA achieve
a peak accuracy of 100%. The order of SOGB and RT is as before with RT achieving a peak
accuracy of 50% whilst SOGB achieves approximately 85%, both of which are more accurate
than MOM. MOM is robust to changes inδ but achieves only 30% accuracy, an increase on the
results shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.8 shows all methods with an accuracy of 100% for partof the range ofδ. SOGB
experiences a slight reduction in accuracy at the lower values in the range with an accuracy of
97% atδ = 0.1 which increases to 100% atδ = 0.13. RT has an accuracy of 100% where
δ ≥ 0.2 but below this is sensitive to the threshold and has a steep increase from an accuracy
of 8% atδ = 0.1 to its peak.
The 10 node topology results show a similar trend to that of the 5 node topology in that as
the separation increases, so does the peak accuracy obtainable by each method. One notable
difference is in the excellent performance of SOGA with a small separation; this was almost
indistinguishable from that of GA in the smaller topology atall values of separation. Note that
the previous top performer, GA has a lower accuracy than bothRT and SOGB indicating a lack
of robustness to the increased size of the network.
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Figure 5.7: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, RT, SOGA and SOGB for
the 10 node topology with 100 ms separation.
It may have been expected that the RT algorithm would achievean accuracy higher than many
of the other algorithms in these scenarios. It is simplisticin the sense that it does not modify the
data or attempt to fit it to any distribution. Therefore, if itwas assumed that the LS transform
was ideal and introduced no errors then it would be expected to ou put a near-ideal link CDF
representation - near-ideal as the binning process of the histogram step will introduce a small
error. A near-ideal set of link CDFs coupled with a detectionalgorithm like CDFmax would be
expected to achieve a high accuracy but instead the oppositeis shown, a rather poor accuracy
even with a large separation. As was discussed earlier (Section 2.4.1), the L2 pseudo-inverse
used in LS is not perfect for this problem and here some evidence of that is seen. Based on
the results above, it would not be unreasonable to assume thedifference between the expected
accuracy of RT and the measured accuracy can be attributed torrors introduced by LS. This
error may be somewhat mitigated when using the parametric methods such as GA and SOGA
as they employ an implicit averaging by extracting only stati ics about the path data.
5.4.2 Complexity
Determining the complexity of the SOGA and SOGB algorithms in the same manner as in
the previous chapter is difficult because of the use of successive approximation in fitting the
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Figure 5.8: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, RT, SOGA and SOGB for
the 10 node topology with 250 ms separation.
mixture models and therefore it is hard to give a good estimate of the number of operations
required to perform anaverageestimation and detection. The metric used here is the mean
time for the estimation and detection of 20 seconds worth of data. The mean is computed over
three 20 second blocks with each block using a different value of δ to reduce the chances of
any outliers caused by a dependency on the delay threshold. The results for both topologies are
shown in Table 5.4. Specifications for the machine used to perf rm the work are to be found in
Appendix A.
Method Time - 5 node topology Time - 10 node topology
GA 3.5 ms 10.0 ms
MOM 8.5 ms 58.0 ms
SOGA 268.0 ms 3740.0 ms
RT 3.1 ms 4.0 ms
SOGB 6.1 ms 11.0 ms
Table 5.4: Mean computation times for the estimation and detection of one 20 second block of
data using each of the five methods discussed in this chapter for both topologies.
As could be expected, SOGA has a greater computational load than the other methods for
both topologies - approximately two orders of magnitude greater than the next most complex
method, MOM. This can be attributed to two factors: one, it employs a computationally
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intensive successive approximation algorithm (EM) and two, it has a large number of
combinations to compute in order to generate the output CDF.The effect of EM can be seen in
SOGB which requires approximately twice the length of time that RT does; both algorithms
perform the path estimation and transform stages in an identical manner so any differences
can be attributed to the output distribution generation stage. In the previous chapter, an
analytical result for GA suggested the difference in complexity between the 5 node and 10
node topologies was approximately one order of magnitude, wh reas here it appears to be less.
This can be attributed to a mismatch between the derivation of the analytical result and the
executing of the code in MATLAB. The code will, almost certainly, undergo some form of
optimization by MATLAB at runtime, parallelization and vectorization for example, which
will result in observed mismatch. Another explanation, which will also contribute to the
mismatch, is that the derivation is partly erroneous. The derivation was performed by hand for
each method which may have also led to inconsistencies between m thods.
5.4.3 Robustness
Robustness may be considered a useful metric when evaluating the different methods. A
method may be efficient on a small scale, but to be useful it musremain efficient as the network
size inceases. To gain an insight into the scaling properties, Table 5.5 shows the ratio of the







Table 5.5: Ratios of the computation times of the 10 node to the 5 node topologies.
It is expected that a robust method will have a ratio close to two, implying that it scales linearly
with the number of nodes; some methods may have a ratio lower than two which would be
an advantage in larger topologies. GA and SOGB have ratios clse to two (2.86 and 1.80
respectively) while RT is lower at 1.29 indicating good robustness to scaling in these scenarios.
SOGA is the least robust of all the methods with a ratio of to 14which may arise from the




In this chapter three new methods for network tomography were introduced: RT, SOGB and
SOGA. It was demonstrated that it is possible to extend existing methods to make use of
the flexibility of Gaussian mixture models and that these canprovide improved bottleneck
detection accuracy although at a cost of computational complexity. Complexity and robustness
to scaling were considered and it was shown that there is a non-li ear increase in the complexity
of GMM-based methods compared to the number of nodes in the network which poses a





This chapter is concerned with finding improvements to previously introduced methods. The
improvements come in two areas: estimation algorithms and detection algorithms. In the area
of estimation, two new algorithms are introduced, both based on the Pearson, a flexible family
of four parameter distributions. One algorithm uses the Pearson type-1 distribution (PRS) in a
parametric manner, similar to GA whereas the other algorithm combines it with MOM to create
a hybrid-parametric algorithm. In the area of detection algorithms, the possibility of using the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) as part of a detection algorithm to remove dependence on
a-priori choice of the delay threshold,δ is examined.
This chapter is divided into five sections. In the first section (6.1) a review of the key
properties and definition of the Pearson distribution family is provided. The second section
(6.2) introduces two new estimation algorithms based on thePRS. In the third section (6.3) a
new approach to detection algorithms based upon the KLD is examined. In the fourth section
(6.4) the parameters of the simulations used to provide results are defined before the results
themselves are presented and discussed (6.5).
6.1 A review of some key properties of the Pearson distribution
family
The PRS which is used later in this chapter comes from the Pearson family1 of distributions
which are a set of related distributions defined by four moments a d therefore allow a greater
flexibility in the shape of the distribution they describe than the two parameter distributions (i.e.
the single Gaussian distribution) considered previously.
1This is may be referred to as the Pearson system in some literatur but is identical. We use the Pearson family
nomenclature in this thesis.
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There are twelve defined distributions in the Pearson familyand they were originally developed
in order to model data with noticeable skew. Of the twelve distributions, one has already been
covered in this work, the type V, of which the single Gaussiandistribution is a special case. It is
named in the Pearson system to show its relation to the other typ s. Other known distributions
such as the Beta prime distribution (type VI) and the gamma distribution (type III) come from
the Pearson system and later acquired their now more common names.
All of the distributions in the Pearson family can be described using two values,β1 andβ2.
β1 is defined as the square of the skewness whereasβ2 i defined as thetraditional kurtosis.
Kurtosis is more normally described either using cumulantsor as the fourth standard moment
about the mean divided by the variance squared, minus three.The correction by 3 is to ensure
that the kurtosis of a single Gaussian distribution is equalto 0. Clearly this leads to ambiguity
when describingβ2 so to avoid any such ambiguity or confusion, (6.1) describesth skewness
and (6.2) describes the kurtosis as computed in this work. This allows β2 to be defined as















































6.2 Estimation and detection procedures
In this section two new methods for network tomography whichmake use of the PRS are
introduced. The first is based solely upon the PRS whilst the second is a modification of MOM
to use the PRS as an output stage forming a hybrid-parametricalgorithm.
6.2.1 The Pearson type-1 distribution
In the GA algorithm, only the first two moments, the mean and variance, are used to model
the delay distributions on both links and paths. It is suspected that this approach may not offer
enough flexibility to provide an accurate model so, to increase flexibility, it is possible to use a
Pearson type-1 distribution which uses the first four moments.
To begin with, each of the four moments are estimated for the data measured on each path using
the relevant equations: 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 wherei d notes the path in question. In a similar
fashion to GA, each moment is transformed using LS to providean estimate of the moment
for each link. The estimated link mean and variance are as shown in (6.7) and (6.8) whilst the
estimated skewness and kurtosis are shown in (6.9) and (6.10) respectively. These estimates
can be used to define a set of Pearson type-1 distributions which represent the estimated packet
delay distributions on each of the links. This algorithm, asshown in Algorithm 6, is similar to
that of GA but with the inclusion of skewness and kurtosis.



















Algorithm 6 PRS estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to P do
2: fit a Pearson type-1 distribution to pathi using equations (4.2), (4.3), (6.1) and (6.2).
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to L do
5: generate a PRS CDF for linkj using estimated quantities as computed from path
estimates as given by equations (6.7), (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10).
6: end for
Practically, a Pearson type-1 distribution is often estimaed using a four parameter Beta
distribution and the implementation used in this thesis wassubject to the condition:
γ2 > γ
2
1 + 1. There were a small number of cases in which this condition was not satisfied. To
remedy this,γ2 was set to beγ21 + 1 + 0.0001. The additional 0.0001 was inserted to ensure
the condition was not further broken due to any rounding.
6.2.2 The Pearson method-of-moments
One problem encountered when using MOM is that it does not produce an estimated CDF of
the delay distribution on each link but instead a CGF. Havingthe estimated link distribution
represented as a CDF is preferable to having it represented as a CGF as it may give more
insight into the operation of the network and it is easier to manipulate. Conversion between a
CGF and a CDF is non-trivial as the CGF may have an unbounded number of cumulants and
therefore mapping to a distribution with a fixed number of non-zero cumulants is not possible.
To overcome this problem, it is possible to combine two previously seen methods, MOM and
PRS to generate the Pearson method-of-moments.
Initially, MOM is used to estimate the first four moments of the delay distribution on each link;
this is the standard MOM algorithm with= 4. The cumulants are then converted to moments
using standard manipulations; the four estimated moments can then be used as the basis for
defining a Pearson type-1 distribution CDF for each link. Theequations (6.11), (6.12), (6.1)
and (6.2) give formulae the conversion between the first fourcumulants and corresponding
moments. This algorithm has the advantage of combining the robust estimation methods of
MOM, which have been observed to offer a desirable insensitivity to δ, with a desirable CDF
output. Algorithm 7 shows the estimation algorithm in the normal format.
µ̂Xj = κ1 (6.11)
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σ̂2Xj = κ2 (6.12)
Algorithm 7 P-MOM estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to L do
2: estimate CGF of pathi using equation 4.6
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to L do
5: estimate CGF of linkj using path estimates and LS as in equation (4.7)
6: end for
7: for j = 1 to L do
8: convert estimated cumulants for linkj into estimated moments using equations (6.11),
(6.12), (6.1) and (6.2).
9: generate a Pearson type-1 distribution CDF for each link,j, using the estimated moments
10: end for
6.2.3 Detection methods
Both the PRS algorithm and the Pearson method-of-moments (P-MOM) algorithm produce a
CDF output so it is possible to couple the CDFmax detection algorithm with them to form the
PRS method and the P-MOM method. The CDFmax algorithm was introduced in section 4.2
and is used unchanged.
6.3 A new detection algorithm
Two detection algorithms are used in conjunction with the estimation algorithms in this thesis:
CDFmax and the Chernoff bound. They both perform well for their r spective class of
estimators but are reliant on thea-priori selection of the delay threshold parameter,δ. This
leads to a problem when considering the implementation, of th se methods which use them,
in hardware: a value must be chosen forδ to allow comparisons to take place and bottlenecks
to be detected, but, the value can only be chosen empiricallyby observing the network under
test for a period of time and accumulating some knowledge about the range of the delay, i.e.
when it istoo highand causing a bottleneck. A preferable approach would be to use a detection
algorithm which requires no parameters to be chosena-priori and which can operate with the
CDFs output from the estimation algorithms. One class of algorithm which is well suited to the
problem of defining the separation of distribution functions is the f-divergence.
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The f-divergences (FDs) [84] are a class of algorithm commonly used in information theoretical
work; their basic form and theory was introduced in Section 2.4. Here they are examined in
more detail.
6.3.1 The Kullback-Leibler divergence
The most widely known and used of the FDs is the KLD [12] and itsmost common use is to
provide a numerical answer to the question:How different are two PDFs?The KLD is defined
as either the divergence between either two PDFs (6.13) or twprobability mass functions
(PMFs) (6.14). For continuous distributions such as the Gaussi n distribution, a compact closed
form solution exists therefore computing the integral is unnecessary. This is not true of all
distributions and to provide compatibility with the existing algorithms and in order to handle
any estimated output CDF in a computationally efficient manner, the discrete form is used in
the remainder of this work. This implies that any estimated CDFs are converted to PMFs; this is















6.3.2 Kullback-Leibler divergence: A synthetic example
The easiest method to demonstrate the use of the KLD as a detection algorithm is with a
small example. First, consider a case where four link PDFs have been estimated using the GA
algorithm and have parameters as shown in Table 6.1. Link 4 isthe bottleneck link with a mean
delay of 0.4 s and a separation of approximately 0.28 s. The CDFmax algorithm would find
link 4 to be the bottleneck with a very high accuracy in this scenario given the high separation
relative to the mean delay of the links. The link CDFs and PMFsare shown in Figures 6.1 and
6.2 respectively.
Using the PMFs and the KLD algorithm it is possible to computea table showing pairs of
links and the divergence between them; Table 6.2 is one such table and shows the pairs and
divergences for the link used in this example. What is noticeabl from the table is that each pair
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Link number µ σ2
1 0.10 6.25 × 10−4
2 0.08 1 × 10−4
3 0.12 1 × 10−4
4 0.40 4 × 10−4
Table 6.1: Statistical properties of the four links used in the KLD example.
Figure 6.1: Four synthetic link CDFs used in the KLD example. Link 1 =N (0.1, 6 × 10−4),
Link 2 = N (0.08, 1 × 10−4), Link 3 = N (0.12, 1 × 10−4), Link 4 = N (0.4, 4 ×
10−4).
which includes link 4 has a large divergence relative to the ot r pairs. If it is assumed that the
link PDFs are reasonably similar in shape it would also be reason ble to choose link 4 as the
probable bottleneck in this scenario because of its separation from the other links. However,
were it not reasonable to assume the shape of the PDFs was similar then this would cause a
problem.
6.3.3 Kullback-Leibler divergence: A real example
Consider next Figures 6.3 and 6.4 where the output of the GA estimation algorithm is plotted in
both CDF and PMF form respectively. The data comes from the 5 node network scenario with
a 20ms separation and the parameters are shown in Table 6.3. From the CDF it can be seen that
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Figure 6.2: Four synthetic link PMFs used in the KLD example. Link 1 =N (0.1, 6 × 10−4),
Link 2 = N (0.08, 1 × 10−4), Link 3 = N (0.12, 1 × 10−4), Link 4 = N (0.4, 4 ×
10−4).
Link pair KLD Link pair KLD
1,2 3.0159 2,3 10.7331
1,3 3.0161 2,4 49.4166
1,4 49.4166 3,4 48.7791
Table 6.2: Link pairs and their respective KLDs for links used in the KLDexample.
link 1 is the probable bottleneck but this is much harder to discern using the PMF alone. If the
KLD is applied as above to the links in pairs then the results shown in Table 6.4 are observed.
What can be seen from this data is that where the separation isl w using only the KLD as a
detection algorithm can lead to incorrect results. In this example, link 3 appears to be themost
differentfrom the others, however, it is link 1 that is the bottleneck.
6.3.4 Kullback-Leibler divergence: Conclusion
Whilst it overcomes one of the main problems of CDFmax, the necessity fora-priori selection
of the delay threshold, the KLD appears not to be robust enough to be a direct replacement.
The main problem with KLD is that it detects the total divergenc between the two PMFs it
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Figure 6.3: Four estimated link CDFs. Link 1 =N (0.1716, 0.0060), Link 2 =
N (0.1526, 0.0029), Link 3 = N (0.1292, 0.0218), Link 4 = N (0.1587, 0.0123).





Table 6.3: Statistical properties of four links estimated using the GAalgorithm from a 5 node
topology with 20ms separation.
operates on and therefore if they are of rather different shape, the divergence will be high. This
is overcome in cases where the separation is large as the divergence due to the separation
outweighs the divergence due to shape mismatch. Perhaps themost useful application is
therefore to initially spot anomalous links which require processing with CDFmax for more
detail.
6.4 Simulation details
As with previous chapters, the six scenarios that were introduced in Chapter 4 are used as
a basis to compare the accuracy of the methods. It was previously seen that GA is a robust
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Figure 6.4: Four estimated link PMFs. Link 1 =N (0.1716, 0.0060), Link 2 =
N (0.1526, 0.0029), Link 3 = N (0.1292, 0.0218), Link 4 = N (0.1587, 0.0123).
Link pair KLD Link pair KLD
1,2 13.5303 2,3 15.1732
1,3 15.7686 2,4 4.5287
1,4 2.4873 3,4 3.1140
Table 6.4: Link pairs and their respective KLDs for four links from a 5 node network scenario
with 20ms separation. The link PDFs are estimated using the GA estimation
algorithm.
parametric method and MOM is a robust non-parametric methodand therefore they are used
as benchmarks by which to judge the performance of PRS and P-MOM. The inclusion of
MOM makes it possible to see if the accuracy of P-MOM follows that of a parametric or
non-parametric method. The parameters for MOM and GA are those given in Section 4.3.
6.5 Simulation results
As in the previous two chapters, the performance of the four methods presented in this chapter
is examined by considering bottleneck detection accuracy,computational complexity and
robustness to scaling. As noted in previous chapters, theseparationis defined as the difference
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in delay between the bottleneck link and the next worst link.
6.5.1 Bottleneck link detection accuracy
Figure 6.5 shows the 5 node topology with a separation of 20ms. GA and MOM have the same
response as in previous chapters which gives a benchmark forcomparing the other methods. It
is clear that PRS outperforms the other three methods with a peak accuracy approximately 20%
higher than that of GA. PRS also has a higher accuracy than GA across the range ofδ and a
higher accuracy than MOM and P-MOM whenδ ≤ 0.18. The response of P-MOM mimics that
of MOM but with an increased variance which is attributed to the reduced number of moments
used to estimate the distributions in P-MOM, when compared with MOM. Over the range of
δ plotted, a slight downward trend is observed asδ increases bringing the accuracy down from
60% atδ = 0.1 to 50% atδ = 0.25. This could be an exaggeration of the slight variation
observed in MOM with respect toδ.
Figure 6.5: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, PRS and P-MOM for the
5 node topology with 20 ms separation.
Figure 6.6 shows the 5 node topology with an increased separation of 50ms. In contrast to
the the previous scenario, the ordering of the response curves is reversed. PRS now has the
lowest peak accuracy at 92% (which is still an increase compared to the results seen in Figure
6.5) and is the poorest performer over most of the range ofδ plotted. The steep roll-off of GA
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at the lower tail gives it the poorest performance whenδ ≤ 0.12. The peak accuracy of GA
is equal to that of MOM; P-MOM responds in a similar manner to the previous scenario: a
similar accuracy to MOM but with an increased variance and a downward trend asδ increases.
However, in this scenario, the trend is reduced: a fall of approximately 5% from 98% to 93%
over the range ofδ plotted.
Figure 6.6: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, PRS and P-MOM for the
5 node topology with 50 ms separation.
In the final 5 node scenario, the separation is increased to 150ms where the response of all four
methods is 100% across the range ofδ. P-MOM does not exhibit its normal variation, which
can be attributed to the large separation.
Figure 6.7 shows the larger, 10 node topology, with 50ms separation. As was seen in previous
chapters, MOM has a response of 0% accuracy, however, P-MOM exhibits no variance, which
provides some evidence to support the hypothesis that at thelimits, the variance of P-MOM
tends to zero. The GA and PRS responses have an order similar to that seen in Figure 6.5.
PRS has a higher peak accuracy of just over 20% compared to 15%for GA and also a higher
accuracy over the range ofδ plotted.
Figure 6.8 shows the 10 node scenario with an increased separation of 100ms. GA and PRS
exhibit a similar inversion of performance as seen in Figure6.6 with GA having a peak accuracy
of 100%, outperforming the peak accuracy of PRS by 3%. The shape of the PRS repsonse is
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Figure 6.7: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, PRS and P-MOM for the
10 node topology with 50 ms separation.
markedly narrower than that of Figure 6.5. The response of MOM and P-MOM exhibit the
same differences as seen previously, MOM with an accuracy of29% across the range ofδ
plotted and P-MOM with a similar general response but with a variance of up to 5%. Unlike
in previous work, no downward trend in the accuracy of P-MOM asδ increases is seen, instead
there seems to be a decrease in the variance.
Figure 6.9 shows the 10 node topology with a large separationof 250ms. As expected from
previous work, the response of GA and MOM is 100% accuracy across the range ofδ plotted.
The response of P-MOM is unusual in that it has a lower mean than of MOM, 98%
compared to 100%, but has no noticable variance. It could be exp cted to either have a mean
of 100% confirming the hypothesis that at the limits of accuray the variance of P-MOM tends
to zero, or to have a mean which decreases asδ increases but with some observable variance.
It would not now be unreasonable to hypothesise that the variance of P-MOM is related to
separation and that the sensitivity decreases as the separation increases which results in a lower
variance. The response of PRS is unusual as it exhibits a marked sensitivity and decrease in




Figure 6.8: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, PRS and P-MOM for the
10 node topology with 100 ms separation.
6.5.2 Computational Complexity
The four methods are compared by considering their algorithmic representations (Table 6.5) and
the number of operations required to process one 20s block ofdata (Table 6.6). The formulae
are derived from the implementations used in the thesis and improvements could be made via
more efficient implementations.
The parametric methods, GA and PRS, have a number of ADDs which scales withPN . PRS is
burdened by of a constant of11P compared to the much smaller2P of GA. A similar result is
seen with the number of MULTs. The3PN of GA contrasts with the8PN of PRS. Whilst this
may appear a small increase,N can scale quickly as the length of the observed data increases.
Even a small multiplier attached toN can significantly increase the computational load.
Comparing MOM and P-MOM, the most noticeable difference is that MOM is dependant on
the CGF parametert with regards to the number of ADDs and MULTs. P-MOM is dependant
on t, but ast is fixed at 4, this term appears as a constant and not a parameter. Bo h MOM and
P-MOM scale by a constant ofL in the number of MULTs and by(L − 1)! in the number of
ADDs. This is unsurprising given the similarities in their estimation processes. What can be
seen in all methods is thatN , the number of samples, dominates parameter values in all but
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Figure 6.9: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM, PRS and P-MOM for the
10 node topology with 250 ms separation.
small block sizes, whereN would be small. For the block size of 20s used in these examples,
N = 128. For a block size of 100s,N rises to 640.
Method MULT ADD
GA L(87 + 3P ) + P (N + 2) 30L + L(P − 1) + 3PN
PRS P (11N + 5L + 2) + 165L 8PN + 4L(P − 1) + 52L + (L − 1)!
MOM Pt(2N + 1) + L(5t + 2) PtN + LP + (L − 1)!
P-MOM 167L + 4P (N − 1) L(P + 52) + 4PN + (L − 1)!
Table 6.5: Formulae for number of MULT and ADD operations required for the estimation and
detection ofN samples of data in aL + 1 node network comprisingL links andP
paths.
In addition to examining the algorithmic forms and equations for these methods, some insight
can also be gained by looking at numeric results. Table 6.6 show the number of operations
required for each of the four methods using the parameters asgiven in Table 4.1.
What is seen is that the number of operations used by MOM much greater than that used by
P-MOM. This is despite the relationship between the CGF parameter,t, being five -t = 20 for
MOM andt = 4 for P-MOM. P-MOM combines the estimation stage of MOM with the output
stage of PRS. It uses approximately half the number of ADDs and MULTs that PRS does and




Considering the set of parametric methods, PRS is more complex than GA by a factor which
outweighs the number of parameters estimated. The number ofboth ADDs and MULTs used
by PRS is between two and a half and eight times that of GA despite PRS estimating twice the
number of parameters that GA does. The scaling in both cases is non-linear with respect to the






Table 6.6: Numerical results for the formulae in Table 6.5 for the 5 nodetopology with 20ms
separation withN = 1000 and other values as in Table 4.1.
To compare these methods with the GMM-based methods, consider Table 6.7 which shows the
computation time required by each of the methods examined inthis thesis. The scenarios used
are the 5 node topology with 20ms separation and the 10 node topology with 50ms separation.
The time taken is to compute the estimation and detection algorithms for a 20s block of data.
What is noticeable is that both PRS and P-MOM have a much higher computation time than
would be expected by examining their algorithms. In the 5 node topology, the computation
time for PRS is higher than that of SOGA which was previously asumed to be the least efficient
method. In the 10 node topology, SOGA is the least efficient but he times for PRS and P-MOM
are still higher than would be expected
One explanation for this discrepancy is that the implementation of the algorithms using the
Pearson type-1 distribution is not particularly efficient,much less so than the GMM-based
methods. Should a more efficient implementation be used thenit is expected that the
computation times would fall bringing them closer to the order of magnitude of SOGB, MOM
and GA.
6.5.3 Robustness to scaling
Related to the computational complexity of the methods and their detection accuracy is the
behaviour when scaling. A method may offer a desired accuracy at an acceptable level of
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Method Time - 5 node topology Time - 10 node topology
GA 3.5 ms 10.0 ms
MOM 8.5 ms 58.0 ms
SOGA 268.0 ms 3740.0 ms
RT 3.1 ms 4.0 ms
SOGB 6.1 ms 11.0 ms
PRS 289.9 ms 1617.0 ms
P-MOM 139.1 ms 583.9 ms
Table 6.7: Mean computation times for the estimation and detection of one 20 second block of
data using all methods discussed in this thesis for both topologies.
computational complexity for one size of network however, if the complexity scales faster than
the network size does or if the accuracy changes as the network changes size then it may not be
regarded as useful. It is possible to catch a glimpse of the effects of scaling by comparing the







Table 6.8: The ratios of the number of operations required to compute one block of data in the
10 node topology to the number of operations required to compute one block of data
in the 5 node topology for GA, MOM, PRS and P-MOM.
From the results in Table 6.8 two things can be seen: one, the number of MULTs scales at a
rate equal to that of the paths (12/5) whereas the number of ADDs scales at a higher rate and
two, the lowest of the ratios is greater than the ratio of the number of nodes,Nnodes = L + 1.
Given the ratios ofP andL, a method which scales in a robust fashion should have a number
of operations (both ADD and MULT) with a similar ratio. Of thefour methods considered, GA
and MOM are closest to this number, the two other methods, PRSand P-MOM are furthest from
it - interestingly, these both use the Pearson distribution. In a network where1 ≤ P/L ≤ 1.5
and where the number of nodes is 100 or 1000 then a small deviation from the ideal upper
bound (the largest of the ratios ofP or L) at this stage results in many more operations being
required to process the data. In a real-world real-time scenario this may limit the scope of
operation of the method.
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6.6 A summary of methods
In this and the previous two chapters a number of different methods for network tomography
have been introduced, analysed and the results compared using different metrics. It is therefore
appropriate at this point to provide a summary of the key features of each method and to
consider performance across the set.
The simplest methods in terms of the algorithmic complexity, GA and RT are also those
with lowest computational complexity and lowest computation time when implemented. The
performance of RT was generally the least accurate of all methods in each scenario except the
10 node topology with 50ms separation in which it outperformed GA and MOM (see Figure
5.4). RTs performance was limited by the L2 pseudo-inverse transform anda priori it could
have been expected to be the most accurate of all methods due to the low volume of processing
and modification it performed on the measured data. GA performed better often achieving a
level of accuracy higher than more complex methods but was seen to have a dependence on the
value of the delay thresholdδ. It had both a low algorithmic and computational complexity
combined with a low computation time which makes it competitive with RT in a scenario
where computational power and time are low but a level of accuracy which is less than 100%
is acceptable.
Two methods, SOGA and SOGB, which used a GMM were also considered. SOGB was
perhaps the most simplistic of these as it used the same mechanism s RT but instead of a
raw histogram output, it generates a CDF using a GMM fitted to the raw histogram. This keeps
computational time low - it is of the same order as RT and GA. However, due to the GMM fitting
process no algorithmic complexity could be calculated. Accura y was in general better than that
of RT, and it appears reasonable to assume that this was the result of the smoothed CDF output
although it too displayed sensitivity toδ as with RT and GA. The other GMM-based method,
SOGA, was an extension of the GA method. It assumed that each link delay distribution could
be modelled by a single Gaussian distribution and thereforethe path delay distribution could
be modelled by a GMM. By using what was essentially a clustering algorithm, an estimate for
each link could be derived. The accuracy was in many scenarios slightly worse than that of GA
perhaps as a result of over-fitting and also sensitive toδ. This was disappointing given the high
computation time which could be attributed to computing thelarge number of combinations for
each link and fitting with the iterative EM algorithm. In one scenario, the 10 node topology
with 50ms separation, which was seen previously to be a challenging scenario, this method
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performed very well with an accuracy much in excess of the othr methods.
The other three methods, MOM, P-MOM and PRS can be consideredtogether. MOM was
one of the suggested algorithms in [1]. It has a moderate computational complexity and the
computation time was slightly under three times that of RT for the 5 node topology. It exhibited
two features which set it apart from the parametric methods:ne, it showed very little sensitivity
to δ and two, it appeared to have a lower separation threshold below which the accuracy dropped
off markedly. With sufficient separation however, its performance was excellent and the lack
of variation withδ makes it a useful candidate where high accuracy is required but δ cannot be
estimateda priori. PRS was an adaptation of the GA method but replacing the single Gaussian
distribution with a Pearson type-1 distribution. This increased the computational complexity
and computation time greatly, the latter possibly due to poor implementation and not directly
as a result of increased complexity of the algorithm. Accuray was better than that of GA
in scenarios with low separation such as the 5 node topology with 20ms separation and the
10 node topology with 50ms separation. As the separation increased, PRS exhibited a slower
increase in accuracy than GA, with poorer accuracy in scenarios such as the 5 node topology
with 50ms separation. The final method, P-MOM was an attempt to combine the PRS output
stage with the MOM estimation stage to reduce complexity andprovide a way to use a simple
detection algorithm such as CDFmax with MOM. The results were interesting, P-MOM had
a response similar to that of MOM in that it exhibited a lower sparation threshold and a low
sensitivity toδ but did exhibit some variance (see Figure 6.5). The computation l complexity
appears low but the computation time is far higher than wouldhave been expected, probably
due to inefficient implementation.
6.6.1 Bottleneck Link Placement
In this, and the previous two chapters, the bottleneck link was fixed to be one specific link.
This allowed a comparison between tomography methods for a range of previously defined
scenarios, with all other network parameters held constant. I a real network however, the
bottleneck link is unlikely to be fixed as one specific link. Toobserve the bottleneck link
detection accuracy of the methods when the bottleneck link is moved, a further simulation was
performed. This used the 5 node topology with 50ms separation, and the bottleneck link was
fixed as link 2. All other network parameters are as defined previously - see sections 4.3 and
5.3 for parameter values. The bottleneck link detection accuracy results for MOM, GA and RT
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are plotted in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Bottleneck link detection accuracy results for GA, MOM and RTfor the 5 node
topology with 50 ms separation where link 2 is the bottlenecklink.
What is seen, is that the location of the bottleneck node has an effect on the detection accuracy
of the tomography methods. The measurement, estimation anddetection methodology remains
valid. Each method is able to detect the bottleneck link, in some cases with a high degree
of confidence, for some values of the delay threshold. The methods show trends in detection
accuracy which are comparable with those seen in previous scenarios, where link 1 was the
bottleneck link. MOM has a detection accuracy which varies vry little as the delay threshold
is varied. GA and RT are sensitive to the delay threshold. In this case, the sensitivity is quite
marked, with accuracy falling dramatically whereδ > 0.15. The relative performance of both
is consistent with that seen earlier, for example, in Figure5.4, where RT has lower accuracy
than GA. However, there is a reversal of the performance at higher values ofδ, RT has higher
accuracy than GA. This can be attributed to the upper tails ofthe estimated distributions being
close. A change in the tolerance of the detection algorithm could expose this further.
In a real network scenario, it would be necessary to tune and adapt themethods based
upon some empirical observations and knowledge of the network under test. Whilst the
methods would work without changes, to extract the best performance, ie the highest bottleneck
detection accuracy, such changes would be necessary. The computational complexity would
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remain constant with regards to the movement of the bottleneck link but may vary as the
methods are adapted.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter two methods for improving the tomography process were examined. The
first improvement method considered using a more flexible distribution, the Pearson type-1
distribution to more accurately model the delay distribution both on its own (in a similar manner
to single Gaussian distribution in GA) and as the output stage in the composite P-MOM method
which combined the estimation stage of MOM with a parametricoutput stage. Mixed results
were obtained. It was seen that PRS was more accurate than GA for scenarios where the
separation was small but the performance rolled off as the separation increased to the effect
that GA outperformed it. The P-MOM method provided a reducedomplexity alternative to
MOM with similar average response although with a higher variance and a lower robustness to
scaling.
The second improvement method considered the possibility of mproving the detection process
by using the Kullback-Leibler divergence as a method to find the link which ismost differento
the others. The KLD detector worked in situations where the bottleneck link distribution is well
separated from the distributions of other links and removesth need fora-priori knowledge of




This chapter departs from the tomography related work of theprevious three chapters to
consider the use of delay estimation as part of a method of tracking users in a privacy preserving
network. This scenario is similar in some respects to that ofthe tomography scenario wherein
there is access to data only at the end-points of a network andthe need is to estimate a delay
distribution. The main departure from the tomography scenario is that there is no longer access
to the routing information and the goal is to determine this information from the data available.
An anonymising network such as the onion router (Tor) [8] [9][85] [86] is designed primarily
to give privacy to users browsing the Internet who wish to hide their activity from observers.
Danezis [7] proposed a method for tracking such users and present d some simulation results
which allowed him to determine the route and probable end-point of the network by correlating
a traffic pattern between entry and exit nodes. Results present d here confirm Danezis’s work
using a real Tor network with real data.
Work towards a similar goal has been performed by Murdoch andDanezis [87] which assumes
a corrupted node in the Tor network is available for use by theattacker. This method is active
in its approach but has the advantage of being able to operatewithout complete knowledge of
the network. The correlation (template in their nomenclature) function employed is similar to
that used in this chapter.
Other works relating to traffic analysis attacks of privacy preserving networks [88] which are
similar in nature have been published by Zhuet al. [89] and Levineet al. [90]; Syversonet al.
focus directly on Tor in [91].
Introduction
This chapter is divided into eight sections. The first section (7.1) gives a brief introduction to
the Tor network and its basic operation. The second section (7.2) discusses the main algorithm
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explored in this chapter. The third section (7.3) details the test Tor network used in the following
work. The fourth section (7.4) describes the generation of the dataset used to test the algorithm.
In the fifth section (7.5) some of the assumptions made by Danezis in this chapter are discussed.
Results from using Danezis algorithm are shown in the sixth section (7.6) with comments on
how the algorithm degrades in the presence of noise in section (7.7).
7.1 The onion router
Tor is a network protocol designed to provide anonymity to users by encrypting data between
the end-points of a route. It is generally used for Internet communications and operates on a
large number of machines, mostly those of individual users with little centralised control. Tor
is an overlay protocol; it uses TCP and IP to handle data transport, delivery and routing. The
small volume of centralised control that exists in a Tor network (including the large default
network running over the Internet) comes from the central directory servers. These maintain
the stateof the network and collect statistics and data such as which nodes are suitable for
use as exit nodes, their uptime, port routing and bandwidth restrictions imposed by the node
operators. This information allows Tor to determine a choice of route for a specific user’s data.
Traffic to and from a directory server uses a different port tothat of the normal Tor traffic and
as such it can be easily separated from any measurement of thedata traffic.
The other types of node in use in a common Tor network are: exitnodes - which send traffic
un-encrypted to its final destination, entry nodes - which accept un-encrypted traffic, encrypt
and forward it into the Tor network and routers - which forward traffic between other Tor router
nodes. The entry and exit nodes are generally the end points fr any Tor communication. There
are a large number of possible configurations where Tor is used for Internet communication but
it is most common for each user node to be an entry, router and exit node; there are no problems
in combining these roles.
In a typical Tor usage scenario, the user configures his browser to route traffic to the destination
(i.e., a desired web-page) via Tor. This user then becomes a node i the default Internet Tor
network and his traffic is routed to the node nearest (i.e. with best connection to) the desired
web-server. The security of the traffic is maintained between th user and the exit node by Tor.
Traffic between the exit node and the destination may be observed if it is un-encrypted, which




Figure 7.1: Data flow in a Tor network from web-browser to web-server for atypical usage
scenario. The Tor entry node is most likely the same machine on which the web
browser is running although it does not have to be.
7.2 Danezis’s algorithm
In [7], Danezis proposes a method for attacking privacy preserving networks such as Tor based
on the correlation of input and output packet streams. He assume that such a network can
be modelled as a delay mixing model (explored more in [92]) which adds delay to incoming
packets in a predictable manner before ejecting them. He indicates that it is possible to deduce
the exit node by calculating the correlation between the input stream and a number of possible
output streams and selecting the exit node whose output stream has the highest correlation.
More specifically, what Danezis’s algorithm states is: two time-series can be estimated, with
lengths equal to that of the observed output streams and where each estimate is composed of
the input stream (which can be thought of as a time-series), dlayed by some function, added to
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a uniformly distributed background traffic stream (which models network traffic which arises
independently of the presence of the input stream). The background stream rate is adjusted
such that it is equal to the rate of the observed stream. If onewas to consider these estimated
series only at the instances corresponding to observationsof packets in the true output series
then a more accurate estimate would be made. Division of the estimated series will indicate
which output stream most likely contains the input stream.
The formula given by Danezis to estimate any output traffic distribution is shown in equation
(7.1) with an explanation of the parameters used given in Table 7.1. One element which is not
generally clear is the uniform distributionU(t) and how it is computed:U(t) is the uniform
distribution in the interval[0, T ] and as such it conforms to equation (7.2). In any practical
implementation,t will be discrete so the integral may be replaced with a sum.
CX(t) =





U(t) = 1 (7.2)
Parameter Meaning
λX The rate of packets in the interval in question exiting nodeX
λf The rate of packets in the interval in question in the input streamf(t)
U(t) The discrete uniform distribution in the interval in question
u The value ofU(t) at anyt
d(x) A function describing the delay mix of the network
f(t) The input signal (stream)
CX(t) An estimate of the number of packets in the estimated output sream att
t The time index
(d ∗ f)(t) The convolution of the input signal with the delay mix function
Table 7.1: Parameters used in Danezis’s formulae.
d(x) is a function which represents the input/output relationship of the network in terms of
packet delay, a temporal transfer function for packets. Given that this function can change over
time as the network changes or as Tor changes its routing it ismore practical to estimate it
empirically using some training data. If access to individual nodes is possible then one can
make the assumption that a given number of packets travelling on one link will have a delay
distribution similar to packets on any other link, but with achange in scale. Use of a flexible
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estimator ford(x) such as a GMM is therefore appropriate.
Once an estimated distribution (CX) has been computed for each output stream then they may
be compared to determine which one is most likely to contain the input stream. IfCY denotes
a second output stream emanating from nodeY , Xi=1...n denotes the set of times that packets
are observed at nodeX, Yj=1...m denotes the set of times packets are observed at nodeY , H0
denotes the hypothesis that the input stream in contained inthe output stream from nodeX and
H1 denotes the hypothesis the input stream is contained in the output stream from nodeY then












Equation (7.3) is cumbersome to compute numerically and leas to large values which suffer
from rounding when implemented in an environment such as MATLAB. However, it can be
manipulated into a log-likelihood form as shown in equation(7.4) which reduces the scope of







log CY (Yi) + (m − n) log u > 0 (7.4)
7.3 The Tor test network
In the work presented in this chapter a small Tor network overwhich full control and monitoring
capabilities are available1 is used. There are four nodes in the network: three are directory
servers, routers and exit nodes (nodes B, C & D) whilst the remaining one is solely an entry
node (node A). The network is restricted such that the entry node cannot be the exit node and
therefore the exit must be one of nodes B/C/D. The exit node isfixed to be node B. This allows
it to be used as a ground truth against which any estimates of the exit node network can be
evaluated. The network topology is shown in Figure 7.2. It must be noted that this network is
smaller than would be optimal for Tor. It is normal to have at least 3 hops in a Tor route, the
minimum necessary to all each node to have deniability (through ignorance) about the whole
1This implies that is it possible to inspect any of the traffic flowing into or out of the nodes and that it is possible
to configure Tor in any manner desired.
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route. In the work performed in this chapter, this is does notimpact on the work because it is
only the exit node from the network which is being examined, not any internal connections or
routing.
Figure 7.2: The Tor test network.
7.4 Generation of dataset
The dataset was recorded usingtcpdump [93] [94] on the network described in Section 7.3
for a period of twelve hours beginning at approximately 1700hours to minimise the effect of
any user traffic on the dataset. The dataset was split into twenty four contiguous segments of
thirty minutes and for each segment there were three separattraces: ALL - which recorded
all packets, NOR - which recorded any packets not generated or used by Tor and OR - which
recorded only packets generated or used by Tor. Also recorded was the traffic entering the
transparent proxy server (privoxy [95]) used to interface th web-browser and Tor,privoxy .
Cutting the dataset into a number of segments enables averaging of results across segments in
order to reduce the impact of any unusual network circumstances.
Network traffic was generated by directing a web-browser (Konqueror) to access the home-page
of the BBC news website (http://news.bbc.co.uk) at timed intervals. The intervals are on the
order of seconds and randomly generated as the result of selecting a random number from
a Poisson distribution with parameter equal to 30. Using a Poisson distribution removes the
periodicity which would be encountered with a uniform process but retains some element of
regularisation. Algorithm 8 shows the traffic generation method.
Filtering was performed to isolate packets serving different functions by port number and
included removal of any SSH packets (port 22) which were partof the recording or monitoring
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Algorithm 8 Network traffic generation
1: loop
2: Generateinterval using Poisson-based random number generator with parameter equal
to 30.
3: Start web browser and access web page via Tor network.
4: Wait for interval seconds.
5: Kill web browser.
6: end loop
processes (such as status indicators).
The traces were processed using a range of AWK scripts to extract packet delays, time series
and trace start times. By inserting the time the trace began into the trace file it is possible to
manage a situation where there is no traffic in the early part of a trace which could otherwise
cause a trace to appear to be less than 1800 seconds in duration and packets to appear skewed
relative to packets in parallel traces.
Once processed, traces were loaded into MATLAB for further processing. The data were
first scaled by the trace start time i.e., subtracting from all elements in the series the lowest
value before using thehistc function to convert from a series of timestamps to a binned
representation of the data. The scaling allows the binned respresentation to be computed with
an arbitrary resolution for any segment without having to change the resolution of the whole
dataset, i.e. it makes the segments independent of the time they were recorded.
7.4.1 TCP control packets
Further to the above discussion in which all packets were sampled for each trace, it was
possible to exclude many TCP control packets. These are define here to be the packets which
encapsulate no Tor data, but are part of normal TCP operation; examples include SYN and
FIN packets. Inclusion of the control packets increases theobs rved data rate. Where only the
number of packets per second and not the type is considered, the a aset can appear larger. This
is useful where a large number of packets is needed to ensure that the signal is not represented
in a sparse manner, which may give a poor result.
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7.5 Development of results
Before examining results for a whole datasets, presented below are some example results which
show some of the assumptions made and elaborate upon the development of the method. A
thirty minute segment of data from the dataset is used in thisexample.
In his paper, Danezis gives no source code and little implementation detail so the following
assumptions are made:
1. It is assumed that the algorithm is functional when implemented in a discrete form.
It is originally presented in a continuous form which does not lend itself to easy
implementation. Variables such asCX are treated as discrete vectors by applying a
binning process to the continuous time series data which arises from measurement.
This implies thatCX depicts packet counts over the segment of interest witht being
the bin index. Similarly,f(t), d(x) and the other estimated series (CY etc.) are binned
with the same resolution and are thusXi andYj are intrinsically discretized. Perhaps
more intuitively CX , f(t), Xi and Yj can be thought of as packet counts per unit of
time wheret indexes the time interval and where the temporal resolutionis equal for all
variables includingd(x).
2. It is assumed that the algorithm is robust to changes in thescaling oft such that it is
possible to vary the resolution oft and therefore the bin width ofCX with the caveat that
the temporal resolution must be consistent across all variables.
3. It is assumed that Tor traffic can be separated from other traffic at any node. The Tor
traffic which flows from one exit node to any other Tor nodes (topass ACKs back
upstream, for example) will be highly correlated with the exit stream and may disrupt
the algorithm.
4. It is assumed there is enough data to model the delay function, d(x), using a GMM of
three elements; should it be found that a three element mix has redundancy, the order is
reduced to two or one. Tor incoming packet delays are measured at all exit nodes for
packets originating at other Tor nodes and it is assumed thatthe statistical distribution of
these packets is representative of the delay distributionsexperienced by packets exiting
the Tor network.
5. It is assumedλf (and subsequently,λX , λY , etc.) is computed as the mean number of
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packets per step (one step is the elapsed time between time indext and time indext + 1)
over the interval[0, T ]. Thus, if there are 2000 packets in an interval of 25 seconds with
a step size of 0.1 s then the rate is2000/(25/0.1) = 8 packets per time step.
To begin with, the input stream (Figure 7.3) is observed in isolation. The traffic appears to be
near-periodic but with some variation which is expected given the generation method used.
Next, the output streams from each of three possible exit nodes is observed (Figure 7.4 (a)). Any
packets travelling towards the target web-server have beenfilt red out to show the background
traffic at each exit node with a temporal resolution of one second. Node C is observed to send
out a periodic stream of packets; as there is no Tor traffic or exit-stream traffic then it can be
assumed this is either due to a user process running on this machine or, more likely, a network
operation (backup, file handling etc). Node B sends out more frequent traffic than node C and
the lack of periodicity would indicate a user process (web browsing, email etc). Node D has
little outgoing traffic perhaps because there were no activeusers during the time the traffic
capture was in operation.
Finally, the outputs from each of the possible exit nodes areobserved when the input stream is
applied to the network (Figure 7.4 (b)). There is a large risein the volume of traffic emanating
from Node B with a near-periodic pattern which appears to be similar to the input stream giving
the first indication this may be the exit node.
7.6 Results
Danezis compares the two distributions in his short exampleusing a simple ratio test. Whilst
it would be possible to scale this using a tree-search type ofalgorithm, it makes sense to use
some form of ratio combining algorithm. Define the ratioA to be the ratio of the estimated
distributions for nodes B and C;B to be the ratio for nodes C and D andC to be the ratio
for nodes B and D. The estimated distributions are the instantiations of equation (7.4) with the
relevant data.
For the segment discussed previously, Figure 7.5(a) shows the ra ios and Figure 7.5(b) shows
the log-likelihood ratios.
Thus, it is possible to define the following formulae:
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Figure 7.3: The input stream in isolation.
PB = A + C (7.5)
PC = −A + B (7.6)
PD = −B + −C (7.7)
By selectingmax [PB , PC , PD] the most likely exit node for the data in question can be
deduced; the difference between the selected node and the others gives some measure of
confidence in the decision.
The results for this dataset with the TCP packets excluded arshown in Table 7.2. It can be seen
that the algorithm has correctly identified node B as the exitnode in each of the twenty-four
segments. However note that the delay functiond(x) was estimated to be1 at the first time
index and0 elsewhere. This can be interpreted as an indication that themodel for the delay is
at a resolution smaller than the resolution at which the algorithm is being run. A simple check
can demonstrate this. Delays on the order of milliseconds are observed but the algorithm is run
at a resolution of seconds hence the binned approximation tothe delay function being1 in the
first bin and0 elsewhere.
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(a) Background traffic at each node.
(b) Background traffic and network output at each node.
Figure 7.4: The output streams from the three possible exit nodes showing: (a) - no input being
applied to the network, i.e. the background traffic and (b) - the result when the





Figure 7.5: (a) The three ratios computed at each step int using equation (7.3) and (b) the
log-likelihood ratio for the interval[0, t] computed using equation (7.4).
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Resolution (s) Node B Node C Node D
1 24 0 0
0.1 24 0 0
0.01 24 0 0
Table 7.2: Results for the dataset with without TCP. These indicate the number of times that
each node is chosen as most likely exit node and are scored outof 24 - the total
number of segments for this dataset.
Resolution (s) Node B Node C Node D
1 24 0 0
0.1 24 0 0
0.01 24 0 0
Table 7.3: Results for the dataset with TCP. These indicate the number oftimes that each node
is chosen as most likely exit node and are scored out of 24 - thetotal number of
segments for this dataset.
What the results in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show is that the presence (or lack) of the TCP
packets has no noticeable effect on the performance of the algorithm at these resolutions.
7.7 Degradation of algorithm
The results presented so far show the algorithm performing well ith a low volume of noise
in the system. The motivation for this section is to determine circumstances where the
algorithm’s performance degrades.
The results shown below are constructed using the dataset and algorithm used previously but
with background-traffic added to the binned exit streams in the form of an equal number of
packets per bin. Thus, when it is said that a background-traffic of 10 is added to an exit stream,
each bin in the binned representation of the exit stream had 10 packet counts added to it.
The metric of measurement is the number of times each node is chosen as the most probable
exit node with node B being known,a-priori, to be the correct choice.RsX denotes the
number of times (from a total of 24) nodeX is chosen as the probable exit node;RX denotes
the rate of the exit stream emanating from nodeX (in packets/second) andNX denotes the
background-traffic added to the exit stream of nodeX (in packets/bin).
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Choice of node as exit Rate of exit stream Added background traffic
(score/24) (packets/second) (packets/bin)
RsB RsC RsD RB RC RD NB NC ND
24 0 0 6.80 0.27 0.07 0 0 0
24 0 0 6.80 7.27 7.07 0 7 7
17 6 1 6.80 8.27 8.07 0 8 8
13 10 1 6.80 9.27 9.07 0 9 9
12 11 1 6.80 10.27 10.07 0 10 10
9 14 1 6.80 16.27 16.07 0 16 16
10 1 13 6.80 19.27 19.07 0 19 19
20 0 4 6.80 100.27 100.07 0 100 100
24 0 0 6.80 200.27 200.07 0 200 200
Table 7.4: Accuracy results for exit node estimation with varying background-traffic levels.
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show the exit-node estimation accuracy results obtained by varying the
noise added to each of the output streams.
Table 7.4 shows three distinct regions of operation. The first region (row 1) is whereRC
and RD are lower than that of the input stream: the exit stream cannot contain the input
stream and node B is selected as most probable exit node in each instance. In the second
region (rows 2 & 3) noise is added to bothCC and CD until RC and RD exceedRB , i.e.
when a noise of 8 is added. The accuracy begins to fall becausethe stimated distributions
CC and CD have at least one packet in each bin andCB does not. This causesRB to be
lower thanRC and RD. This continues as the level of noise is increased until a noise f
19 is reached. In the third region (rows 4 - 9), the scaling elem nts ofCC and andCD are




log CD are less than that of
∑
log CB despiteCB
not having a packet in each bin. The upward trend in accuracy continues asNC andND are
increased due to the scaling factor increasing, resulting in full accuracy with large noise, ie 200.
Table 7.5 shows a similar result. In the first region (rows 1 & 2), RC andRD are less than
that of the input stream and nodes C and D cannot be chosen as discussed above, regardless of
NB. In the second region (rows 3 - 6) a fixed value of noise is addedto CC andCD and the
noise added toCB gradually increased. When a noise of 1 is added toCB degradation occurs
because each of the three vectors will have≥ 1 packet each bin and C and D win due to the
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Choice of node as exit Rate of exit stream Added background traffic
(score/24) (packets/second) (packets/bin)
RsB RsC RsD RB RC RD NB NC ND
24 0 0 6.80 0.27 0.07 0 0 0
24 0 0 26.80 0.27 0.07 20 0 0
12 11 1 6.80 10.27 10.07 0 10 10
3 20 1 7.80 10.27 10.07 1 10 10
5 19 1 9.80 10.27 10.07 3 10 10
24 0 0 10.80 10.27 10.07 4 10 10
2 1 21 10.80 20.27 20.07 4 20 20
24 0 0 10.80 100.27 100.07 4 100 100
Table 7.5: Further accuracy results for exit node estimation with varying background-traffic
levels.
weight of numbers. The accuracy increases asNB is increased untilRB exceedsRC andRD
whereCB will have heavier weight. In the third region (rows 7 & 8), when NC andND are
increased to 20 a poor accuracy is observed. However, ifNB is large, ie 100, the accuracy is
good as the scaling effect reduces the weight ofCC andCD relative toCB.
7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, an alternative use of delay estimation methods has been explored as part of an
algorithm to track users using a privacy preserving networksuch as Tor. An algorithm first
proposed by Danezis was implemented and tested using real data captured from a live Tor
network. It was found that some of the assumptions Danezis made were invalid (particularly
the length of his delay function) and that it was necessary tomake some additional assumptions
to achieve a workable implementation.
In terms of future work, it would be useful to run a test where th re was a significant volume of
cross-traffic inside the Tor network. This would arise from different entry and exit combinations
as happens in areal Tor network and be used to test the robustness of the algorithm. A scenario
with very little non input-stream related Tor traffic was tested here. It would be beneficial to
know how clear the input stream must be, with regards to the otr Tor traffic, for the algorithm




The aim of this thesis was to examine delay estimation methods in computer networks. Chapters
4 to 6 concentrated on the scenario of network tomography as asetting for the work and
examined the hypotheses that:
• The method of moments (MOM) could be bettered as a method for network tomography.
• The single Gaussian distribution (GA) could be used despitemisgivings over
identifiability.
• The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) could be used as a detector in suitable scenarios.
• Improvements to the GA could be devised by using either Gaussi n mixture models
(GMMs) or other univariate distributions.
The final technical chapter saw delay estimation used in the context of a delay model for a user
tracking algorithm in a privacy preserving network. Resultfrom the tomography work proved
valid in this context with regards the accuracy of GMMs and their suitability for use as delay
estimators.
8.1 Achievements and contributions
The first technical chapter, Chapter 4, described the comparison between the GA and
the MOM methods; both were previously published but had not received aside-by-side,
objective performance comparison. Using three metrics, the results showed that GA was a
computationally efficient method with a performance which can exceed that of MOM in a
scenario where the delay separation between the bottleneckand next-worst links is small. It
was observed that GA was more robust to a reduction in probe packet rate than MOM with the
accuracy of GA degrading at a rate slower than that of MOM. GA’s primary disadvantage is
sensitivity to the choice of the delay threshold (δ), poor choice can affect an accuracy change
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of up to 60% in the most extreme case. The impact of the problemis reduced as separation
increases and it may be concluded that the blame most likely lies with the CDFmax detection
algorithm.
It was suggested in [82] that there would be problems with identifiability using the GA method
but this hypothesis was found to be false under the assumption that full knowledge of the
routing matrix (RM) is available. Results also showed that MO was a robust method and
suitable for use where noa-priori knowledge ofδ was available. This was seen to come at
a cost of high computational complexity even when considering a limited (compared to the
published algorithm) number of moments.
In Chapter 5 GA was developed into a more flexible method by using a GMM in order to
increase the accuracy of the delay distribution measurement and estimation. There were
two challenges to this approach: finding the optimal number of elements in the GMM and
re-combination of inferred elements into a usable and validdistribution function. Two
algorithms were presented to address the issues: the Sum-of-Gaussians A (SOGA) which fits
the measurements with a GMM andtheninfers the link distribution and the Sum-of-Gaussians
B (SOGB) which infers link data direct from raw measurementsand fits a GMM to these. It
was found that SOGA has an accuracy similar to GA except in scearios with small separation
where it outperforms GA and, by extension, MOM. With respectto accuracy, SOGB performs
poorly but does so at a much reduced computational complexity; better (i.e. less demanding)
than MOM but not as good as GA; by comparison, SOGA is the worstf the four with a
computation time for one segment of data more than 70 times that of GA.
Chapter 6 presented two ideas: one, an improved detection algorithm based upon the
Kullback-Leibler divergence and two, the use of the Pearsontype-1 distribution in a fully
parametric and a hybrid-parametric method. The KLD-based dtection algorithm results
suggested its viability but only when the separation was sufficiently large. Subsequently,
the goal of finding a detection algorithm with no dependence on the delay threshold was
achieved but the necessity of a large separation implied that i would not be feasible in
anything other than an anomaly detection scenario. The Pearson type-1 distribution (PRS)
method demonstrated that it was possible to use this flexibledistribution to model delay
measurement distributions but a valid distribution is not always obtained from the inference
process and often requires correction. Its performance exceded GA in a scenario with a
small separation but in other scenarios its accuracy was lower. Computational complexity was
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worse (i.e. it was more computationally demanding) than GA but better (i.e. less demanding)
than MOM. A potential niche for use is in a small separation scenario where the complexity
of SOGA is too high but more accuracy than GA is required. The hybrid method Pearson
method-of-moments (P-MOM) which was formed by feeding the estimated moments of
MOM into the output cumulative distribution function (CDF)of a Pearson type-1 distribution
was examined and found to offer an accuracy which was similarto MOM (albeit with some
variance) at a reduced complexity - between 5 and 10 times fewer operations. This then
adds another option where Independence of the method fromδ is required and computational
complexity is limited.
In Chapter 7 an implementation was presented, using real-world data, of the algorithm first
proposed by Danezis [7]. It was shown that it is necessary make some assumptions about the
nature of the data before implementation and that it is possible to discretize the function with
an arbitrary temporal resolution. It was demonstrated thatis algorithm was successful in
identifying the exit node in a network with three possible choi es. The algorithm was adapted
to perform a similar task in searching the dataset to see if itwas possible to reconstruct a route
for the data from exit node to entry node. Whilst a complete route was not constructed, the
results presented indicated the method was viable in practice.
8.2 Future work
This thesis introduced seven methods for network tomography and tested them using ns-2
simulations. As an extension of the work it would be relevanttherefore to test the methods
in a real network scenario to generate an authoritative result a to the relative accuracy of each
method, demonstrate the sensitivity toδ and by extension the typical values ofδ ound in real
networks, substantiate the conclusions about robustness and c ling (a real network is likely to
be greater than 10 nodes in size) and confirm the extent to which t e measures of complexity
correlate to processing time. It would also give an insight into the importance of the parameters
used in simulation: the degree to which the traffic models match real models, how probe traffic
affects network characteristics, how true the assumptionsabout the Poisson arrivals see time
average (PASTA) and periodic probing hypotheses are and whether or not topologies remain
constant over typical periods of observation (and indeed what these periods are).
It would also be relevant to consider the measurement and infere ce of network characteristics
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other than packet delay. The review of literature examined algorithms which sought to infer
available bandwidth (ABW), loss-rate and jitter as well as delay. Initially it may seem trivial to
change the characteristic being measured but it may be the case th t distributions for loss-rate,
for example, are not as well modelled by a Gaussian distribution as delay and as a consequence
the methods using GMMs or the PRS may be more appropriate, leading to a different opinion
about the trade-off between computational complexity and accuracy.
One further application of delay inference and measurementwould be as the input to a control
system. There are quality of service (QOS) schemes which usedelay as a metric of interest
and some routing schemes which use delay to determine routesat the network layer. These
types of application require a high speed of computation androbustness to changes in the
network environment. Thus, they may require changes to the tomography algorithms. Instead
of detecting which link is most likely to be the bottleneck, what is required are estimates of the
absolute value of the delay. In effect, this is the version oftomography used in this thesis but




The table below shows the specifications of the machine used to compute the run times for the
various methods in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Parameter Value
Machine architecture x86 64
Number of CPUs 2
Number of cores per CPU 1
CPU Speed 3192 MHz
Voulme of RAM 2058072 KB
Operating system Scientific Linux SL release 5.3 (Boron)
Kernel version 2.6.18-128.7.1.el5
MATLAB Version 2008a





The following papers, based on the work in this thesis have been published, and are reproduced
in this appendix.
N. Johnson, J.S. Thompson, S. McLaughlin and F.J. Garcia, Network tomography, Delay
estimation & Bottleneck link discovery, 2008 IAPR workshop on Cognitive Information
Processing, June 9th - 10th, Santorini, Greece
N. Johnson, J.S. Thompson, S. McLaughlin and F.J. Garcia, A Comparison of Delay
Estimation & Bottleneck-link Detection Methods for Network Tomography, 8th IMA
Mathematics in Signal Processing Conference, December 16th - 18th, Cirencester, UK
N. Johnson, J.S. Thompson, S. McLaughlin and F.J. Garcia, A comparison of some
bottleneck-link detection methods for network tomography, 17th European Signal Processing
Conference, August 24th - 28th, Glasgow, UK
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An important issue in the measurement of networks is the
ability to infer characteristics of internal network links from
measurements made on end-to-end paths. It may be impracti-
cal in terms of equipment, time or cost to monitor each indi-
vidual link but it is often feasible to monitor a number of ex-
isting paths. Provided there is enough traffic flowing through
enough different paths then it is possible to estimate some
characteristics of each link. In this paper we compare two
methods for estimating the end-to-end delay distributions, one
based on the method-of-moments and the other on a Gaussian
approximation. This information can then be used to compute
packet delay on any link in a network and then detect which
link has the highest latency. This procedure is often termed
bottleneck link discovery.
Index Terms— Network Tomography, Delay Distribu-
tion Estimation, Network Inference, Estimator Comparison
1. INTRODUCTION
The term network tomography is first used by Vardi in [1].
In [2], [3] & [4] the term network tomography is used to
define an approach to infering network characteristics from
a limited subset of measurements made in a wired network.
We consider here a specific type of network tomogrpahy, the
problem of estimating link-level characteristics from path-
level measurements. This approach is used in [5] [6] [7] [8]
because it is often impractical and inefficient to measure all
internal links in a network. It is possible to infer from a set
of measurements taken over a selected set of paths (where a
path is a combination of links) the likely delay on each link.
From these estimates a method of detecting the link with the
highest delay can be used to detect a bottleneck link. Once
detected, the link can be modified to reduce the delay or the
∗Funding for this work is provided by Agilent Technologies via a PhD
Fellowship Award
network routing can be changed to lower the volume of traffic
on that link.
There are two methods of gathering an estimate of the
delay mentioned in the above papers. One method (used in
[2]) attempts to estimate the Cumulant Generating Function
(CGF) of the delay using measurements of the delay of probe
packets. Another (used in [4]) is to assume an a-priori delay
distribution then estimate the parameters of this distribution
from the delay of probe packets. Our contribution is to use
the ns2 simulator [9] to compare the two methods’ ability to
correctly identify the bottleneck link. Performance with a re-
duced number of probe packets and the computational com-
plexity of both methods will also be studied.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2 we review the methods used in [2] and [4]. In Sec-
tion 3 we present results from simulations comparing both
methods and an estimate of computational efficiency. Finally,
in Section 4 we give some conclusions and provide pointers
to further work.
2. SYSTEM MODEL & ESTIMATORS
2.1. GENERAL MODEL
A network of routers can be modelled as a set of connected
links with the connections specified in a routing matrix. We
define a path to be a connected set of two or more links from
the total set of links L. An estimate of the distribution of de-
lays is formed from the delays of unicast probe packets on
various paths whose total number is P (See Fig 1, originally
from [3] where P = 5 & L = 4 for illustration). The vector of
delay observations on path i is represented by Yi, i = 1...P
with the routing matrix represented by H which is of size
P × L. The objective is to find an estimate of the distribu-
tion of delays on each link, represented by Xj , j = 1...L.
Equation 1 shows the linear relationship between these three
quantities:
Y = HX (1)
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Provided H is full rank then it is possible to use a least-
squares (LS) algorithm to recover X:
X = H−1Y (3)
We define H−1 as the pseudo-inverse of H as in [3]:
H−1 = (HT H)−1HT (4)
This pseudo-inversion must be performed each time the topol-
ogy changes to ensure the correct weights in the LS algorithm.
For a wired scenario, as considered in this paper, is it likely to
be infrequent operation.
Fig. 1. Network Topology & Probe Paths
Once we have an estimate for the distribution of delay
(or other network parameter) on a link it is desirable to com-
pute the bottleneck link.Where we have delay distributions,
we examine the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of all
links and compare them. We seek to find the link that has the
largest value which, when they are normalised, entails find-
ing the CDF with the heaviest tail. To do this we supply a
value, normally δ, which is the value at which to compare the
CDFs. We choose the link with heaviest tail as our first choice
bottleneck link and could continue, if necessary, to select the
second, third etc. choice links. It should be noted that bottle-
neck link detection is not always performed and not always
useful. Consider the case of a network where each link has
a similar performance but with small perturbations. A bot-
tleneck link detection method would likely identify one link
as poorly performing where its performance is comparable to
others.
In the remainder of this section, we will introduce the
techniques under consideration.
2.2. Method of Moments
In [3] the authors estimate the CGF of the distribution of de-
lays on each path from individual delay measurements with a
method-of-moments (MoM) estimator, yielding Y . These are
passed through the LS algorithm to give a CGF of the delay
distributions for each link in the network.
We first construct an estimate of the CGF of path i using







Then we use LS to obtain a link-level estimate of the CGF
where hij is the i
th row and jth column element of H−1 and





hij × log(M̂Yi) (6)
To find the link with highest delay a Chernoff upper bound is
imposed on the link CGFs. The link with the highest proba-
bility, Pj of exceeding the delay threshold, δ is taken to be the
bottleneck link in the network.
In [3] this is expressed as:
Pj = P (Xj ≥ δ) ≤ e
−tδE[etXj ] (7)
This method necessitates a-priori selection of the value of δ
to be used as the delay threshold.
2.3. Gaussian Approximation
In [4] the authors suggest the CDF of delays on links could be
modelled as a single Gaussian distribution.
















We express the distribution of delays on a particular link, Xj ,
as a single Gaussian by using LS thus:
Xj = N (
P∑
i=1
M̂Yi × hij ,
P∑
i=1
σ̂2Yi × |hij |





Note that we model the variance as a noise process so multiply
by |hij |
2 in order to preserve the positive sign.
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To find the bottleneck link we evaluate the erfc function
(which normally applies to N (0, 1) and is modified in Eqn 11)
at δ for each Xj and select the link which has the highest value







To test both methods we use an ns2 simulation to model a
wired network with unicast probe-path traffic. The topology
is as shown in Fig 1 and the simulation parameters are identi-
cal for both methods.
Background traffic on each link is formed by combining
a number of exponentially distributed UDP and a number of
TCP traffic sources in a similar manner to that used in [2].
On each link we add a delay to each packet to force a situ-
ation where one link has higher latency than the others for
both methods to detect. Aside from the added delay, other de-
lays encountered by packets come from self-congestion due
to background traffic in the form of queueing and processing
time at each node. Key simulation parameters are given in
Table 1.
Parameter Value
Added Delay Link 1 100 + [10-60] ms
Added Delay Link 2 100 ms
Added Delay Link 3 80 ms
Added Delay Link 4 10 ms
Bandwidth on each link 1 Mb
Simulation Time 1000 s
Number of Paths, P 5
Number of Link, L 4
CGF Parameter, t 20
Value of δ for comparison 0.15
Number of samples, N 3000
Estimator Rate 2 Kb/s
Estimator packet size 40 Bytes
Background Traffic Link 1 800 kb UDP, 1 TCP
Background Traffic Link 2 600 kb UDP, 1 TCP
Background Traffic Link 3 900 kb UDP, 1 TCP
Background Traffic Link 4 300 kb UDP, 3 TCP
Table 1. Key Simulation Parameters
3.2. Key Results
In this section we present results showing the comparison be-
tween both estimators (the method-of-moments (MoM) and
the Gaussian approxiamtion (MoG)) for different observation
window sizes and estimator rates.
Fig. 2. QQ plot of data on paths 2 & 5
Fig. 3. Added Delay against Correct Detection Rate
To compare both methods we perform the simulation then
compute the bottleneck-link for 3 scenarios:
• 1000 realizations of a 1s observation window
• 100 realizations of a 10s observation window
• 10 realizations of a 100s observation window
In Fig 2 we see a quantile-quantile plot of the delays of esti-
mator packets on paths 2 & 5. The fit between the solid line
(the data) and the dashed line (a Gaussian) indicates how well
a single Gaussian models the data. On path 2, a single Gaus-
sian distribution gives a good model of the data whereas on
path 5 a single Gaussian gives a poor fit. The poor fit in the
lower tail of path 5 is evident on other links and is a result
of packets having a minimum delay which causes deviation
from the single Gaussian model. As the fit for most paths is
good in the central 4 quartiles we use the single Gaussian dis-
tribution as an estimator.
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In Fig 3 we see that with the longest observation window
(100s) MoM is 100% reliable for added delay greater than
40ms whereas MoG achieves 80% reliability. When the added
delay is reduced to 20ms both methods converge to 80% relia-
bility and continue to experience the same reliability value as
the delay is reduced further. For a shorter observation window
(10s) a similar trend can be observed; at 50ms added delay
MoM achieves 78% reliability with MoG achieving 68%. As
added delay is reduced, both methods convergence in perfor-
mance so that MoG achives 42% reliability at 20ms compared
with 36% for MoM. As added delay is reduced to 10ms, both
methods exhibit similar performance. With a short observa-
tion window (1s) we observe the same trend as with longer
windows but with much reduced reliability. With 50ms added
delay MoG has a reliability of 37% while MoM achieves 40%.
With 30ms added delay MoG performs best with 31% relia-
bility compared to 28% with MoM. This trend continues with
MoG being 27% reliable at 10ms and MoM being 23%. In
this case both estimators achieve very similar performance.
From the above we note that with a long observation win-
dow and with an added delay greater than 20ms the MoM
provides the most reliable method of bottleneck-link detec-
tion. If the added delay is reduced to less than 20ms and the
observation window shortened to 10s or less then the MoG
achieves a similar performance. Practically, this implies that
in a network where delays on a link are within 20ms of each
other and only a short observation period is available then us-
ing a either method would be equally likely to provide correct
detection of the bottleneck link.
3.3. Estimator Rates
One consideration for both methods is the number of probe
packets required to perform reliable bottleneck-link detection.
Here, we consider the effect of reducing the probe traffic rate
on both methods studied above; reduction of the probe rate
improves efficiency by congesting the links with fewer probe
packets, however, this is at the cost of accuracy.
To evaluate this trade-off we use the topology and esti-
mation methods shown previously but adjust the simulation
parameters such that Links 1, 2 & 3 have 10ms and Link 4
has 50ms added delay. We use 100 realisations of a 10s ob-
servation window to remain consistent with previous results.
From Fig 4 we see that with an estimator rate of 1Kb/s
(half that used in the previous scenario) the MoM achieves
a reliability of 94% with MoG achieving 92%. As the rate
is reduced to 0.7Kb/s the MoM reliability is reduced to 87%
whilst the MoG achieves only 64%. As the rate is further re-
duce to 0.5Kb/s, a quarter of the original, the reliability of the
MoG falls to 49% whilst the MoM has fallen to 80%. This
suggests that a MoM approach is preferable when the num-
ber of probe packets is low. This would appear consistent
with Fig 3, reducing the estimator packet rate and reducing
the observation window have the effect of reducing the data
Fig. 4. Estimator Rate against Correct Detection Rate for both
methods with a 10s observation window
available to the estimator which results in a lower probability
of correct bottleneck link detection. The corollary also ap-
plies, the probability of correct bottleneck detection can be
improved by either raising the estimator packet rate or in-
creasing the observation window to increase the data available
to the path-level estimator.
3.4. Computational Complexity
We compare the computational intensity of each method by
considering the number of Multiply (MULT) and Add (ADD)
operations required:
MoM MoG
MULT 2NPt + Pt + PL − L PN + 2P + 3PL
ADD NPt − Pt + PL − L 2PN + 2PL − 2L
Table 2. Formulae for number of operations required
In Table 2 we present equations for the complexity of the
data processing part both methods, (ie excluding the sampling
process) in terms of the simulation parameters. We see the
complexity of both methods scales by the number of samples,
N , but that MoM also scales by CGF parameter, t. Here, and
in the scenarios described in Section 3.1, P , L & t are 5, 4
& 20 respectively. In Table 3 and Fig 5 we see the number
of operations required in the scenarios previously mentioned
where we observe that MoG requires an order of magnitude
fewer operations than MoM. However, this comes at the ex-
pense of the reliability of bottleneck-link detection.
Fig 5 shows graphically how the number of operations
quickly scales as the size of the network increases. Here we
have assumed the ratio L/P has remained constant at 0.8 as






Table 3. Numerical results for number of operations required
Fig. 5. Number of Operations against Number of Links in
network for a fixed value of L/P
Finally, we consider the complexity of inverting H as men-
tioned in Section 2.1. In [10] it is estimated that inverting
a matrix of size N ∗ N takes a number of operations of or-
der N3. In our scenario, P and L are similar in size so we
estimate the operation will be of similar complexity, around
O(L3). As this is a wired scenario, we assume the inversion
takes place once as the topology remains fixed throughout;
however, we note that were it a wireless scenario with mobile
nodes then this would be a more significant contribution to
overall complexity.
4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a comparison of two meth-
ods of delay estimation and bottleneck-link discovery for use
in wired network tomography. We have shown that the para-
metric estimation (MoG) method provides performance com-
parable with the CDF estimation (MoM) method for a short
observation window with a reasonable probe-packet rate. We
have seen that MoG is less reliable than MoM for low probe-
packet rates. In both cases, MoG has the advantage of a re-
duced computational complexity. We have also shown that
performance in both methods can be improved by increasing
the length of the observation window.
In future we will consider more methods, of both param-
eter estimation and CDF estimation types. We imagine that
with an accurate model, a parametric method would be the
most reliable even with a low probe-packet rate. For a higher
probe-packet rate, greater accuracy can be obtained with a
CDF estimation method, however, this is at the cost of in-
creased computational complexity.
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Abstract
Network tomography offers a useful method to identify internal problems in a network
using data which can be obtained at the edge. Provided the topology of the network
is known then it is possible to recover from the edge measurements some properties of
internal links of the network which may not be accessible for any number of reasons -
cost, ownership, physical location etc. In this paper we compare estimator and detector
methods used to find the bottleneck link in a wired network, that is, the link experiencing
the highest delay.
1. Introduction
Computer networks are growing in both size and complexity and with the evolution of
the internet can be connected in a near infinite number of ways. Typically, the user is
situated at the edge of such a network with the resources they wish to access at another
edge; thus, the route taken by data travelling between user and resource can be long and
complex. Data packets will interact with other traffic on some or all of the route which
will have an affect on their statistical properties such as latency (delay), loss rate and
interarrival time. It is desireable to measure the network to detect anomalous values of
these statistics; network tomography, introduced in [Coates et al] is one method of doing
this. In this work, we concentrate on latency-based tomography, in particular finding
the network link with highest latency. This involves estimating the route-level delay
distribution from measurements available at the route or path level, converting this to
an estimate of the link-level distribution and then detecting which link is most probably
the one with highest delay (which we refer to as the bottleneck-link).
It is normal to describe the tomography process in terms of Y , the path-level delay
measurements, X , the link-level delay data we cannot measure and H , the routing matrix
which describes the relationship between X & Y . It is also normal to number the paths
from 1 to P and the links from 1 to L. With this nomenclature, a network is of the form:
Y = H × X (1.1)
That is, a network is a connected set of L links which form P routes or paths. We wish
to find X so we invert this process thus:
X = H−1 × Y (1.2)
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) - Network Topology of the small network, originally from [Coates et al]
& (b) - the H matrix and its pseudo-inverse
Where H−1 is the pseudo-inverse of H and conditioned on H being of full rank. This is
the least squares (LS) approach to finding X ; we express X as a weighted sum of the
contributions from each Y with the weights coming from H−1. hij is the weight assigned
to the contribution to link j from path i. This is easier to see in an example so consider
Fig 1 where we have P = 5 and L = 4. Fig 1a shows the topology of the network whilst
Fig 1b shows the routing matrix (H) and it’s pseudo-inverse (H−1).
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the
estimation schemes we are going to compare whilst in Section 3 we introduce detection
methods to accompany them. In Section 4 we introduce the parameters used for the test
and show some selected results before finally, in Section 5 presenting some conclusions.
2. Estimation Methods
In this section we introduce the estimation methods to be compared in Section 4.
Gaussian Approximation
The use of the Gaussian distribution to model the link delay was suggested in [Shih &
Hero] although the authors believed it to have problems with identifiability. Once the
mean and variance have been estimated from the N path-level data, they are transformed
using LS with weights coming from |hij |2. Equations 2.1 & 2.2 show the estimation of
the mean and variance for path i respectively while Equation 2.3 shows the estimated












(Yik − µ̂Yi)2 (2.2)





Xj = N (
P∑
i=1
µ̂Yi × hij ,
P∑
i=1
σ̂2Yi × |hij |
2) = N (µ̂Xj , σ̂2Xj ) (2.3)
Sum of Gaussians Type A (SOGA)
To extend the GA method we investigate the idea that the data can be modelled using
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The flexibility gained by using a complex model
allows the distribution to be better fitted but at the cost of computation time. We use
the well known Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to find the best estimate of
the path-level delay distribution as a mixture of J Gaussians, given an initial estimate.
With an estimate for each path, we find the combinations of mixtures with the highest
joint probability and use this as a metric to select the most likely combinations - here we
select the top 1000. As an example, one combination might be, Path 1, 2nd Gaussian,
0.74; Path 2, 1st Gaussian, 0.34; Path 3, 3rd Gaussian, 0.57; giving a metric for this
combination of 0.74× 0.34× 0.34 = 0.143. We apply LS as in GA to compute the GMM
(comprised of mean, variance and weight for 3 Gaussians) for each link. The problem
with this method is that we have to compute the joint probabilities for all combinations
of GMM. With a small network this is a relatively small number of computations but as
the network scales, this value increases rapidly. The number of computations required is
(JP ) ∗P giving 1215 for the small network which increases to 6377292 computations for
12 paths.
Raw Transform (RT)
This is the simplest practical method and is included here as a control method against
which to rate the others. The mean value of data over one second (for each path) is taken
and LS applied to each block to get an estimate of the link-level data. A histogram is
taken of these blocks to get an empirical measure of the distribution function.
Sum of Gaussians Type B (SOGB)
An extension of the RT method, the link-level data is modelled as a GMM once it
has been transformed via LS. The advantage is that we do not have the large number
of comparisons to perform as in SOGA and we have an analytic expression for the
distribution function at the link-level.
Method Of Moments (MOM)
In [Shih & Hero] the authors estimate the Cumulant Generating Function (CGF) of
the distribution of delay on each path from individual measurements with a method-of-
moments (MOM) estimator. These are passed through the LS algorithm to give a CGF
of the delay distributions for each link in the network.
We first construct an estimate of the CGF of path i using N measured delays denoted











hij × log(M̂Yi) (2.5)
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3. Detection Methods
To detect the bottleneck-link we must use a detection method which is compatible with
the output from the estimation stage. Both methods used in this work require the a-priori
selection of a variable δ which itself is an educated guess at the value of delay. The choice
of this value is empirical and the accuracy of detection is often highly dependant on it;
both major limitations.
CDFmax
To detect the bottlneck-link, we evaluate the link CDFs at a fixed value of δ and pick
the link which has lowest value. This is dependant on a good estimate of the CDF to
achieve reliable detection but is suitable for any of the parametric methods or empirical
methods (ie GA, SOGA, SOGB & RT) used here.
Chernoff Bound
To detect the bottleneck, we impose a Chernoff upper bound on the link CGFs and it is
therefore the most suitable choice to use with MOM. The bottleneck is the link with the
highest probability (Pj) of exceeding the delay threshold (δ).
In [Shih & Hero] this is expressed as:
Pj = P (Xj ≥ δ) ≤ e−tδE[etXj ] (3.1)
4. Selected Simulation Results
Simulation Setup
To test the methods we used an ns2 [ns2] simulation to model a wired network with
unicast probe-path traffic. The topology of the small network is as shown in Fig 1a and
the key parameters show in Table 1. On each link we add a delay to each packet to
force a situation where one link has a higher latency than the others for the methods
to detect. Aside from the added delay, other delays encountered by packets come from
self-congestion due to background traffic in the form of queueing and processing time at
each node.
We tested two sizes of network to observe robustness with regards to scaling of the
network and used different values of added bottleneck delay to test responsiveness under
conditions where the added delay was similar to that of the background delay. Background
traffic on each link is formed by combining a number of exponentially distributed UDP
and a number of TCP traffic sources in a similar manner to that used in [Coates et al].
Discussion of Results
Figure 2 shows the detection accuracy plotted against the values of δ between 0.1 and
0.25 seconds; they therefore show the sensitivity of each of the methods to the choice of
δ when the bottleneck delay is fixed. Where the difference between the bottleneck and
the next worst link is small (2a) the peak accuracy is quite sensitive to choice of δ for all
methods except MOM. As the difference increases, so does the peak accuracy range (in
terms of δ) and value (2b); this is not unexpected as it is easier to select the bottleneck
from the other links. With a larger network, a larger difference is required before the
same detection accuracy can be obtained (compare 2b & 2d). Here GA exhibits quite
poor performance despite performing well in the small network whilst MOM fails to
select the bottleneck at all. If the difference increases again (2c) then we see MOM,
GA, SOGA and SOGB performing well regardless of choice of δ; only RT shows some
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Parameter Small Simulation Large Simulation
Added Delay on bottleneck link 20ms, 50ms 50ms, 250ms
Added Delay on normal links 10ms, 80ms, 100ms 100ms
Bandwidth on each link 1 Mb 1Mb
Simulation Time 5000s 5000s
Number of Paths, P 5 12
Number of Link, L 4 9
CGF Parameter, t 20 20
Number of probe packets, N 25000 25000
Probe packet rate 2 Kb/s 2Kb/s
Probe packet size 40 Bytes 40 Bytes
Table 1: Key Simulation Parameters
(a) Small network, 20ms difference (b) Small network, 50ms difference
(c) Large network, 250ms difference (d) Large network, 50ms difference
Figure 2: Detection Accuracy against choice of delay threshold (δ) for four scenarios
sensitivity. Overall, we see GA and its more complex version, SOGA, perform well in each
of the scenarios. SOGA exhibits good performance in the larger network with small delay
difference which is the most challenging of the four scenarios. SOGB outperforms our
control method (RT) which may indicate that a good model of the tail of the distribution
can have a positive effect; being essentially a histogram, RT has poor performance here.
We also note that MOM does not depend on choice of δ and therefore has constant
performance in each of the scenarios; this is not to suggest that it is a better choice as a
good selection of δ can provide SOGA or GA with better performance, especially when
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the difference is low. Despite its poor performance in 2d GA remains a robust choice of
method as it has much lower computational load compared to SOGA which may be more
important than a small increase in accuracy in an application where the bottleneck is
likely to be much worse than the next-worst link.
5. Conclusion
We have provided a comparison of five methods for estimating the bottleneck-link using
delay-based network tomography. We have seen that whilst there are advantages to using
a non-parametric method, namely its ability to model an arbitrary distribution, a rea-
sonable choice of close fitting paramteric distribution can produce more accurate overall
results.
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Network tomography offers a useful method to identify inter-
nal problems in a network using data which can be obtained
at the network’s edge. Provided the topology of the network
is known then it is possible to recover from the edge mea-
surements some properties of internal links of the network
which may not be accessible for any number of reasons -
cost, ownership, physical location etc. In this paper we in-
troduce two new estimation algorithms based on the Pearson
type-1 distribution and compare these with existing estima-
tor and detector algorithms used to find the bottleneck link
in a wired network, that is, the link experiencing the highest
delay.
1. INTRODUCTION
Computer networks are growing in both size and complexity
and with the evolution of the internet can be connected
in a near infinite number of ways. Typically, the user is
situated at the edge of such a network with the resources
they wish to access at another edge; thus, the route taken
by data travelling between user and resource can be long
and complex. Data packets will interact with other traffic on
some or all of the route which will have an affect on their
statistical properties such as latency (delay), loss rate and
interarrival time. It is desireable to measure the network
to detect anomalous values of these statistics; network
tomography, introduced in [1] is one method of doing this.
In this work, we concentrate on latency-based tomography,
in particular finding the network link with highest latency.
We define a network link as a connection between two nodes
or routers in a network and a route or path as a connected
set of links, this is illustrated in Figure 1. We estimate the
route-level delay distribution from measurements available
at the route or path level, convert this to an estimate of the
link-level distribution and then detect which link is most
probably the one with highest delay (which we refer to as
the bottleneck-link). There are many approaches to this
problem, some of which use parametric distributions for
link and path estimates such as exponential and exponential
mixture distributions [2] or Gaussian mixture distribu-
tions [3]. Alternatives use EM based approaches [4] whilst
some are based upon particle filters [5]. Some of the most
recent and potentially most efficient, in terms of volume
of data required to detect any bottleneck, are based upon
compressed sensing [6]. Our contribution is in extending
two existing estimation algorithms using the Pearson type-1
distribution to form two new estimation algorithms which
may offer a computational saving over the originals.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in
Section 2 we introduce our system model, in Section 3 we
introduce the estimation algorithms we are going to compare
and in Section 4 we introduce detection algorithms to
accompany them. In Section 5 we introduce the parameters
used for the test and show some selected results before
finally, in Section 6 presenting some conclusions.
2. SYSTEM MODEL
It is possible to describe tomography using some basic alge-
bra; here, we attempt to remain consistent with other works
[1], [7] in our nomenclature. We refer to the path-level delay
measurements asY, the link-level delay data we cannot mea-
sure but wish to estimate asX and the routing matrix (which
describes the relationship betweenX andY) asH. The paths
in any network are numbered from 1 toP while the links are
numbered from 1 toL. Using this notation, we can think of a
network as:
Y = H ×X (1)
This implies that theP routes (or paths, the terms are often
used interchangeably) in a network are simply an intercon-
nected set ofL links: H, the routing matrix, describes how
the links are connected to form the paths using a 1 to indicate
the the link is part of the route and a 0 to indicate otherwise.
Since our desire is not to gather information onY (which we
can measure directly) but onX, we invert our equation:
X = H−1×Y (2)
We can see that this is the well known least squares (LS)
method applied to findingX whereH−1 is the L2 pesudo-
inverse ofH. We seek to find an estimate ofX as a weighted
sum of the contributions from eachY with the weights
coming fromH−1. We definehi j as the weight assigned to
the contribution to linkj from pathi.
I is perhaps easiest to illustrate this using a small example so
consider a networl which has a topology such as that shown
i Figure 1 withP= 5 andL = 4. Link 1 and link2 form path
1 so the routing matrix has a 1 in the first two columns of
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the first row: the columns of the routing matrix correspond
to the links while the rows correspond to the paths. Equa-





1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1






0.50 0.50 0 −0.50 −0.50
0.25 −0.25 0 0.25 0.75
−0.50 −0.50 1 0.50 0.50
0.25 0.75 1 0.25 −0.25

 (4)
The tomography problem presented above can be reduced in
it’s most basic format to this: trying to estimate the link delay
CDF (X) using measurements taken at the route level (Y) and
knowledge of how the network is constructed (H). This can
be used to determine the link with the highest delay which
can be useful for monitoring and control applications.
3. ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
In this section we introduce four algorithms to estimating the
statistical properties of the links based on the data acquired
at the path level; the results are used with a complementary
detection algorithm described in Section 4 and the perfor-
mance shown in Section 5.
3.1 Gaussian Approximation
The use of a single Gaussian distribution to model link delay
was suggested in [2] although the authors believed it to have
problems with identifiably. We also treat the path delay as
having a Gaussian distribution so that the mean and variance
are estimated fromN path data and subsequently transformed
to provide an estimate of the mean and variance of the link
using LS with weights coming from|hi j |2. Equations (5) &
(6) show the estimation of the mean and variance for pathi
respectively while equation (7) shows the estimated distribu-














(Yik − µ̂Yi )2 (6)
We treat the variance as a noise process and so square the
weights (|hi j |2) to preserve the positivity of the link estimate.








σ̂2Yi ×|hi j |
2) = N (µ̂Xj , σ̂2Xj ) (7)
Algorithm 1 GA estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 toP do
2: fit single Gaussian to path,i, using equations (5) & (6)
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to L do
5: estimate PDF of linkj using path estimates 1 toP
using LS as per equation (7)
6: end for
3.2 Method Of Moments (MOM)
In [1] and [7] the authors estimate the Cumulant Generat-
ing Function (CGF) of the distribution of delay on each path
from individual measurements with a method-of-moments
(MOM) estimator. These are passed through the LS algo-
rithm to give a CGF of the delay distributions for each link
in the network.
We first construct an estimate of the CGF of pathi usingN













hi j × log(M̂Yi ) (9)
Algorithm 2 MOM estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 toL do
2: estimate CGF of path,i using equation (8)
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to L do
5: estimate CGF of linkj using path estimates 1 toP
using LS as per equation (9)
6: end for
3.3 Pearson type-1 Distribution (PRS)
With GA we use the first two moments to model the data but
we suspect that this might not allow enough flexibility to give
an accurate model so we use a Pearson type-1 distribution to
make use of the first four moments. The algorithm is similar
to GA but with the addition of skewness and kurtosis which














E((Yik − µi,1)4)/σ4−3 (11)
LS is applied to the four estimates for each path as in GA and
similarly results in a set of estimates for a Pearson distribu-
tion for each link. We recall that the Pearson has a condition
in thatµ4 ≥ µ23 +1 which we find may not always occur due
to the transformation in LS; in this situation we modify the
values ofµ3 so that the condition is satisfied.
3.4 Pearson - Method Of Moments (P-MOM)
The problem with MOM is that it does not produce an esti-
mate of the CDF (or PDF) of the delay for each link which
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Algorithm 3 PRS estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to P do
2: fit a Pearson type-1 distribution to pathi, using equa-
tions (5), (6), 10 & 11.
3: end for
4: for j = 1 toL do
5: estimate CDF of linkj using path estimates 1 toP
using LS in a similar manner to equation (7)
6: end for
is preferable to the CGF as it may give more insight into the
operation of the network. To overcome this, we fit a Pearson
type-1 distribution to the first four parameters estimated by
MOM.
Algorithm 4 P-MOM estimation algorithm
1: for i = 1 to L do
2: estimate CGF of path,i using equation 8
3: end for
4: for j = 1 toL do
5: estimate CGF of linkj using path estimates 1 toP
using LS as per equation 9
6: end for
7: for j = 1 toL do
8: generate Pearson type-1 distribution using cumulants
from CGF for each linkj
9: end for
4. DETECTION ALGORITHMS
To detect the bottleneck-link we employ a detection algo-
rithm compatible with the estimator output. Both detection
algorithms used here require the a-priori selection of a vari-
able, δ , which is an educated guess at the value of delay.
The choice ofδ is empirical and detection accuracy is often
dependant on it; both major limitations.
4.1 CDFmax
We evaluate the link CDFs at a fixed value ofδ and call this
Pj and pick as bottleneck the link with lowestPj . This relies
on a good CDF estimate to achieve reliable detection but is
suitable for any of the parametric algorithms - ie GA, PRS
and P-MOM.
Pj = arg minj ( cd fj (δ ) ); jε{1,2, . . . ,L} (12)
4.2 Chernoff Bound
We impose a Chernoff upper-bound on the link CGFs and
select as bottleneck the link with the highest probability (Pj )
of exceeding the delay threshold (δ ).
In [1] and [7] this is expressed as:
Pj = P(Xj ≥ δ ) ≤ e−tδ E[etXj ] (13)
5. SELECTED SIMULATION RESULTS
5.1 Simulation Setup
To test all the methods (where a method is a combination
of estimation and detection algorithms, named after the es-
timator) we use an ns2 [8] simulation to model a wired net-
work with unicast probe-path traffic. The topology of the
5-node network is shown in Figure 1 while the 10 node net-
work has a larger but similar structure: the key parameters
Parameter Value
Bottleneck delay (5 node) 120ms, 150ms
Bottleneck delay (10node) 150ms, 200ms, 250ms
Normal link delay (5 node) 10ms, 80ms, 100ms
Normal link delay (10 node) 100ms
Link bandwidth 1 Mb
Simulation time 5000s
Number of paths,P (5 node) 5
Number of paths,P (10 node) 12
Number of links,L (5 node) 4
Number of links,L (10 node) 9
CGF parameter,t 20
Number of probe packets,N 25000
Probe packet rate 2 Kb/s
Probe packet size 40 Bytes
Table 1: Key Simulation Parameters
are shown in Table 1. Background traffic on each link is
formed by combining exponentially-distributed constant-bit-
rate UDP and TCP traffic sources similar to those in [1]. The
rates of the UDP sources are chosen to ensure each link is
between 70% and 80% utilized; the TCP sources adjust their
rate to achieve maximum throughput ensuring links operate
at peak capacity. This is important because we want to en-
sure that packets on the network experience some delay due
to congestion. The delay is manifested as queueing and pro-
cessing time at each node. In addition, on each link we add a
delay to each packet so that one link has a delay higher than
the others for our methods to detect. This ensures we have a
scenario where we know the bottleneck and can control the
degree of detection difficulty.
5.2 Discussion of Results
We compare the performance of the estimator and detector
combinations in terms of detection accuracy and computa-
tional complexity in six different scenarios:
• A 5 node topology with 20ms separation (Figure 2a)
• A 5 node topology with 50ms separation (Figure 2b)
• A 10 node topology with 50ms separation (Figure 3a)
• A 10 node topology with 150ms separation (Figure 3b)
• A 10 node topology with 250ms separation (Figure 3c)
In Figure 2a PRS outperforms GA in terms of peak accuracy
by about 20%, however both methods show sensitivity
to choice ofδ ; this may indicate information loss when
using two moments in GA. MOM is less sensitive toδ than
P-MOM although both offer a similar level of accuracy of
between 50 and 60% which we assign to the MOM-based
parameter estimation.
In Figure 2b the separation has increased: GA now outper-
forms PRS, the peak accuracy is greater by 6% while the
range ofδ over which it has high accuracy has increasedr.
MOM and P-MOM show similar performance with the
difference being slightly less than in Figure 2a.
If the separation increases to a larger value, ie 150ms,
then all methods converge to 100% accuracy. This is not
unexpected as the separation is high (greater than twice the
delay of the 2nd worst link) and it should be easy to detect a
bottleneck even if the estimation is poor.
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Figure 2: Detection Accuracy against choice of delay




Figure 3: Detection Accuracy against choice of delay













Table 2: Formulae for number of MULT and ADD
operations required for estimation/detection of 20s of data






Table 3: Numerical results for the formulae in Table 2 using
values from Table 1 for the scenario in Figure 2a with
N = 1000.
Figure 3a shows the performance of the methods in the
10 node scenario. Both MOM and P-MOM are unable to
correctly detect the bottlneck while GA and PRS exhibit
poor performance although PRS is the more accurate. As the
topology scales, the separation required for a fixed level of
accuracy increases.
In Figure 3b the accuracy of GA is comparable to Figure 2b:
the range of PRS is narrower and peak accuracy is slightly
less than GA. MOM and P-MOM exhibit similar accuracy
of around 30% with P-MOM having some variance as in the
5 node scenarios.
In Figure 3c the accuracy of GA, MOM and P-MOM has
increased to the maximum which is expected given the large
separation. Interestingly, the PRS response has a lower tail
similar to that in Figure 3b showing sensitivity toδ .
Table 2 shows the number of multiplication (MULT) and
add (ADD) operations required to perform one estimation
and detection on a block of data (around 20s of data) using
the scenario in Figure 2a. GA is the most computationally
efficient as it has a low number of parameters and scales
with the number of samples,N. PRS scales withN but has
a more complex CDF and a greater number of parameters
than GA. MOM scales withN and t which increases the
complexity for even a small value oft. P-MOM requirest
equal to 4 so offers a complexity saving compared to MOM.
Table 3 expresses this numerically with the parameters as in
Table 1 but withN = 1000. This illustrates that MOM is the
least computationally efficient followed by PRS. Crucially
we see that P-MOM combines the efficient estimation of
MOM with the efficient output evaluation of PRS requiring
one fifth the number of ADDs and one tenth the number of
MULTs of MOM.
With large separation, all methods are able to correctly iden-
tify the bottleneck in a network. As separation decreases, th
parametric methods (GA and PRS) appear more robust, how-
ever they are sensitive to choice ofδ making them unsuitable
in an environment where little is known about the normal op-
erating conditions of the network. A non-parametric method
such as MOM has reduced sensitivity toδ but its output may
not be compatible with all types of detection algorithm. A
hybrid approach, P-MOM, which uses the Pearson distribu-
tion as output sacrifices some of the accuracy of MOM but
gains reduced sensitivity and decreased computational cost.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we compared four network tomography meth-
ods, two of which make use of the Pearson distribution and
are introduced here, to perform bottleneck-link detection.
We saw that a non-parametric algorithm (MOM) provides
consistent, reliable performance which is not constrainedby
ana-priori choice of delay threshold. However it was not as
robust as a parametric algorithm (GA and PRS) in low sep-
aration scenarios and was computationally expensive. Ro-
bustness has to be carefully traded with computational cost
when considering overall suitability, especially in a real-time
environment and we conclude that it may be preferential to
sacrifice robustness for a reduction in compute time (GA).
Where sensitivity toδ is a concern and a CDF output is de-
sireable then our hybrid method, P-MOM, offers a solution
which combines the flexibility of PRS with the consistent
performance of MOM.
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